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Satyam computers Placement Paper  
 
Joint campus placement drive held at C.E.C Landran near Chandigarh, Punjab around January 
2008. 
 
Well I would give you a complete round up of my experience at the placement drive conducted by 
satyam computers. 
 
To begin with ? 
 
Eligibility criteria : 
10th min 60% 
12th min 60% 
B. Tech ? 60% 
2 back logs allowed 
And relaxation of 5 % in any one of the above. 
 
Now moving forward with the written exam? 
 
Now it constitutes of 15 questions that you have to do in 30 minutes. 
 
They are primarily from like everybody say from R.S. Aggarwal quantitative aptitude. 
 
Most of them are easy and can be done without any serious preparation but the ones like calendar, 
clock etc require sum practice.  
 
If you feel that you have less time to do it then just go through the formulae before each chapter 
and go through the unsolved examples there are more than sufficient! 
 
One or two questions may come from qualitative aptitude but nothing to panic they are logical 
and with just careful observation can be done easily and fast too. 
 
 
Remember there is a good chance that they keep an upper cutoff so kindly stick around 9-10 out 
of 15 . There is one fourth negative marking also. Don?t try to cheat and get very hi scores as 
upper cut off may lead to rejection. 
 
Anyways it was the first company i went for. Now you got to have a resume and whatever you 
have written in the resume must be correct. The point I want to convey is that you should be able 
to justify your resume and should answer any question asked based on your resume. 
 
Now the one question that is most expected one is?.introduce yourself so be ready with the 
impressive intro as it is said the first impression is the last. 
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Now the interviewer may be an HR or HR+tech or tech, now what comes your way is totally luck! 
Mine was an hr+tech. 
Now the interview scene was like this? 
Me: may I come in sir? 
Sir: come in.. 
Me good evening sir (closing the door gently as the previous candidate was sent out and was not 
interviewed as he shut the door hard) 
Sir: sit down 
 
Me: thank you sir 
 
Sir: arun pandit from kullu wahan to bahit thandi hogi (sir was south Indian) 
 
Me:  yes sir 
 
Sir: ok introduce yourself.. (Going through a form cum resume they asked to fill initially) 
 
Me: sir my name is arun pandit. Arun means sun. 
 
Sir: yes I know 
 
Me: my father named me arun coz he appreciated a politician named Arun Nehru who was along 
the scenes in 1985. 
 
Sir : ok 
 
Me : (then I told about schooling from Delhi till 8th and there after till 12th in sainik school 
sujanpur tihra etc?) 
 
Sir: your hobbies.. 
 
Me: sir repairing and troubleshooting computer and reading latest tech news and computer 
technologies, software?s etc.. 
 
Sir: continue.. 
 
Me: reading books? 
 
Sir which kind of books? 
 
Me: sir motivational?, scientific thrillers.. 
 
Sir: tell me any motivational book you have read? 
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Me: sir I have read you can win and living with honor my shiv khera, alchemist by paul Coelho, 
monk who sold his Ferrari by robin Sharma, power thoughts by Robert Schuller,and my favorite 
being courage and confidence by ? 
 
Sir: ok ok that?s gud what abt scientific thrillers.. 
 
Me sir I have read all novels by Dan brown .. da Vinci code, angels and daemons ,digital fortress 
and deception point.. 
 
Sir: continue.. 
 
Me: sir I write poems? 
 
Sir : what kind of poems? 
 
Me : sir motivational.. 
 
Sir: why? 
 
Me: sir many a times in my life i was down and broken and I just felt like giving up and accepting 
defeat but on one such day one of my friend sent an sms to me reading? I was crying of having 
no0 shoes until I saw a man without feet? take this world as a challenge prove ur mettle .these 
world really lifted me up? fail.. fall.. cry ..die .. but don?t give up.but still in some situation it 
didn?t help then I realized that just not giving up is not enough . one has to strike back with the 
double the intensity. As even a mountain stands among harsh climatic conditions, rain storm etc it 
never gives up but it is still standing at the very same place where it was yesterday so one has to 
strike back with the double the intensity in order to win and progress. 
 
Sir : that?s good?(now time for technical) 
 
Sir : which is your favorite subject 
 
Me: sir networking 
 
Sir : what have you done in networking in practical.. 
 
Me : sir I am the head of computer lab maintenance and computer awareness club of college and I 
have  implemented LAN, wireless LAN, . 
 
I have implemented domain, active directory, exchange server, dns, dhcp,iis and windows server 
2003 nad have undertook training for Microsoft certification of mcp, mcsa and mcse. 
 
Sir : that?s v good. 
 
Ok tell me technical specifications of LAN , wan 
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Me: replied correctly? 
 
If your college has another branch how would you interconnect them and why? 
 
me : we can go for wi fi if distance is less... or if the distance is more we can go for wi max the 
new technology. 
 
Sir : what about wan.. 
 
Me: sir it would incur long lengths of cable and subsequently repeaters etc wi max would be a 
good alternative 
 
Sir : don?t mix technology with whts gud.. 
 
Me: (realizing that he was in favors of wan) yes sir wi max is a new technology and therefore it 
would be costly to upgrade present hardware to suit wi max and practically it would be best to use 
wan but instead of normal cables we can go for optical fiber which has less errors, high speed and 
less repeaters required 
 
Sir: you may go now 
 
Me good day sir 
 
  
 
This was my interview. Others were also asked state capitals,  information about there home state, 
basics of subjects in b tech course like operating systems,c,c++,database, working of lcd etc 
 
Basically just go through all the main and important topics from them. The questions are mostly 
normal if you have done a quick recap of earlier semester subjects. 
 
Be prepared of the project or training undergone in 6 weeks. 
 
Basically be confident. Don?t bluff. If you don?t know or remember something then just say that 
u don?t know or cannot recollect now! 
 
I was select and I hope all of you also get selected. Work on ur personality and concepts as marks 
are just for eligibility the main thing is your knowledge and what you have learned. Remember 
success can be delayed but never denied to a hardworking person. Never give up! 
 
Impossible is nothing! 
 
Go get your dreams? 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 1st FEBRUARY AT NAGPUR 2008 
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Hi friends!! Just have a smiling face, full confidence, sanguine attitude and success will be surely 
yours. This year Satyam had conducted only written test and interview. There was no G.D. 
 
Written Test 
Q.1). It was related to finding the average weight of the students. In the question, there was given 
average weight of the students in three different classes: 
Section P-around 48 kg. 
Q-around 45 kg. 
R-around 50 kg. 
 
Other than this, the total no. of students in section Q was also mentioned. It was around 
Q=((25*R)/100)+R) as far as I remember. And question was to find the average weight of all the 
students. I don-no xact ansr ‘coz I didn’t attempt it. 
 
Q.2).It was purely a mathematical problem.The equation that I got after solving the given 
situation had two unknowns.Hence, it appeared to be somewat twisted.But those two variables 
were also interrelated.Ot was sumwat like 
 S=(2Ax) +x2  -(B/4) 
Where S=2x. & A,B were constants. It was xtrememly simple.    
 
Q.3)Again an easy one.Some age problem or it was sumthing like that. But it was purely 
mathematical & again very very easy.An equation had to be formed & the answer was there.    
 
Q.4).It was some pasage.So I didn’t solve it bcoz it appeared to be too time consuming.    
 
Q.5).Again a lengthy one.But it was not a passage.It was like that some rules & regulations of U.S. 
Anti Terror team were mentioned  and  the  question  also  mentioned  about  an  organization  
which  was  trying  to  fight  the  terrorists.Based on the  passage  given  were  four  different  
points(sentences)  for  choice and  we  were  supposed  to  choose  that  option  which  would  
most  correctly  prove  the  arguement.    
 
Q.6).A program(more precisely an algo) was given in the following manner:- 
10 R=2. 
20 R=R+2. 
30 K=K+R. 
40 J=K+2. 
50 If(J>sumthing) 
 
don’t remember further, but no initial value of ne of the variables was mentiond there. & we were 
supposed to choose, among the options, the WRONG output. I wonder how can there be one 
wrong output & three different correct outputs. But  still  that  was  what  the  problem  was &  I  
dind’t  attempt  it.  
 
Now I don’t remember the further questions bcoz I must have solved   & attempted  them. M 
unable to recollect ques from 7 to 11, but most of them, I  remember,  were  purely  mathematical  
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where  you  hav  to analyse  the  given  situation,  from  an  equation,  solve  that  equation &  get  
the  answer.    
 
Q.12).Problem was basically on either Work & energy  or  on  Time  Distance.    
 
Q.13).Based on  a  pie  chart.  Though  it  appeared  complicated  but  in  fact  it  was  very  very  
easy.Every  answer  ia  alwayz  given  there  inj  the  pie  chrt  itself.The  only  thing  is  how  do  
you  apply  brain  7  find  the  answer. 
 
The  pie  chart showed  the  percentage  distribution  of  some  commodities,  &  we  were  
supposed  to  find  the  dimensions  of  a  new  pie  chart  for  another  given  prcentage  
distribution  of  commodities. 
 
So  the  question  was  inference  based  &  not  purely  fact  based.But  then  the  inference that  
you  draw  depends  totally  upon  the  facts  given  in  the  pie  chart,  dear  guys !!    
 
q.14).ome three  different  graphs  mentioning  about  population  were  given  &  this  time  thye  
ques.  was  not  inference  based  but  purely  fact  based.    
 
Q.15). It was extremely   simple.  It  was  an  upstream  downstream  problem  that  we  ppl  used  
to  solve  in  linear  eqtions  in  about  7th std.    
 
So  frnds  that  was  all  about  the apti. I got  thru  the  apti  &  my  intrview  was  on  the  next  
day  2nd  of  Feb.    
 
My  interview  experince  was  just  fantastic.  From  the  time  I  entrd  the  intrvw  rooom   to  
the  time  I  exited  I  maintained   total  eye  contact, had  full  confidence  and  presented   my  
best  self  forward  with  an  impressive  +ve  attitude. 
 
A total  of  200  students  were  finally  selected  fron  a  total  of  1200  that  appeared  for  the  
drive &  I  got  thru  d  ntire  process  2  b  1  of  them. 
 
When  I  entered  the  interview room  the  interviwer  sir  seemed  to  be  extremely  busy  
mending  up  some  old  records  of  the  previous  candidates. I  took  permission  &  entered  the  
room. Still  sir  wasn’t  looking  at  me  but  I  maintianed  full  eye  contact.I  said “Warm Good 
evening to u Sir !!”)  it  was  around  7:15  p.m. Still  sir  was  very  busy. With  his  eyes  into  the  
documents  he  said “God evening” 
 
”May I plz hav  a  seat  sir?”   Sir  said,” yes yes plz sit down”. Still  not  looking  at  me. But  by  
this  time,  he was  reading  my  previously  submited  resume  of  mine.    
 
Finally, sir looked  upto  me  &  after  reading  “Computer  Engg(my branch)”  from  my  resume  
he  asked  me  about  my  knowledge  in  the  field  of  animation  bcoz  that  happens  to  be  the  
latest  trend  in  Computers. 
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I  said  “ I  hav  heard  that  C++  knowledge  is  very  important  for  for  animation,  though  I  
don’t  have  ne  bookish  knowledge  about  animation.    
 
Sir   said  “Do  u  mean  it  can’t  be done  using  C  language?”.    So  I  xplained   all  d  
defferences   between  C &  C++  starting  with  “C  is  the  subset  of  C++  .. . . . . . . ”    
 
”Which  languages  have  u  learnt  uptill  now ?” 
 
“C  & C++  but  C++  we  r learning  now  in  this  semester.”    
 
”Just  C  &  C++?” 
 
“Yes Sir”  I  said. 
 
Then  sir  paused  &  I  felt  as  if  a  gap is  getting  created.So  I  added  “Sir  we  have  done  
Data  Structures  &  Computer Graphics  also  but  that was  also done  C  language  only”.    
 
”Can  u  write  a  C  code  for  opening  a  file  in  output  mode?”. Very  confidently  I  said  “Yes 
Sir”    
 
 
Sir  immediately  gave  me   a  blank  paper  &  asked  me  to  write  the  code  saying  “OK  Do  
it”  Without  any  pause  I  wrote  the  C  statement   &  said “This  is  the  required   C  code  sir 
 
Sir glared  at  the  C  code  that  I  had  written  &  after  a while  he  said,  “Ok Ankur Ok Thank 
u.” 
 
“Thank  u  sir  Nice  meeting  u  sir”  I  said  &  walked  out  of  the  interview  room  with  full  
confidence. 
 
So,  friends  did  u  get  the  mistake  here ? 
 
The  most  noticeable  thing  here  is  that   there  is  no  mode  as  output  mode  in  C  
language.There  r  only  3  modes-Read,Write & Append. So  even  m  amazed  as  to  how  cum  
I  got  thru  the  interview. So  I  conclude  that  though    the  questions were  technical  the  
interview  was  an  HR  interview. &  seeing my    confidence,  my  attitude,  he  selected me. 
 
Da’s  y  I  said  in  d  beginning  itself- Just  Be  confident,  maintain  eye  contact,  have  a  +ve  
attitude,  show  ur  interest  in  the  company &  success  is  surly  urs. Wish  U  all  the  very  very  
Best  of  LUCk ! 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 1st MARCH AT ALLAHABAD 2008 
 
By the grace of god & blessings of my parents I have qualified satyam written & interview. My 
name is Sachin mittal student of ECE branch studying in United College Of Engg. & Research, 
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ALLAHABAD. There was a pool campus of satyam in AAI university, ALLAHABAD  on 18th 
of January. But interviews on 1st march.  
 
Around 280 students were selected in written from 1200 & in 280 ,120 students get selected in 
interviews  except my college. B’coz the no. of students from alone my college was 112 in 280. 
So,they have taken interview of other colleges on 19th of jan. & our interviews  held on 1st  
march. 
 
WRITTEN EXAM:-  
First of all I want to say that I m not the topper of my class,I am an avg. student so don’t think 
that only toppers can do it. There was 15 ques. & 30 mins paper in which there was questions 
from:- 
1.       Profit & loss 
2.       Percentage 
3.       Men & work problems 
4.       Data sufficiency 
5.       Venn diagrams 
6.       Ages 
7.       Compound interest 
 
Questions were not much tough but what matters is your speed. So practice ques thoroughly. If 
you are doing 7-10 ques then you can think that you are safe. Keep in mind that there is lower 
&upper both cut off. 
 
INTERVIEW :- 
After written exam pre placement talk held. 
 
Before interview there was essay writing also. My topic was “LEADERS ARE BORN OR 
MADE”. Some other topics were it industry in india ,Metro trains,Impact of lagaan movie, Impact 
of chak de movie, Budget 08. Essay writing was not a eliminating round. 
 
I was bit nervous for interview. But I must say that mine interviewer was very cool & 
understanding. Firstly he asked me tell me about yourself . Then greatest achievement in my 
academic field, then questions from my field i.e. What is feedback ?,Example of feedback ,Where 
it is used. Then on staibility of systems.Then questions from C such as What is malloc & calloc 
function?,What is structures. Then  he came on HR interview. He asked tell me about your  
father,mother& siblings.Then questions from my essay. Atlast he asked told me what you have 
observed in me in the whole interview.  Then thank you. 
 
My interview was of around 15-20 mins. 38 students get selected  among 105 students in 
interview. 
 
In my opinion the most important  thing in your interview  is just enter with a smile,have smiling 
face in whole interview,don’t be tensed, be confident & have good communication skills and 
that’s it & you are through as I am. 
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Pray to god & every thing will be all right,& you will be a satyamite. So see you in satyam.. 
 
 
SATYAM  PAPER ON 1st MARCH 2008  
 
By the grace of god & blessings of my parents I have qualified satyam written & interview. My 
name is Sachin mittal student of ECE branch studying in United College Of Engg. & 
Research,ALLAHABAD. There was a pool campus of satyam in AAI university,ALLAHABAD  
on 18th of January. But interviews on 1st march.   
 
Around 280 students were selected in written from 1200 & in 280 ,120 students get selected in 
interviews  except my college. B’coz the no. of students from alone my college was 112 in 280. 
So,they have taken interview of other colleges on 19th of jan. & our interviews  held on 1st  
march. 
 
WRITTEN EXAM:- 
First of all I want to say that I m not the topper of my class,I am an avg. student so don’t think 
that only toppers can do it.  
 
There was 15 ques. & 30 mins paper in which there was questions from:- 
1.      Profit & loss 
2.      Percentage 
3.      Men & work problems 
4.      Data sufficiency 
5.      Venn diagrams 
6.      Ages 
7.      Compound interest  
 
Questions were not much tough but what matters is your speed. So practice ques thoroughly. If 
you are doing 7-10 ques then you can think that you are safe. Keep in mind that there is lower 
&upper both cut off. 
 
INTERVIEW :- 
After written exam pre placement talk held. 
 
Before interview there was essay writing also. My topic was “LEADERS ARE BORN OR 
MADE”. Some other topics were it industry in india ,Metro trains,Impact of lagaan movie, Impact 
of chak de movie, Budget 08. Essay writing was not a eliminating round. 
 
I was bit nervous for interview. But I must say that mine interviewer was very cool & 
understanding. Firstly he asked me tell me about yourself . Then greatest achievement in my 
academic field, then questions from my field i.e. What is feedback ?,Example of feedback ,Where 
it is used. Then on staibility of systems.Then questions from C such as What is malloc & calloc 
function?,What is structures. Then  he came on HR interview. He asked tell me about your  
father,mother& siblings.Then questions from my essay. Atlast he asked told me what you have 
observed in me in the whole interview.  Then thank you. 
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My interview was of around 15-20 mins. 38 students get selected  among 105 students in 
interview. 
 
In my opinion the most important  thing in your interview  is just enter with a smile,have smiling 
face in whole interview,don’t be tensed, be confident & have good communication skills and 
that’s it & you are through as I am. 
 
Pray to god & every thing will be all right,& you will be a satyamite. So see you in satyam.. 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 2nd NOVEMBER 2007    
 
Hi buddies..............Here m goin 2 write abt my xperience n satyam's campusing.. this is d second 
time when i hv attended satyams campusing....this tim hv cracked..for tht first f all i want thank 
all d fresherworld guys who hv posted there xperience here....thnxx.... 
Actually this tim they gave us a dream slot...so all the job holders 4m our coleg wr sittin n it.. 
 
There was 3 rounds... 
Round 1>>Aptitude Test....[15 marks] 
as allways there was lower cut off...it may b off 7....i hv scored 7.5 there(i think so)...each wrong 
sum  carries -0.25...so b careful...but i ws nt sure tht wheather thr ws upper cut off or not... 3-4 
questions were 4m logical reasoning...those wr a bit time consuming..n also d sums wr a bit long.. 
how i did ws jst i hd strtd 4m d middl...coz there was some easy sums...buddies u wl get few 
common questions everytime...like pyramid probs,,1 from calender,,,1 from time n work...1 from 
chart...so 4-5 questions wl b common 2 u....dont worry abt d sums 4m the chart...in our paper tht 
sum didn required ne calculation.. also 1 sum 4m pictorial puzzls...very very easy..jst practice RS 
AGARWAL nicely...n if u r a cat aspirant then satyams paper wl b gelid 4 u...but here time plays 
an important role.. coz wthn 30 mins u hv 2 finish ur exam... 
 
Round 2>>HR round... 
here i got a trickey start...actually i ws not at ll prepared 4 their interview...i was havin long 
hair...d 1 st question tht my interviewer ws asked is R U A ROCKSTAR ???Somehow i hv 
managed it...though frankly speakin my first impression was not good...n in this round my 
interviewer asked me abt why do u want 2 leave ur comp n join satyam?? hv u visited d satyams 
site??? wht ws n satyams homepage...asked abt family background also...n there wl b an essay 
writing... 
my topic was "20-20 cricket is goin 2 giv a death knell to 50 overs cricket"... 
some other topics was... how do u compare an IT professional and an ant ??? 
elephant is an IT professional... wl u recruit bill gates in ur company?? all work no play make a 
jack boy dull... leadership skills... 
cleared my hr at 10:00 p.m. 
 
Round 3>> Technical round... 
as i m 4m electronics my interviewer asked me abt satellite 
communication,,semiconductor,,transistors,,lil bit abt micropros..as my pocket subject ws microp. 
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actually my technical interview was 2 easy if i compare myself wid my frnds 4m cse 
department..as i was only asked 2 giv some basic ideas f those...but cse ppls got d questions 4m 
java.. n mostly dbms... tht round was really nic 4 me...i didn tht tht at tech round i dont hav 2 face 
wid d questions 4m cse field.. result ws declared after 12'0 clock at nite...my name was not there..i 
was shocked..no f selected candidates were 13...i didn thought lik tht...also i didn thought a lot f 
drama is waitin 4 me...after near abt 30 mins they called me n told me tht i was selected but 
during typing d name f d selected candidates they had missed my name...it was also shokin...frst i 
tht is tht HR person is jokin wid me??? when he told u r also selected.... 
 
i was overwhelmed wid joy n some strange feelin at tht time....i hv no words2 describe tht.... but 
lastly one think tht i lik 2 say is tht i became so proud as i m a satyamite now..n we "THINK 
LIKE A CEO"........ 
best f luck....hope 2 see u n satyam soon.... 
 
Bye, 
Somok Sarkar.  
 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 3rd FEBRUARY AT HYDERABAD  2008 
 
Hello friends recently i've attended SATYAM drive n got placed in it. AM still in my third yr n 
am very happy that i've got selected in satyam held at C.V.S.R coll of engg.at Gatkesar as u all 
know abt the test pattern which is like this 
 
!st round written consisting of 15 ques in 30 min 
1)radha can do a piece of work in 10 days 2) sita can do the same work in 15 days.In how many 
days do they complete the same work if they both work together 
a.onlyu stmt 1 is enough 
b.only stmt 2 is enough 
c.both 1 n 2 are required but only one cannot be used 
d.neither are required  
 
find the next number in the series 19 48 30 96 ------- 
a.144 
b.192 
c.160 
d.none of these 
10 let s=0 
20 let i=1 
30 let j=1 
goto:40 i=i+1 
50 s=s*j 
60 i=i*j 
70 if j 
80 print s  
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what is the value of s? 
a.0 
b.1 
c.5 
d.none of these  
 
a problem given on simple interest which can be solved easily 
a problem on aeroplane travelling with 50kmph n speed of still air is 30 kmph.......problem on 
work n time like 3 taps can fill a tank ina 50 min.................   
 
a person observes that there are no page numbers in a book while he was reading .then he starts 
numbering the pages.overall he finds that there are 61 3's in the book.so how many pages are 
there in the book? 
a.350 
b.190 
........ 
...........   
 
problem on areas around 5 problems on verbal he gave few passages n asked questions on that 
sorry i could not remember all the ques.  
 
i think we have completed the exam by 12 noon and the resaults were annonced at 7:30 in the 
evening.from 2000+ candidates only 279 got qualified in written.  
 
next day we had technical and hr interview. 
I went for interview around 5 in the evening my HR was a lady. she asked me to tell abt my self 
next she asked few questions on DBMS 
i answered almost all the ques 
next she asked me to tell about all the subjects i had till date 
then she started asking questions on computer networks,software engg,operating systems. 
i answered almost all n frankly admitted the one which i dont know 
it was abt 25 min the interview went for me and finally the results were announced at 10:00 in the 
night.out of 279 candidates they selected 98 and i was one among them. 
i was very pleased to hear that i was selected.   
 
so friends what i sujjest is dont get tensed or nervous be cool and answer the questions with 
confidence. last but not the least dont forget to smile(that shows that ur cool)   
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 5th JANUARY 2008 
 
Hi friends!!!!! 
Satyam came to our campus on 5th and 6th of jan,2008. 
The criteria was 60% aggregate till 2nd year, no 2 years gap. 1 year gap was allowed. Live and 
dead backs upto 2 were allowed. 
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They first conducted a written test 
.It consisted of aptitude and verbal,non-verbal reasoning questions. Some of the questions were a 
bit tough. Over all, u really need 2 work hard 2 go through it. I was fortunate to qualify it. 
 
We were asked to fill a form(it was more of a resume). We were also asked to write an essay on 
any topic in the form. The same day my interview was conducted. There were two people taking 
the interview, one was asking the HR questions and the other was asking the technical questions. 
 
When my turn came, the HR went out for some work. 
I was asked to introduce myself(apart from my tecnical skills). Then I was asked to give an 
example where I showed positive attitude in my life. 
Then I was asked what was my technical skill. I said Java. I was asked can a class inherit multiple 
interfaces. The answer was yes.I explained the concept of multiple inheritance in java. 
 
Then I was asked....If a class B inherits multiple interfaces and there is a class F that inherits this 
class B. Then will class F inherit all the interfaces inherited by class B? The answer was yes 
(Multilevel Inheritance). I was then asked to leave. They didnt see the file or CV. Some were even 
questioned on their essay. Many were asked C questions irrespective of their branchs. 
 
Next day, results were declared and  By God's grace...I was selected.. 
 
You basically need to be very confident in what you say.They see your communication skills and 
your confidence. 
Speak with confidence what you say.....They see our boldness and your presence of mind. 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 6th FEBRUARY AT CHITTOOR 2008 
 
Hi friends…..  I attended satyam campus interview held at svcet,chittoor. 
 
No.of students attended : 1378 . 
No.of students got through written : 228 
No.of students selected for satyam : 64 
 
The recruitment process are of 2 stages 
1.written 
2.interview 
 
In written test the questions are 15 and duration is 30 min. the aptitude questions are easier than 
logical reasoning. 
Topics 
1.probability 
 2.time & work 
3.ratios 
4.Series 
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5.simple interest & compound interest 
6.areas 
7.blood relations 
8.paragraph conclusions 
 
There is negative marking in written test. It doesn’t have sectional cutoff but it have both lower 
cutoff. And higher cutoff, so we should concentrate on these cutoff. In my view the best cutoff is 
4-8. it may varies with different papers. 
Written: 
1. Aptitude 
 2. Logical and reasoning 
Aptitude: 
1. I. a box contains 6 black balls and 4 red balls 
II. There are 4 pink balls out of 10 balls 
1. Starement (I) alone is correct and statement (II) is not sufficient 
2. Statement (II) alone is correct and statement (I) is not sufficient 
3. Both are correct 
4. Both are insufficient 
5. None of these 
 
2. 22, ? , 27,190,32,260 find the missing number. 
 
3. this question is paragraph conclusion(I don’t remember) 
 
4. in certain code language a=0, ß=1 and the decimal numbers written in format like 
 aaß=1 aßa=2 aßß=3 ßaa=4………. Find the product of ßßß and ßaß? 5. this question is logical 
question. 
 
6. A complete a work in 8 hrs. B complete the work in H hrs. if A and B complete the work in 3 
hrs. find H? 
 
7. A and B completed the race in time 4:5 ratio. If A takes 20 min more than B then find time 
Taken by B to complete 
the race? 
 
8.There are tow boxes containing 4 balck and 6 red balls , 5 black balls and 3 red balls 
respectively. What is probability of getting 1 black ball? 
 
9.what is the smallest side of the triangle if the perimeter of triangle is 54. if the sides are 2:3:4 
ratio. 
10. This question is on blood relations. 
 
I don’t remember the remaining questions. 
 
Interview: 
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The interview is general HR interview they don’t asked about any technical questions. The HR 
interview is easy. 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 6th FEBRUARY AT JAIPUR  2008 
 
hi friends  BY GOD'S GRACE NOW I'M SATYAMITE.MY PACKAGE IS 3 LACS/P.A I m 
student of MITS(DEEMED UNIVERSITY)LAKSHMANGARH.Satyam invited our college for 
off campus placement at GIT, JAIPUR. 
This experience im gonna narrate to u is very simple and can easily be achieved by god's grace, 
parent's blessings and a little of dilligent( hardwork+SMARTWORK). 
 
STAGE1:APTITUDE(largest eliminatory round) as stated earlier it is the largest eliminatory 
round out of 2700 students they selected around 353 for further inteviews. 
 
APTITUDE TEST PATTERN. 
IT CONSIST OF 15 QUESTION to be completed in half hour with 1/4th negative marking.ques 
were very lengthy to read so first select smaller ques and solve them. 
q1:on age(simple prb) 
q2:on compound intrest(simple) 
q3:logical rasoning(lengthy but simple) 
q4:data intrpretation(lengthy and tough) 
q5:(blood relation(simple) 
q6:english 
q7:probability(q:there r 6 horizontally parallel lines ,7 vertically parallel lines,how many 
parallelogram) 
q8:p&C(sum of no.formd by digits 1,3,5,7,9 without repeating digit) 
other q i do not remember bt one was a puzzle,one was a program prob. 
 
REMEMBER:I ATTEMPT 8 QUES AND WAS VERY SURE OF THEM.SO DO ATTEMPT 7 
AND 8 AND BE CONFIDENT OF THEM AS THERE IS 1/4th NEGATIVE MARKING AND 
TIME IS 1/2 Hr. cutoff was around 6. 
 
STAGE2:INTERVIEW ROUND 
if u hv completed first round this is easy.first u'll be asked to fill a form that is like resume.an 
essay is also to be written.my topic was"is china a threat to india in I.T" 
THEN THERE WERE 7 PANELS FOR INTERVIEW 
SOME WERE COMPLETE H.R ,SOME COMPLETELY TECHNICAL ,SOME WERE MIX. 
now thats ur luck which panel u get 
but every panel is lookin for  following things: 
COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
LOGICAL ABILITY 
CONFIDENCE 
mine was completely hr.he asked very simple questions.prepare ur project well.just show urself 
and look fresh and energetic. show ur intrest in company and believe me GOD will do rest.frm 
our coll 107 cleared the apti and 86 were finally selected so interviews are nt so big eliminatory. 
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best of luck and for ne further queries u can contact me at rastogi.vini@gmail.com 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 7th FEBRUARY AT HYDERABAD 2008 
 
hi friends...this is nishant...i am pursuing 3rd year btech in ece stream from st.marys college of 
engineering,hyderabad.we had off-campus by satyam on 7-2-2008 at Malla reddy college of 
engineering..this pool drive was really big that 21 colleges had participated and 3000-4000 
students wrote the written exam.only 300 of them cleared the written exam.116 of them had 
cleared the h.r and finally got the job.and i am the one of them.i would like to share my 
experiences with you,as i was very much benefited by the previous experiences of the candidates. 
 
DAY 1: written paper: 
friends there were 10 questions from reasoning and 5 from aptitude. the paper was not so 
tough..but it was really time consuming.so please try to scan the paper first and try to complete 
the aptitude questions in starting 5 minutes.then rest of the time you complete the reasoning part. 
  
15 questions,30 min and +1 for correct answer and -1/4 for wrong answer. 
1) a question like this he gave a=0 and b=1 and asked us to find the value for the number 5 
ans. (bab) convert 5  to binary...(101) 
2) missing number series..damn tough....(dont attempt,its simply waste of time) 
3) from time and work....a and b can do a piece of work in 20 days. b and c can do it in 12 days. c 
and a can do it in 10 days. then how much time will a alone would take to do the work..(direct 
from r.s.agarwal without changing the numbers) 
4)from reasoning..a bit difficult 
5)again reasoning..the question was very big 
6)a rectangle problem from areas... 
7)logical deduction 
8)he gave ten statements and we have to deduce the 11 statement by using this 10 statements 
9) a problem on Compound interest(direct from r.s.agarwal without even changing the numbers) 
10)a passage was given a logical inferecnce should be made.(very big..but easy one) 
11)a problem on permutations....(damn easy) 
12)a problem from data interpretation..it was on line graphs...very big..not easy to deduct the 
solution 
13)a problem from profit and loss(direct from r.s.agarwal...he didnt even changed the numbers) 
even the other two were from reasoning... 
 
finally friends...it totally depends upon ur time mangagement..it doesnot depend how many 
questions you have answered,it depends how many questions you have answered correctly.so 
even if u know 5 out of 15 perfectly,then just answer 5 questions.for a matter of fact..i answered 8 
of them and i was confident on 5 questions and the remaining 3 answers which i wrote were from 
reasoning..so i donno how many were correct.but i luckily cleared written test 
 
DAY 2:MORNING: 
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they gave the resume form and asked us to fill the details correctly(mandatory) even a small 
approximation in ur percentages or malpractice in writing ur backlogs wasnt allowed.then they 
gave an essay and asked us to write on it in less than 300 words.and time limit was only 10 min. 
 
AFTERNOON: H.R ROUND:(for me it was 40 min... he asked questions from all my 3 years of 
ece) 
me: may i comin sir 
H.R: comin....pls take ur seat 
H.R: TELL ME ABOUT URSELF? 
ME:said(please prepare for this before itself properly because he will be testing ur communication 
skills) 
H.R:interrupted me while i was saying my strengths..but i was able to bounce back 
H.R: read my essay completely and started asking questions on that 
me: answered 
H.R: he was not satisfied by my answer 
me: i convinced him with my answer by giving an example 
H.R:asked about family background 
me:said 
H.R: started technical(for me this consumed around 25 min) 
me: answered all the questions with practical examples 
H.R: he saw my extra-curricular activities and started questioning on them 
me: answered very well. 
H.R: do u have any questions? 
me:asked one question and he answered that and he was very impressed by my answer.. 
H.R: anymore questions? 
me: asked one more and he answered that 
H.R:  gave a cool hand shake 
me: said thank u and left the room 
 
so friends be perfect in ur core subjects please be perfect atleast in 3 or 4 subjects along with 
C.for me they didnt ask anything on C but all my friends got difficult questions on c. 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 7th FEBRUARY 2008  
 
Hi friends, this is Sivarama Krishna(MCA) from Mahaveer Institute of Science & Technology. 
Recently i was selected forSatyamComputerServices.  conducted in Mallreddy Engineering 
College. Iam interested in sharing my experience with u all.   We where called for written test on 
feb7 2008. Total of 1900 members wrote the aptitude test. 
 
Apptitude test  was for 15marks & 30 minutes duration. topics covered in the test r 
Reasoning(6 marks) 
Permutations(1 mark) 
Data sufficiency(1 mark) 
Arithmetic(7 marks).  
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Reasoning questions were too lenthy to solve.So, they selected 301 students for the next round & 
round was on the next.  
 
This round was combination of HR & Technical round. 
Before attending the interview they conducted essay writing  and my topic is: WHY DO U 
WANT TO JOIN IN SATYAM.     
 
HR & INTERVIEW: 
I enterd the room with a permission. May i come in Sir, Yes come in. I wished the interviewer 
Good after noon.Questions asked by interviewer are: 
1. About ur self. 
2. Told  me to tell what i wrote in Essay Writing . 
3. Asked questions on C language 
1.what is a pointer and why it is used. 
2.commands in C 
4. Questions on C++ 
1.All OOPs concecpts. 
5.Next, List out all ur subjects in 4 semesters. 
1.List all subjects in Accountancy. 
2.What is Software Engineering and why it is used. 
3. Explain Human Computer Interaction(this is a subject in our 4th sem) 
6. Draw a flow chart for displayong Largest of 3 numbers.             
 
Friends this my experience. But dont think every student will be asked only tech questions in 
interviewer.For many students including our 3 friends were asked about 
1. on Politics 
2. Questions on Operational Reasearch and Management Information systems. 
3. on  inter Physics,Mathematics. 
4.On DBMS.  
 
So , friends be prepared for any general topic 
 
 
SATYAM  PAPER ON 7th MARCH 2008  
 
Hey Friends...Satyam came 2 CIT on 7th march and my collg IIIT and CIT paricipated in the 
campussing....it started with a ppt and den the aptitude round....  
the apti round consisted of 15 ques in 30 min.... their were around 200 student appearing 4 
apti....trust me it is d biggest hurdle.. 
 
ques were not easy at all.....it was pretty high standard....u have to be thorough will R.S Agarwal 
both for quants and LR....but yes u should also be COOL headed nd think INTELLIGENTLY b4 
sitting 4 d paper....coz dey jst check 4 ur intelligence....  
 
ques were 4m topics such as 
1)their were 4 ques on puzzle test...it was easy but time consuming 
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2)simple interest (easy one) 
3)prob on trains 
4)series(one 4m no. series and one non verbal)...both were not very easy... 
5)conclusion from paragraph(easy one....was on petrol pollution) 
6)instalments 
7)surface areas 
8)probabiltiy 
9)flowchart   
 
if a monkey climbs  3 steps and comes down 2 steps in an hour....den how much time will it take 
4 him to climb 20 steps? 
a)10hr 
b)12hr 
c)18hr 
d)20hr 
answr-c (18hr)   
 
a certain article cost something and a second article cost 20%less than the 1st ariticle.if a person 
gain (25/2)% on d 1st article and loses 10% on d second article,den find d overall gain or loss on 
d whole transaction? 
a)25/2% gain 
b)25/2% loss 
c)no loss or gain 
d)10%loss 
e)none 
answr-e (none)   
 
be careful b4 chosin ur option...they have negative markings also(1/4th)...Time Management is 
very very important d results were announced 4 the round and out of 200 students 48 were 
selected...much to my surprize i was one of dem..   
 
den their was an essay writing round..this is not an elimination round...dey r just checkin ur 
grammer,ur basic knowledge of english and how much u r aware of d outside world...ques in hr 
round are asked 4m ur essay...so write neatly in good handwriting and make sure their are no 
grammatical or spelling mistakes in ur essay..  
 
topics were 
a) role of women in modern india 
b) love vs arrange marriage (my topic) 
c) advantage of smoking 
d) should cricket be lessend in order to promote other sports  
 
we were given 5 min to write on it...it was fun   
 
then i was called 4 hr round....the hr was a man 4m army who recently joined satyam...he was 
very sweet and friendly...so i was not nervous..he asked me ques only 4m my essay as i had 
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written for love marriage....he tried to move me away 4m my point but i did not...he gave me all 
good arguments for arrange marriage..dont ever be harsh with ur words...put ur points in 
GENTLE words..i was very polite and calm even though he tried to make me angry...  
 
dat impressed him(i guess)...jst be CALM nd plz BE URSELF...nd never try to bluff...be 
HONEST and CONFIDENT.. out of 48 students 29 cleared the hr round nd by god's grace i was 
of of dem.... den was my technical round... it was a cakewalk 4 me....the technical person was 
very very cool and calm he just asked my intro,and some ques on my project...my tech intrnw 
lasted for only 5 min...  
 
i think a PROJECT in ur cv is alwz a ADDED ADVANTAGE..it changes d focus of d 
interviewer...bt make sure dat u knw every small details of ur project...bt don worry if u dont have 
one..jst prepare well d subjects u r writing in ur cv.. d results were declared at 9.30p.m and out of 
29 students,19 were selected finally... by god's grace, i am a SATYAMITE now...so study hard 
and pray harder....its d game of luck...  
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 8th OCTOBER 2007  
 
Hi friend..  i am Y.Srikant   , 7th semester Mechanical Engineering from M.P.  Christian College 
Of Engineering & Technology, BHILAI. We had pool campus for Satyam on 8th October  2007 . 
First of all I want to thank my PARENTS, MY CLOSE FRIEND S & OUR RESPECTED 
MADAM for guiding and encouraging me to achieve this success. I also want to thank 
Freshersworld.com because it helped me a lot to prepare for the campus recruitments. Now i am 
happy to say that I am placed in my dream company SATYAM & feel proud to be a 
SATYAMITE…  
 
Coming to my selection process, On   7th October we have written test. Totally around 536 
peoples participated out of which  213 cleared the written test. Next two days we have (Tech. + 
Hr. ) interview. Finally   137 students were selected.  
 
 The pattern of their recruitment is: 
1. Written Test 
2. Tech & HR.    
 
1. Written test: 15-questions. (30 min)  
1-mark for RIGHT answer, 1/4 minus for every  WRONG answer. 
Remember negative marking will be there, don't try to guess the answers. First choose the 
questions which are easy and not lengthy. Many questions were very easy but only thing is that 
they will try to confuse you .  
Ø      Some of the questions were from "Quantitative Aptitude” by “ R.S AGGARWAL" . 
Ø      Always refer to all the previous papers that were given in freshersworld.com before 
appearing for any campus recruitment. 
 
It had 15 problems of 1 mark each . A 0.25 negative marking was there for every wrong answer. 
Total time given was 30 minutes. So, time management is imp. 
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Lower cut-off=7 
So, better it wud be if u attempt 9 or 10 correct n sure shot answers bcoz u have 2 do the risk 
management. i attempted 11 questions, out of which i am sure of  10 questions to be right. 
I exactly don't remember the questions but Some of the questions and topics of the questions 
which were asked 2 us are :- 
1)     TIME & DISTANCE 
2)     PASSAGE 
3)     3,6,9,9,_,27,11,22,33   ANS :- 18 
4)     LOGICAL TRIANGLE 
5)     ODD ONE'S OUT 
6)     SEQUENTIAL DIAGRAM 
7)     TIME & WORK  
 
                                         ? 
                               126         161 
                         63          71              79 
                25            29          33              37 
          8           10            12             14            16 
     1         2             3              4                5              6 
 
a)      220 
b)      226 
c)      227 
d)      300 
e)      None of above    ANS :- 300  
 
8)     T=T+2; 
T1=T+2; 
T2=T2+10; 
T3=T2*4; 
T5=T3+6; 
T6=T5*5; 
T7=T5/T6; 
If T7<6 
Then go to T1 
T=T+2 
What is the final output? 
a)  4 
b)  6 
c)  7 
d)  32 
e)  None of above  ANS :-  (e)  
 
9)     CLOCKS & CALENDERS  
 
      10) RATIO&PROPORTION                                                                                                                          
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2. Tech & HR. INTERVIEW :-      
On the interview day  i was asked to fill up the form mentioning the field in which I would like to 
work { i.e. either in ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS or SOFTWARE  FIELD }. As friends, I 
belong to mech. Branch. I had chosen the engg. Sol.  
So, if u r good in communication skills and in your core subject then nothing to worry…..  My 
interview was very cool with only HR questions. Main thing they are looking for Confidence, 
Communication Skills. I will say my Interview exp: 
 
ME: May i come in sir 
INT: Yes come in 
ME: Good morning sir. 
INT: Good morning srikant, take your seat. 
ME: Thank you sir. 
INT: Srikant tell me about your self.. 
ME: I am … (explained him about my schooling, family background, hobbies, strengths, 
weakness, n my past paper presentations ) 
INT: why satyam should hire u ? 
ME:  Sir, i  have the leadership quality. I can persuade people to see my point of view, and get the 
work   done. I have the ability to motivate people and can emerge as a good team player by my 
smart skills. 
INT: So, srikant  u had presented National level paper on “ NANOROBOTS”. Write on this paper 
that how will you apply NANOROBOTS  in satyam..(he had given me a A4 size paper) 
ME: I had written all the important points in a quick time. 
INT: Good, you can go now. See you at  satyam . 
ME: Thank you sir. Its my pleasure to meet a person like you. 
The results were declared on the same day and I was happy 2 see my name in the list.  
 
some human resource interview tips :- 
1)      Be prepared and look professional 
2)      Be polite & positive . 
3)      Have a firm handshake.  
4)      Be sincere and direct.  
5)      Introduce yourself in a courteous manner.  
6)      Read company materials while you wait.  
7)      You have to prepare for questions and listen carefully to the interviewer.  
8)      Ask about the next step in the process.  
9)     Thank the interviewer. 
10)  Maintain eye-contact and have a smile in your face. 
 
So, Friends.. come on. Be a part of “SATYAM”, Which is  one of the top software company of 
India . I am proud to be a SATYAMITE. Best of luck…  
 
 
Satyam Papers on 9th February at kochi 
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Hi friends…..  I attended satyam campus interview held by  SHREDS organisation kerala 
No.of students attended : 45000 
No.of students got through written : 800 
No.of students selected for satyam : 417 
 
The recruitment process are of 2 stages 
1.written 
2.interview 
 
In written test the questions are 15 and duration is 30 min. the aptitude questions are easier than 
logical reasoning. 
Topics 
1.probability(1ques) 
 2.time & work (2 ques) 
3.c programming (1 ques) 
4.Series(1 ques) 
5.simple interest & compound interest(1 ques) 
6.profit & loss( 1ques) 
7.percentage (1ques) 
8.paragraph conclusions(3 ques) 
9 Data sufficiency (1quees) 
10 logical reasoning (3 ques) 
 
There is 1/4th  negative marking in written test. It doesn’t have sectional cutoff but it have both 
lower cutoff. And higher cutoff, so we should concentrate on these cutoff. In my point of view the 
best cutoff is 6-10. it may varies with different papers. 
 
the questions was entirely different 4m the earlier year which had been posted here ,so make sure 
that u r well prepared 
we got shocked after looking the paper but any how we got through 
 
Written: 
1.  Aptitude 
2.  Logical and reasoning 
 
ques:1 a retailer increases the marked price by 25% nd giving discount of 12% so how much 
profit he ll get 
          a..12%     b.20%    c.10%  d.  30%  e.none of these 
 
 
Ques:2  there are 12 marbles ,11 marbles are having the same weight 1 marbles is less or high .in 
how many weighing u ll find out the  result 
 
     a: 3   b:  4   c:  6    d:  7 
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ques:3  A  can do a work alone in 8 days ,nd can do together wd  B in 6 days so how many days b 
can do the same work  
 
ques:4 if rs 2000 amounts is given,find the compound intrest ,if the rate is 10% nd duration 2yr 
8month  
 
ques:5  T=2 
 again:   T1=T1*1000 
              T2=T+2 
               T3=T2*4 
                T4=T3+7  
                 T5=T4*2 
                 print T1+T2+T3+T4+Tt5 
                if T<3 
               goto again 
Ques:6 series 110, 120  243  255 ? 
Ques:7 time nd workk simple 1 
rest ques was 4m the passage nd logical reasonig 
 
ques: 12 murderer is worst thancrime ,crime is worst than theif nd ans was  give quite confuisng 
 
INTERVIEW: 
 
My interview was of only 6 minutes  
1:   introduce urself  
and he stop me when i told my native and aftr some time he told me to start 4m the point wer u 
stop 
i 4get eventhough i started  confidently with few points  
 
2:Tell me about LVDT  displacemnt sensor  
  it was my mini project i ans it in simple manner 
    
3: He asked strength and weakness  
  after that he told well kush w8 4 the result it ll b published  soon  
 
 
Finally i got through its all about luck... 
Thanks ... 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 9th JUNE AT COIMBATORE 
 
Hi all,  
 
I am Nithya.A from SNS COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY-Coimbatore (2008 batch)became 
SATYAMATE as i got selected in Satyam after a much struggle. This is my 3rd company. I have 
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not even cleared the written test in wipro and infosys. Friends my only advice to you is don’t lose 
hope. Try and do hard work till you succeed  
 
  
 
First of all I would like to thank the owners of this wonderful group FreshersWorld and all the 
members who have been providing valuable information about companies from time to time. I 
would like to thank god and my parents and my dear most brother karthik.A (HCL-HARIDWAR), 
Teachers, Relatives and Friends for this smallest achievement.  
 
   
 
SATYAM Recruitment pattern: 
1. Written exam   
 
2. Group discussion 
3. HR and Technical interview  
 
 
Eligibility criteria:  
 
X:   65% (aggregate) 
XLL:  65%(aggregate)         
BE: 68% (aggregate)  
 
Well coming to the point I would like to tell you about the pattern. Actually it is a 30 min test and 
there are 15 questions. The most important thing is time management. Questions are very easy.  
 
I did not remember the questions  
 
 
1: Aptitude test: 
CLOCKS  
 
TRAINS  
 
TIME AND WORK  
 
SI AND CI  
 
PYRAMID PROBLEM  
 
NO SERIES, ODD MAN OUT  
 
PROBLEM BASED ON CRICKET  
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PROFIT AND LOSS  
 
   
 
2: Group discussion  
 
MY topic was  “WESTERN CULTURE IS NECESSARY OR NOT?”  
 
I neither initiated nor summed up the session .But in the middle I make many valuable points. My 
+se points: I did not watch the SATYAM person, I have spoken thrice. When some of my team 
members were struggling during the discussing I have managed their inconvenience by agreed 
their points and started adding my points on it. Some topics can be spoken for or against; in such 
cases it is better to start with the description about the topic.  
 
Don’t interrupt or argue with your team. We were 10 members before entering into GD we all 
decided not to quarrel with others and allow all of them to talk in 10min. I’m the lucky person 
because the person who judged our GD session is the one who interviewed me.  He is MR.R.K. 
SWAMY working in SATYAM Chennai branch at present he got 6 years of experience. Since I 
have done my GD well it paved the way for my selection.  
 
   
 
Some other topics for my friends are,  
 
Marriages are made in heaven.  
 
Is China better than India in software 
Education in India ?  
 
Are women a better managers?  
 
Media  
 
   
 
To initiate a GD  
 
i.    Quotes  
 
ii.    Definition  
 
iii.   Facts, Short story  
 
iv.   figures and statistics  
 
Summarizing a discussion: 
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1.    Avoid stating only your viewpoint.  
2.    Avoid raising new points. 
3.    Keep it brief and concise.  
4.    It must incorporate all the important points that came out during the GD.  
5.    If the examiner asks you to summaries a GD, it means the GD has come to an end.  
6.    Do not add anything once the GD has been summarized. 
 
Sub-skills: 
·     Clarity of thought  
·     Conflict handling  
·     Listening  
·     Knowledge about the subject and individual point of view  
·     Openness and flexibility  
·     decision making  
 
Correct way to proceed 
·     Speak pleasantly and politely to the group.  
·     Respect the contribution of every speaker.  
·     Think about your contribution before you speak. How best can you answer the question/ 
contribute to the topic?  
·     Be aware of your body language when you are speaking.  
 
Group discussion consists of:  
1.    Communication Skills  
2.    Knowledge and ideas regarding a given subject  
3.    Capability to co-ordinate and lead  
4.    Exchange of thoughts  
5.    Addressing the group as a whole  
6.    Thorough preparations  
 
3: HR and Technical interview  
 
I have already collected some information’s about SATYAM and also listened the PPT session 
well, which helped me to know more about satyam  
 
The time was 3.00PM (9.6.07)  
 
I entered into the room  
 
Interviewer: Sit down  
 
Me: thank you sir  
 
Interviewer: Asked my name and hall ticket no(without seeing)  
 
Interviewer: Tell about yourself  
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Me: Briefly explained about a minute and I’m a district level volleyball player I have mentioned 
at that time  
 
Interviewer: You are lean then how can you make the game  
 
Me: It is not the matter the appearance it is the matter of the skills in playing  
 
Interviewer: then  
 
Me: (I did not done any project so far )I have explained about my in plant training at ROOTS 
INDUATRIES LIMITED – Coimbatore  
 
Interviewer: What are all the products produced over there  
 
Me: Answered  
 
Interviewer: About your family  
 
Me: Said about father, mother, brother and their occupation  
 
Interviewer: Asked about my brother  
 
Me: Working in HCL  
 
Interviewer: Then why you need SATYAM  
 
Me: HCL is the dream company for my brother and for me it is satyam  
 
Interviewer: (He expected only this answer from me)  
 
Interviewer: Why SATYAM  
 
Me: Answered  
 
Interviewer: Lean well all the best  
 
Me: stud up, came two steps back and told that “thank you for spending the time with me and I’m 
waiting for your positive reply” Once again I thanked him and left “He was very cool and 
friendly”  
 
  
 
Actually it was an on campus to our college. On 8.6.07 the have decided of completing the first 
two rounds, but due to their delay in flight they announced the results on 9.6.07 this helped us to 
prepare much better  
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NO OF PERSONS ATTENED TEST: 450(approx)  
 
NO OF PERSONS SELECTED: 42 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 10th MARCH AT KOLKATA 
 
Hi, SATYAM came for the 1st time in our collage this year. We were  about 160 eligible 
candidates (criteria may be  60% + in 10,12 & DOB>86), out of which 58 cleared Aptitude,     
finally 25 of us got selected as 'Satyamite'.. 
 
It had 4 rounds Aptitude ,essay writing, HR & technical.  
 
As Satyam 's Aptitude as -1/4 -ve marking , so be a bit careful . Although it looks different from 
others , all can be easily worked out .... just keep ur cool.  
 
Just go through these topics like Probability, Time & work, Pyramids, SI/CI, Profit & loss, law of 
allegations,  
 
Paragraph conclusions, Data sufficiency, Logical reasoning, Blood relations. Ages..puzzles, 
charts , etc.  
 
It probably had upper cut off of 11. I am not quiet sure about it.   
 
Essay :- Sort listed students from apti round were to write an esaay of approx. 300 words on given 
topics. We had topics like " Its time to bury our Hockey", "Rapists should be hanged", "Adv. of 
smoking ", .......  
 
My advice is write correct, clear english & try to fill up the paper . Always include starting & 
concluding sentence (very imp.) & try to write either for or against , on one side. keep clean, good 
handwritting.   
 
HR :- It was another cool round. They asked about relocation , my life so far, didnt asked 
anything from essay.  He asked me what will i do if I have 2 jobs . I just said first U offer me this 
job & then I will have a 14 months time to decide.  Keep a smiling face. My HR was of some 3-4 
min. or so. Just before Technical  round, my HR interviewer offered me some sweet ...... Ha Ha 
Ha.   
 
Technical :- It was another funny round. First they asked me to wait for a min. May be having 
something. This time they didnt offered anything.  then they asked me what i dont know. Simply 
said I dont know  ....... just went on to say almost everything in B.tech course. .  
 
Then they gave me a choice - What should they ask me or they will asked everything in physics 
upto Class 12. just adjust them diplomatically. then they asked about lever, pulley, their types , 
examples ..... just like SRK's 'panchwi class tak' show.  
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then something about OS, Unix like diff. between Unix & linux, which OS U use, why. what is 
shell. about progs done in lab.  
 
Dont try to fool them . One of my interviewer was a ex-student from WBUT. So they always 
know the course.  
 
Prototype of printf ? how to compile C progs in Linux., bytecode, What is OOPs, JVM .     
 
Finally they gave me a C code  to solve :- 
 if ( ..... exp  ...) 
printf ("World") 
else 
printf ("Hello")   
 
To get output as "HelloWorld" ... what is  exp ?  ans - printf("Hello"). It was really cool round . 
Dont panic even if U dont know anything.  
 
In the evening final selected candidates were announced.  Gave a small lecture again .....................  
 
Finally I am a Satyam-ite. Hope to see U in about 14 months time.  & Best of Luck.  
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 10th OCTOBER 2007  
Hi guys  
Im SAURABH TRIPATHI of raipur institute of technology raipur,currently im in viith sem 
comp.science. 
I attended d satyam campus on 10th of dis month nd finally got thru. 
first i wud like 2 tell all of u dat even if u have not been selected till now den dont loose ur heart. 
guys,it was my 10th campus in which i got success. 
d companies which i attende earlier were. 
 
1.INFOSYS  
2.L@T(CORE) 
3.SYNTEL 
4.YES AHEAD 
5.L@T INFOTECH  
6.SYNERGY INFOSYSTEMS 
7.TORRY HARRIS 
8.MPHASIS 
9.SAPIENT 
10.IT WAS SATYAM IN WHICH I GOT SUCCESS.  
so my friends dont loose heart just stay tuned,b cool,control ur temprament and emotions n u will 
get success.It was a pool campus.around 600 appeared for d test den 213 made it for d second 
round nd finally 137 got selected finally.  
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PROCEDURE: 
we had 2 phases. 
1.aptitude test:15 ques in 30 mins.1 mark for each right nd 0.25 -ve 4r wrong answer. 
2.Tech+Hr. 
we didnt had gd but they can take also if students r more. 
aptitude test was very simple wid 2 -4 ques tricky one. 
since der is a -ve marking so be carefull 2 attempt d ques.just do 7-10 ques correctly n u will b in.   
 
IMPORTANT TOPICS: 
just do r.s agrawal both verbal n non verbal 
1.average 
2.time nd speed 
3.prblm on trains 
4.percentage 
5.conclusion 2 short paragraphs(do it frm r.s agrawal non verbal) 
6.pyramid series 
7.number series. 
8.clocks nd calendars 
9.data sufficiency. 
10.puzzles 
11.blood relationship. 
do dese topics thoroughly.   
 
INTERVIEW: 
der were 2 panels one was asking both hr+tech n was only hr.if u r going 2 opt for d satyam 
engg.services den u must hav  strong technical. 
i was asked only hr ques,like. 
1.where u will c urself after 5 yrs 
2.tell me abt urself. 
3.ques of relocation. 
4.strength n weakness etc.   
 
TIPS 4R D INERVIEW: 
1.enter d romm wid a smiling face. 
2.shake hands wid confidence. 
3.do not bluff. 
4.be confident. 
5.answer d ques as aoon it is asked dont b silent. 
6.spk watever u want wid confidence.but also b very cautious while u r speaking so.if u will not 
keep dese things in mind den u r going 2 b trapped easily.this was all my experince.so all d veru 
best 2 all of u............. 
dont ever loose ur heart becoz no body knows dat wen ur day is. 
ok guys meet u at SATYAM.  
 
 
SATYAM  PAPER ON 16th FEBRUARY AT BIJAPUR 
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Hi friends, I’m Bharath N, 6th sem, CSE, RYMEC, Bellary, Karnataka.. I attended satyam 
campus interview held by BLDE association, Bijapur. 1st of all i wud like to thank my 
parents,teachers, my mentors, fresher's world.com for everything they hav given me & its them 
who r responsible for My Success..I am a Satyamite now.. 
 
The Numbers: 
No.of students attended : 416 
No.of students got through written : 135 
No.of students selected for satyam : 92 
 
The recruitment process is of 2 stages: 
1.written 
2.interview 
 
In written test the questions are 15 and duration is 30 min. the aptitude questions are easier than 
logical reasoning. 
Topics to be learnt: 
1. Probability 
2.Time & work 
3. Pyramids 
4. Simple interest & compound interest 
5. Profit & loss 
6. Paragraph conclusions 
7. Data sufficiency 
9. Logical reasoning 
10. Blood relations. 
11. Ages. 
 
NOTE: There is 1/4th negative marking in written test. It doesn’t have sectional cutoff but it has 
both lower cutoff & higher cutoff, for us it was around 7(lower). The questions were entirely 
different 4m those earlier papers posted here ,so make sure that u r well prepared. The questions 
were very lengthy. Time management is very important!!!!! I was able to attempt hardly 8 qns. 
But however I got through. 
 
TECH/HR interview: 
It was nearly 6pm in the evening when my turn came!!! It was very exhausting to wait for such a 
long time. I entered the room, praying to all kinds of Gods I knew. 
HR: What is your name? 
Me: Bharath, sir. 
Hr: So, where do we start? Bharath. 
Me: (confidently) Where ever you like! Sir(with a big smile). 
Hr: So tell me wat Technical courses you did during these years? 
Me: I told him C & C++. Hr: C? interesting, then write a program for calculating the Compound 
interest.(He gave the reqd data). 
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Me: Surely sir.(I rememberd only the formula which I had studied the day before, Luckily) I 
wrote the pgm and showed to him. 
Hr: Oh, you done with it? Let me see.( I showed the paper) 
Me: Explained the logic & most importantly I WAS VERY CONFIDENT!! 
Hr: Your interview is over, you can go!! 
Me: (Shocked) Sir, I have some questions for you.. 
Hr: No, I’ll clarify later, you please leave. 
 
I thanked him and left, in confusion and uncertainty. I told all my friends that I am gone.So, the 
results were to be announced in short time, finally the Satyam associate came over to the dias of 
the hall, it was 8 pm already.She started announcing the results according to the college. MY 
NAME WAS ANNOUNCED FIRST FROM OUR COLLEGE.       FINALLY I WAS 
SELECTED, I REALISED LATER THAT IT WAS MY CONFIDENCE THAT GOT ME 
THROUGH .. FINALLY I’M A SATYAMITE!!!. HAPPINESS ALL OVER.. SO THE KEY IS 
CONFIDENCE, accordin to me. Be confident and win the race.. 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 18th FEBRUARY 2008  
 
At first i would like to thank my parents,my friends,my teachers,and offcourse freshersworld.com 
for their support and contribution.i'm still in my 3rd yr 6th sem.(dept :CSE col:HETC)......and 
Now I'm a PROUD "SATYAMITE" too...........Satyam came to our college on February 18 '2007. 
it was a two days process.2 colleges have appeared for the campus..now i'm giving the detailes of 
whole process..  
 
The whole thing was divided into 4 processes. 
1.Aptitude 
2.Essay  
3. HR 
4.Technical   
 
No.of candidates appeared :300 
No.of candidates cleared aptitude:90 
No.of candidates cleared HR:33 
No.of candidate selected after technical:26   
 
1.Aptitude  
this time it was a bit tough..not like any other satyam papers.we were shocked after seeing the 
paper.   
 
No.of questions:15 
Time Limit:30 min 
Cutoff::i don't know exactly about the cutoff but it was around 6-7.  
 
i was able to answer just 7 problems.but i was confident about them.i'll refer you R.S Agarwal 
Both quanty and verbal non verbal.  
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questions were from: 
1.blood relation 
2.program 
3.series 
4.puzzles 
5.permutation combination 
6.bar graphs 
7.ages 
8.Ci and Si 
9.profit and loss 
10.time and work 
11.partnership 
12.paragraph conclusion..etc   
 
result was declared around 3:30Pm  3:30PM-5PM  
 
2.Essay: 
after clearing the apti the selected candidates took part in the ppt.after the ppt was over we were 
divided into several groups.and then they ask us to fill a form and write an essay.don't worry it's 
not an elimination round.but prepare well because it can help you in HR. in our college most of 
the candidates were rejected in HR just because of the essay.   
 
My topic in the essay was:"should beauty contest be banned in India " and the time limit was 5 
min. 
aome other topics were: 
1.Singur 
2.every cloud has a siver line behind 
3.coeducation-curse or boon 
4.beauty contest degrades womenhood 
5.women imansepation 
6.love marriage vs arrange marriage 
7.premarital sex 
8.smoking.......etc   
 
and please do double check your spelling..otherwise you can face a big problem in HR. then they 
divided us into 2 groups and divided the interview schedule.for 1st group they have their HR and 
Technical on the same day and the 2nd group have their on 19th.  
 
i was in the second group.   
 
19th February'2008  
 
3.HR: 
my turn came around 9:45am.and my HR was a cool person.  
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me:"May i come in sir" 
Hr:"yes please" 
me:"Good mornig sir" 
Hr:"Good mornig have a sit maam" 
me:"thank u sir" 
Hr:"do you think every man and woman have certain short comings.answer it with 
justification"(note:he didn't ask me to introduce myself) 
me:answered in a logical way and with a positive attitude. He was very much impressed.he then 
started checking my cv and the essay i have written yesterday.he was impressed.he complemented 
me for my essay. 
Hr:"what was ur JEE rank?" 
me:answered. 
Hr:"why your marks in HS is just 75.5%"(as in all other exams i scored above 85%) 
me:answered. 
Hr:"I think you are improving day by day.that's impressive. you are through to technical " 
me:"Thank u sir" 
Hr:"Best of Luck"  
 
it was just about 6-7 minutes in HR.   
 
4.Technical: 
it was about 30 minutes,,but you know wht it was just a great round for me.i enjoyed each and 
every moment in these round. the man who was taking my technical was very polite and cool 
Hr:"introduce urself" 
me:i was prepared for it......answered with confidence. 
Hr:"tell me about ur project"(i've done a project on website designing..(practical implementation)) 
me:answered 
then he asked me about the technologies we have used in the project..about wht were the 
problems we faced that time. 
then he asked me to write a program on PHP(used for dynamic web designing) 
it was a good program ...i wrote it.he was impressed and appreciated my approach. 
then asked me about php,mysql,how the connectivity done,difference 
between .com,.co.in,.org,.net etc, answered each with confidence, 
then asked me from DBMS.relation and all those things.. and i answered each ... then he asked 
me:where do u see yourself after 3 yrs.he was impressed by the answer and then check my cv and 
then asked me about my bloodgrp(as i left that part blank in my cv)and then he wished me luck 
and told me to wait for the result..   
 
my suggestion: if you have done some project then prepare it very well they will ask you from 
project.and if you can answer you are through..and they will ask you only from your cv.nothing 
more than that.and don't worry about technical round they just check ur basic knowledge.   
 
in HR my friends were asked about: 
1.politics 
2.puzzles 
3.current affairs etc 
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they can also ask you from your essay.   
 
the result was announced around 3:15PM   
 
and my name was on the list.and  at that moment i was the HAPPIEST PERSON in the 
world.they just check 4 things in your interview:   
 
1.Communication Skill 
2.Confidence 
3.Presence of Mind 
4.Positive attitude   
 
so don't worry .just brush them up.and always try to think positive.  
 
good luck..see u al at SATYAM-what business demands... 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 18th FEBRUARY 2008  
Hi friends, I’m Debapriya Bhattacharyya, CSE, Hooghly Engineering and Technology College, 
pipulpati,hooghly. I attended satyam campus interview held by our colledge(pool). 1st of all i wud 
like to thank my parents,teachers, my mentors, fresher's world.com for everything they hav given 
me & its them who r responsible for My Success..I am a Satyamite now.. 
 
The Numbers: 
No.of students attended : 400 
No.of students got through written : 90 
No.of students selected for satyam : 16 
 
The recruitment process is of 4 stages: 
1.written 
2.essay writing 
3.HR 
4.TECHNICAL 
 
In written test the questions are 15 and duration is 30 min. the aptitude questions are easier than 
logical reasoning. 
Topics to be learnt: 
1. Probability 
2.Time & work 
3. Pyramids 
4. Simple interest & compound interest 
5. Profit & loss 
6. Paragraph conclusions 
7. Data sufficiency 
9. Logical reasoning 
10. Blood relations. 
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11. Ages. 
12.puzzles 
 
NOTE: There is 1/4th negative marking in written test. It doesn’t have sectional cutoff but it has 
both lower cutoff & higher cutoff, for us it was around 7(lower). The questions were entirely 
different 4m those earlier papers posted here ,so make sure that u r well prepared. The questions 
were very lengthy. Time management is very important!!!!! I was able to attempt hardly 87qns. 
But however I got through.then there was the round of essay writing.my topic was'beauty contest 
degrade women'.we were asked to write 300-350 words in 5 min.there were several other topics 
loks 'advantages of smoking' and etc.frnds be prepared with all  current affairs. 
 
TECH/HR interview 
HR AND TECHNICAL WERE SEPERATE ROUNDS.FIRST HR WAS HELD.AFTER 
GETTING THROUGH HR U CAN APPEAR FOR TECHNICAL.THEY ONLY SEE UR 
ENGLISH,POWER OF REASONING AND BODY LANGUAGE. 
HR: What is your name? 
Hr: So, where do we start? Me: (confidently) Where ever you like! Sir(with a big smile). 
Me: I told him C & C++. Hr: C? interesting, then write a program for calculating the Compound 
interest.(He gave the reqd data). 
Me: Surely sir.(I rememberd only the formula which I had studied the day before, Luckily) I 
wrote the pgm and showed to him. 
Hr: Oh, you done with it? Let me see.( I showed the paper) 
Me: Explained the logic & most importantly I WAS VERY CONFIDENT!! 
Hr: Your interview is over, you can go!! 
Me: (Shocked) Sir, I have some questions for you.. 
Hr: No, I’ll clarify later, you please leave. 
 
there were many other questions I DONT REMEMBER. 
 
I thanked him and left, in confusion and uncertainty. I told all my friends that I am gone.So, the 
results were to be announced... MY NAME WAS ANNOUNCED.   FINALLY I WAS 
SELECTED, I REALISED LATER THAT IT WAS MY CONFIDENCE THAT GOT ME 
THROUGH .. FINALLY I’M A SATYAMITE!!!. HAPPINESS ALL OVER.. SO THE KEY IS 
CONFIDENCE, accordin to me. Be confident and win the race.. 
 
ATYAM PAPER ON 18th JANUARY 2008    
 
   
 
Hello friends, myself sriram pursuing my b_tech from CMR institute of technology in ece branch. 
I am delighted to share my experience. We had satyam campus recruitment at vardhaman coll of 
engg on 17th. This was my first attempt to any interview. I was calm and confident. About 1500 
student were going to take the aptitude test. My first huddle was to clear the aptitude test.  
 
Aptitude test:  
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It consisted of 15 questions (+1 for correct answer & - .25 for wrong) they are as follows:  
 
1)      Logical question about the arrangement of cards.  
 
2)      Blood Relation.  
 
3)      Pyramids.  
 
4)      C program o/p.  
 
5)      Age (father & son ).  
 
6)      Logical application question.  
 
7)      Speed & Distance.  
 
8)      Probability.  
 
9)      Passage (3).  
 
10)   Time & work  
 
11)   Compound interest.  
 
12)   Analytical question.  
 
 If one is perfect with RS AGGARWAL he can easily get through aptitude. One thing my friend 
don’t attempt more than 10 questions. I don’t know exactly but satyam has an upper cutoff also. 
So try to keep it between7-10.  
 
   
 
Essay writing:  
 
About 350 students cleared the aptitude. We had a pre placement talk. After that we were asked to 
fill up our ‘resume’ & asked to write an essay. The topic given to me was  
 
‘Role of media in our society’, I wrote both the positive and negative effect of media.  
 
   
 
Interview:  
 
Interview was on 18th. Students were divided into two batch. I was in the morning session. My 
turn came at 10:30 . I kept myself as cool as possible. I kept on telling myself to give the best shot 
what ever the outcome may be. I was called in    
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Me : Shall i come in sir ( with a gentle smile ). 
 
Hr  : Come in, plz take ur seat. 
 
Me : Thank you sir. 
 
Hr  :  Tell me about yourself? 
 
Me :  I told the answer in a very polite manner. With my tone high such that It should be as clear 
as possible. 
 
Hr  :   Tell about ur essay which u wrote yesterday. 
 
Me :   Explained the whole thing . About positive & negative effect of media. 
 
Hr   :   U have written that ‘fashion tv’ & wrestling are negative .Is it not needed? 
 
Me  :  (calmly) It is needed but, at the same time it is making our younger generation more 
Enthusiastic and they are diverting from studies. 
 
Hr  :  Is it not thought at home, not to indulge in such activities. 
 
Me :  ( I was mentally struck, but got a point ). Yes sir I completely agree with u. But I Would 
like to tell u an example of ‘Sakthiman’. A 12 year old child knows if see touch fire would burn. 
Then also see burnt herself as see thought her heros would come and save her. 
 
Hr   :  (partially satisfied) Tell me ur areas of interest? 
 
Me  :   I am good in digital communication & STLD. 
 
Hr   :   Tell me any three topics in DC & explain? 
 
Me  :   I explained completely with good eng & my tone high & was fully confident 
 
 Hr  :   Asked questions on what I had told 
 
Me  :   Answered all questions. 
 
Hr   :   Any questions for me? 
 
Me  :  As a SATYAM aspirant what all additional skills I have to learn before joining ur  Org? 
 
Hr   :   All additional skills will be trained by the institution u will be joinig.(explained for about 
2-3 min ). 
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Me  : ( I became a good listner. Showing full interest on what he is talking about) Thank 
 
          You sir for interviewing me. Have a nice day. 
 
           (gentle smile ,shake hands & then left). 
 
   
 
The results were declared at night 10:30 . I was selected and I am a SATYAMITE now. 
 
All the best my dear friend & wish u too, 2 get through satyam. Hope u might be benefited from 
my experience. 
. 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 18th JANUARY 2008  
 
Hi, guys hope u must b desperate to get into diss coolest company of indian it world  written test 
wsn't of same as it use to b diss tym they didn't gave their pet ques as 
 PYRAMID PROBLEM 
CLOCK 
PROFIT LOSS 
 
but reasoning ws prominent part of apptitude paper so do reasoning well from R.S.Agarwal only 7 
out of 15 quat question ws there in appti so just go through R.S.Agarwal Quantative for 
it(examples only r enough) they r pretty easy if u had pass ur 1st & 2nd year math paper(B.Tech)  
 
Second round ws technical interview 
there was no gd or eassy writing but wit form they ask us to write the eassy on"COMPARE IT 
BOOM OF INDIA AND CHINA"  but it is not a ELIMINATION round so relax it is just to 
check that u know ur awareness and plz do double check ur spelling in two three students he point 
out and its too awful that time only few questions ask from some students none from me in techni 
they ask about ur interesting subjects u mentioned lyk i did only C so he ask me few things such 
as pointers call by reference and other lite stuff all generalone   
 
In HR interview 
they ask about ur family backgrond BEWARE:plz those guys whose father run business of there 
own never mention it u wud definatly got rejected then he ask me " wud u lyk to ask me 
sumthing" I ask "Sir during ppt u showed us one slide on Corporate Social Responsibility that u 
run a service lyk 911 in us as EMRI can u tell me sumthing about it" he told me i listen it 
carefully then i ask few question from him on that to show that i m taking interest and a GOOD 
LISTENER too then he say but its not lyk that in US too wat dey show in movies r different but i 
object and make up a story and say " sir my cousion in us his son once burn few agarbatties near 
window and smoke went out and fire brigade soon cum in few secs" he said really i reply yes sir 
he got impress and i got selected now i m satyamite  
 
they only want to check CONFIDENCE AND COMM. SKILLS 
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SO BRUSH THEM UP ,show u r desperate to b the part of their company and dress well ,take all 
ur doc, photostate wit u and b confident and u will b a SATYAMITE as i m.... 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 18th JANUARY 2008  
 
Hi friends!!!!!!Satyam visited on ITM GWALIOR on 18th Jan 08 there elegibility criteria was 
60% above in 10, +2, and in BE. 
 
An important point to be noted 
One new thing happened this time No Gd was conducted. We had an aptitude test and the 
candidates who qualified the test were required to fill a resume then there we were asked to write 
an essay for about 300 words. Remember it would be gr8 if u choose the essay from current 
affairs  
Written paper included following topics with 15 questions in 30 minutes and negative marking. 
1)Calendar problem 
2)probability 
3)mixtures 
4)ci and si 
5)conditional 
6)missing no. 
7)area 
 
Topics for Esssay 
1)      India relation with china 
2)      Cricket racism 
3)      Nuclear deal 
4)      Globalization etc..  
On very next day we had pre placement talk and then our technical and HR round. It was gr8 and 
all questions asked were so simple u just have to be confident with good communication skill. I 
cleared through it just bcoz I was confident. 
BE CALM 
BE COOL 
BE CONFIDENT  
 
And u will be there at SATYAM. c u all there  good luck!!!!!!!!!  
 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 18th JANUARY 2008 
 
Hey guys... 
I am really thankful to freshersworld for my success in Satyam. Satyam came to L.N.C.T., Indore 
on this 18th Jan. It was a three day process 
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On first day we had a written apti test. It was as usual 30 min test with 15 questions. It was a zero 
day campus. Around 1380 students had appeared for written exam. Paper was a bit tough. Some 
ques were from races, age problems, pyramids, L.R. etc. Overall you just hav to complete 
R.S.Agarwal. 
 
Out of 1380 only 387 were selected for next round i.e. for interview. There was no G.D. round. 
Initially we had given a application cum resume form on which we had to write our all details and 
then on its last page we had to write an essay on any topic of our choice. I wrote on "IT industry 
in India". Then interview started. It was really very long process. My number was going to come 
late night on 19th but then they told us to leave and come on next day. 
 
We again went there on 12 noon and my number around 3 p.m. Technical were going on very 
tough but h.r. was very easy. 
My only technical was done and no h.r. Later on only technical was done of all students left. 
This is how my interview was done. 
 
ME: may i come in sir? 
HE: yes, please come in. 
ME: gud afternoon sir. 
HE: gud afternoon, pls sit down 
ME: thank you sir 
he then asked me to solve some questions of written aptitude test to check whether  had done it by 
myself or not. 
HE: ok abhinav, tell me something about urself. 
i answered. 
HE: wats ur fav subject 
ME: Operating systems and data structures 
HE: tell me wat is memory allocation 
i answered.he then asked me to write two diff progg in c++ and a sql and relational querry. 
i answered it. 
he then asked me about the project which i will make in next sem. 
I told him about it. 
he then asked me that if i hav any questions for him. i asked two questions. he then told me that 
ok. interview is done. 
 
Interview can easily be cracked in satyam. if any hav any xperience like project or any paper 
presentation or any participation in technical event then ur chance are gud in getting selected. 
Then on 9 p.m. results were announced and total 137 candidates were selected and i was 
fortunately one of them. 
it was my first campus and i was really happy to crack it. 
thnx to all 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 18th JANUARY 2008  
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hi friends one of the greatest battle is over. i am very happy to tell you that i emerged victorious in 
this battle.  i am a student from C.M.R institute of technology, medchal currently pursuing ece 3 
year 2 semester.  
 
we were informed that we had the interview for satyam in vardhman college just 3 days before. 
immediately i just browsed through the chapters like: time and distance, permutations and 
combinations, probability, pyramids, series, calender,simple interest, compound interest, 
work,speed, boat and train problems etc. friends remember " it is the perfection in your concept 
that matters but not how mamy chapters you have studied. i could not get time to prepare for the 
technical round or other technical subjects.  
 
i went to the exam very confidently. when the paper was given most of friends just started doing 
no sooner did they receive the paper. i was very cool and confident and so i spent my first 5 
minutes in sitting calmly and watching others. then i slowly took the paper and read all the 
questions 15 questions and i was able to answer about 3 questions in the first glance itself. then 
slowly i started doing slightly tough problems which i thought i would do with some thought. i 
solved each problem atleast twice before  marking as i knew there was negative marking and also 
lower cut off and upper cut off. so i marked only 8 questions which i am still 100% sure.  
 
friends mark only if you are 100% sure. try to see that you do not change your answer.most of my 
friends marked around 10-15 questions and could not clear written. so please ensure thet you 
answer 7-10 questions perfectly then you are definitely through with writte.  
 
next day it was technical+ hr. 
my turn came around 5.00 pm 
me: may i come in sir? (smile) 
intervier: yes(very serious)  
 
he was scanning through my resume form we filled the previous day. we were asked to even write 
an essay. my topic was " role of media in the society" i wrote only the positive points in the essay. 
my first question was: " tell me about yourself"  
 
i replied it very confidently with eye to eye contact and a gentle smile on my lips with a clear 
voice and proper hand movements. then he asked " what is your opinion about the essay role of 
media in the society" i said " sir i have mentioned only the positive points in my essay. i told 
himm all the positive points. we can also look at it in the negative sense and gave him few more 
points." he was very much impressed by my multi-dimension approach.i answered this question 
alone for 5 minutes.  
 
next he asked me what were my 3-2 subjects and i answered him confidently. again he asked me 
my 3-1 subjects. i told him all and specifically told him that communication were my favourite as 
ece student.especially digital communication.  
 
then he asked " what is digital communication?"  
i answered him every minute point in digital communication the entire subject with diagrams in 5 
minutes. 
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he was impressed!he smiled and said good! 
ok thank you nitish you can go with a smile on his face. 
i thanked him and came out of the room very confidently. 
i knew i was selected. 
the results were declared around 10.30 pm that day and i became a SATYAMITE.  
 
wish u all the best friends.  
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 18th MAY   
 
Hi friends, This is mohan Krishna tanguturi BTECH (III CSE)  Around 380 students attended 
there. Firstly I will start my experience with the pattern of Satyam.  
 
As all Satyam aspirants know that there will be three rounds which consists of 
 
1. WRITTEN TEST (APPTITUDE) 
2. GD 
3. INTERVIEW  
 
We had our written test  at around 11.00am and there are 15 questions to be answered in 30 
minutes these questions are quite easy and can be solved by every one,U can get through the 
written if ur strong at basics formulae  but the important thing is time management  bcz the 
questions are too long . 
 
(NOTE: Satyam had both lower and upper cut-off.so be careful and don’t try to  answer  all the 
questions in the paper and  there will be  -ve mark(1/4 ) for every wrong answer, so avoid 
guessing which may  reduce ur score) 
 
I am presenting u sm of the questions which I remembered; all these Q’s are not exactly same.  
 
A question from ages like relation btwn present father’s age & son’s age  were given and was 
asked to find the fathers age after some years .exactly I haven’t remember the numerals so I am 
not presenting them.  
On series completion like ac, be, cg, dc,?   Ans:e(none of these) 
Be careful sm questions have ans as none of these.  
 
I5 men work for 8 hours a day and it take 9 days for them to complete a work, then how many 
men had to work for completing the same work ,who work for 7 hours a day and for 12 days?  
Date sufficiency problem: 
Polygon abcd is a rectangle? 
1. Line ab is not parallel to line cd 
2. Diagnal ac is shorter than the other diagonal bd 
Ans: either of these pts is sufficient to say that the given polygon is not a rectangle 
 
Direction sense problem: 
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             After walking 6km, I turned right and covered a distance of 2km, then turned left and 
covered a distance of 10km.  In the end, I was moving towards the north. From which direction 
did I start my journey? Ans:south.  
 
Problems from puzzle test and a diagram problem which can be solved by using basic formulae 
(total angle in a ||eg is 360 and angle on a st line is 180). 
etc etc ………problems were given all of them relay on basics . 
 
The results were announced at around 2.00 pm in which 93 students were got thro’ it and on the 
next day we had our G.D followed by INTERVIEW. 
 
GROUP DISCUSSION: 
          On the second day of the interview around 150 students joined us, who had there written 
test at MITS (madanapalli).All of us together divided into various groups (10 each) by the satyam 
officials and we had our G.D. 
 
Our  topic is  SOLUTION TO TERRIOSIM IN INDIA  , we had a nice discussion for abt 8 
minutes and all of our group  members are  cooperative ,so 9 members from our group were 
selected in  G.D and get thro’  third  round. If u r caught in an aggressive group then motivate 
them 2 hv a polite discussion that will help u a lot. 
 
After G.D all of us had a nice presentation on satyam, in which they explained abt the philosophy 
of satyam and the working environment of satyam, I am very impressed with there services and 
there philosophy. 
 
         Imp points to be noted during ppt was their philosophy, they are 
·        BELIEF IN PEOPLE (associates) 
·        ENTERPRENIEUR SHIP 
·        CUSTOMER ORIENTATION 
·        PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE 
 
The whole ppt will stress on one pt i.e. “THINK LIKE A C.E.O” i.e., every satyamite will have to 
consider himself as a C.E.O. how nice of it considering himself as a C.E.O. and “EVERY 
SATYAMITE IS A LEADER” 
 
These pts are important bcz u will have to fill a form be4 INTERVIEW in which there will be Q’s 
like “WHY SATYAM” so be prepared for it. 
 
After ppt results were announced, and the selected candidates were asked to fill a form bcz in 
satyam they won’t consider our C.V .while filling be individual don’t take answers form Ur 
friends it is also important .some of the questions in the form to be filled by us are 
 
Why satyam? what thing aspire u to join in satyam? 
Why satyam want to hire u? 
Where u will be the next 5 years? 
These are the questions to be filled along with ur details.  
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INTERVIEW: 
There were 6 panels for interview all these panels are asking hr questions 
 
But unfortunately the panel in which I entered is concentrating mainly on technical, so be 
prepared for facing technical Q’s also in ur respective subjects. There were asking basics 
 
I am presenting some of my interview questions, most of them are basics in dbms and sm are 
from my core subjects. 
Firstly he invited me with a smile, and then he asked “TELL ME ABT UR SELF” Then he asked 
technical questions, which are very basics for a C.S.E student, and 
Here are sm questions which I remember, 
 
What is meant by tuple?  
Relational integrity  
Full form of RDMS  
What d u mean by it?  
What is meant by pl/sql?  
Diff btn compiler & interpreter?  
What d u mean by NORMALIZATION? 
etc etc …… 
 
So frns be through with ur preparation bth in tech & normal hr questions be confident in ur 
answers. Here I would like to hv a quotation which can be adopted for bth G.D & INTERVIEW 
i.e., “A BATTLE WELL BEGUN IS A BATTLE HALF WON” 
 
So try to have a nice start then the day will be urs 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER 0N 21st SEPTEMBER 2007  
Hi,  
dis iz VINOD MEHRA (09996175020).First n foremost I want 2 give my heartiest THANKS 2 
my spiritual Guru  den my peer group ( happy bansal,parveen jndal,viney saini,bhupi,…..) N den 
fresher world .com. I feel proud while I saying me a satyamite bcoz it is my dream company. I 
hav been sat 4 many companies earlier like TCS,TECH MEHINRA,ACCENTURE,MPHASIS, N 
I wasn’t able 2 clear d written exam in dat all. But I never loss hope in myself bcoz my dream 
company SATYAM iz wating 2 visit. N ultimately I m proud 2 be a SATYAMITE…  
 
PROCEDURE 4 SATYAM: 
Reacently satyam visited B.S.A.I.T.M. Faridabad 4 joint campus. My college name D.C.R.U.S.T. 
Murthal was also called 4 joint campus. My branch iz E.C.E dere was 2 rounds only i.e written 
+essay n PIR ( personal interview round). 
 
WRITTEN TEST: 
It consist of 15 Q with 1 marks each n dere iz negative marking of weightage 1/4. 
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Dere iz a provision of upper cutoff also. In my case , d lower cutoff was 8 n upper was 11. but u 
neednt 2 be get panic if u can do 12 or more correct Q’s. out of 3000 students only 810 clered 
written test. 
 
Q1: wat iz d right o/p? 
A1 int R=1 
A2 K=3 
A3 R=R*K*R 
A4 PRINT"R" 
A5 if(R,=3) 
A6 GOTO a3 
A7 printf(R8K8K) 
A8 Halt 
Q2: ODD man out 
975 
867 
329 
498 
none of these 
 
Q3: A CAN DO A PIECE OF WORK IN 18 days . B can do dat work in 30 days. Den in how 
many days dat they will do d twice of dat work together? 
44 ½ 
22 ½ 
48 ½ 
54 ½ 
none of these 
 
Q4: NEXT FIG ? 
( very easy ) 
 
Q5: dere was some statements n after reading dat u hav 2 give d most suitable assumption 
( took some time ). 
 
Q6: IF 4 NOV 971 FALLS ON FRIDAY DEN WAT IZ 4 NOV 1869? 
Friday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Saturday 
None of these 
 
Q7: ON PROFIT LOSS ( refer r s aggarwal ..Q WAS BIT confusing) 
 
Q8: A PASSAGE OF 4 LINES , AFTER RAEDING u hav 2 find the most suitable conclusion. 
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Q9 : A SUM OF 12000 BCOM 18000 BY SIMPLE INTEREST IN 2 YEARS. DEN AT WAT 
RATE D 5200, AMOUNT 2 20,800 IN 2 YEARS? 
50 
100 
200 
300 
NONE OF THESE 
 
Q10: graph Q 
 ( very easy) 
 
Q11: ? 
92 92 
42 38 42 
18 14 14 18 
6 4 2 4 6 
 
Q12: IT Was same as Q8 .it was either by mistake or by default.  
 
Q13 -- cant remember 
 
Q14 -- " " 
 
Q15 -- " " 
 
SOLUTONS …………… 
1. 3,27,243. 
2. 329 ( SUM OF DIGITS) 
3. 22 ½ days 
4. .. 
5. .. 
6. Wednesday ( follow 8th or 9th mathematics 4 better understanding) 
7. .. 
8. .. 
9. 
10… 
11.198 (6+4=10+8=18,18+14=32+10=42,42+38=80+12=92,92+92=184+14=198). 
12…. 
13……. 
14……… 
15………….. 
 
ESSAY: ( neat hand writtng + no cuttings + up to date knowledge ) 
1. mr yuvraj singh 
2 mr shah rukh khan 
3 prity zinta 
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4 politics 
5 history relatted 
6 
.. 
. 
. 
. 
.13 
14 
 
ONLY 810 CANDIDATE WERE SELECTED 4 PIR ( PERSONAL INTERVIEW ROUND) 
( B CONFIDENT + WITH SMILE + B LOUD N BRIEF IN ANS’ ) 
 
INT: SO, u r Mr. vinod mehra? 
ME: yes sir, ( with smile) 
INT: wat dis name stands 4? 
ME: pleasure , happiness ( with smile). 
INT: why u^rs parents named it 2 u ? 
ME: bcoz they like dis name. 
INT: wat iz u^r project? 
ME: tell……… 
INT: do u know communication system? 
ME: I don’t know sir 
INT: do u know computer network? 
ME: I dnt know sir. 
INT: do u know protocol? 
ME: sorry sir. 
INT: In which subject u r comfatable with? 
ME: I m comfatable with C language & microprocessor. I very good at software programming 
N cracking logical problems. 
INT: solve a software problem ( inter change 2 nos without using 3rd variable) 
ME: done. 
INT: where do u rate u^r self in logical thinking? 
ME: I rate myself at d top. 
INT: solve a logical problem ( pyramid Q ) 
ME: DONE.} 
INT: wat question u would ask 2 me if u would be taking my interview ? 
ME: sir, I would only ask, wat u can do 4 satyam? 
INT: now, u tell me . wat u can do 4 satyam? 
ME: sir, I would b 100% dedicated towards my job n give u d ultimate satifacton in my work. 
INT: famly baground? 
ME: tell. 
INT: WERE DO U see u^rself after 5 years? 
ME: sir, I would b either a team leader or a project manager. 
INT: Wow! 
ME: smile. 
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INT: OK! MR. VINOD MEHRA . nice talking 2 u. See u at satyam. 
ME: thank u, hav a great day sir.    
N finally 352 candidate were selected…………………………… 
N THANK GOD I got……….......................... 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 23rd FEBRUARY 2008  
 
Hi friends, this is Aniket Bhattacharya, 6th sem EE from BITM Santiniketan. I attended the 
Satyam campus drive held on 23-Feb-2008 & was among 32 selected students. I would really 
want to thank to all my Friends for helping me in my preparations & my parents. This was a 
exclusive campus drive for our college. 
 
Rounds: 
1. Aptitude Test(includes puzzles, quanti, Reasoning) 
2. Essay writing(this was along with the procedure of filling of form) 
3. Personal interview(includes HR, Technical)   
 
STATS: 
Total students attended : 186 
Total students got selected in aptitude test : 123 
Atlast Total student got selected               :  32   
 
Aptitude test paper  
As you would know there is both LOWER & UPPER cut-off. This time lower cut-off was 6 & 
upper cut-off was 11.  
Apti mainly included the chapters : Raio & Proportion, Time & Distance, Problems on Boats, 
Series, Pipes & Cistern, Bar graph, Simple interest (from quantitive) Age problem, Blood relation, 
Data sufficiency, Puzzle No English.  
 
You can say that each question was from each different chapter! Give stress on Quantitive (R.S 
Aggarwal is sufficient)   
 
Sample questions: 
1. Follow the conservations-"Sister, you have as many brother as many sisters". "Brother, you 
have twice no. of sister as many you have brother". How many children are there in the family. 
2. A question on ratio & proportion where a two ratio of metals was given, you have to find 
another ratio.Blaaa Blaaa.....   
 
Essay 
We had to write an essay, which was within the procedure of filling the form. We were said to fill 
the form & write the essay in 10 min. different topics were given like- SEZ, Reservation in 
Private sector. Brain drain, Mercy killing, Indian democracy, is China a threat to india etc.  
 
Essay round was not a elimintion round for us but it was for few previous colleges. But they do 
ask about the things you write in essay in Personal Interview.   
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Personal Interview 
There were 3 panels, where two delegates gave stress on technical & one on HR.  
 
My interview: 
Hello Aniket, how r u? 
Tell me something about you & your family background. 
What all programming languages do u know? 
Write the logic of Matrix multiplication. 
Write the logic of  the program" finding out no. of vowels in a string given by user". 
Difference between main memory & secondary memory. 
Difference between call by value & call by reference. 
Difference between compiler & interpreter.......... 
etc................  
 
Result was declared on next day, afternoon, and it became my most rememberable day of my 
life!!!!!!!!!!!!!!   
 
For the people who r going to give Satyam , please prepare your Technical skills, they largely 
search for technical strong people.  
 
 
 
SATYAM ON 26th MARCH 2008  
 
Hi friends this is srikanth from PBR VITS, kavali. SATYAM has recently conducted an interview 
in our college on 26th march,2008. The Procedure is as follows: 
No. of students attended : 984 
No. of students short listed after Written :184              
 
some of the questions that was asked in the written exam are: 
1)10  Let R=3 
20  Let R=R*3 
30  Let J=R*3 
40 Let K=J*3 
50 print K-J-R 
if R<120 return to 20 
else 
exit.the above question was asked in last 4 interviews of SATYAM.this model is same but not 
exactly. 
ans:529  
 
2.) There are 10000 families, having 4 children for each family. what is the probability that there 
will be 2 daughters for each house. 
a)625 
b)529 
e)none of these   
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3)If 27th december 1928 is monday then what is the day of 27th december 2004? 
ans: i think it was thursday.  
 
4) P,K,B,?, K,B,R,K,B 
ans: Q   
 
5)A alone takes 80 days to complte a job. A works for 8 days and the remaining work was 
completed by B in 42 days.How long it will take if A and B  work to gether? 
ans: 30 days.  
 
6) this question was asked on figure series.that is they have given 4 figures and they asked the 
next figure of the series. it is very easy.   
 
7)one question on bargraphs.   
 
8)one question was in the form as listed below but it is not the exact one:  there was a series given 
like 12, 23, 34, 56, 178,342 
step 1)24,47,57,234,435 
step2) 
step3) 
like this they have given  5 steps and they have given a new series for which we have to find the 
relatin between the given series and step 5. 
ans: it was little bit tough, but most of the times its answer is none of these.  
 
9) a problem on ratio & proportion  
 
10) they have given a small paragraph and they may ask for conclusion or inference or poet's 
intention etc., other five questions i didn't remember . i think cut-off was in between 4.5 - 8.make 
sure that u will score 6 in the written exam. remember there was also negative marking of 1/4th 
mark for a wrong one.  
 
essay writing: 
this is to test ur written and verbal skills. though it was not the elimination round, take care of it. u 
may be asked on or two quetions of  ur topic in H.R. intrview.  topicthey asked in our college are: 
1) Role Model. 
2) My Memorable Moment.  
 
don't forget to give a conclusion for ur essay at the end. and the last one was H.R. for non- 
technical students be sure of the basics of electronics and C , Java.  
 
for technical students be sure with two or three programming languages and one or two core 
subjects.be thorough with the contents of ur syllabus book.  
 
I was failed to crack SATYAM , i hope my experience will give lot of support for others to crack 
SATYAM.  
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ALL THE BEST to you guys.  
 
Be Sure and Be confident 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 26th NOVEMBER 2007 
 
Hi to all freshers out there. i'm Prateek Dave,ECE final year  student of Jodhpur Institute Of 
Engineering And Technology. I'm sharing wid u d experience of satyam campus recruitment 
process. This particular campus drive was specially 4 d the placed students only. They called it 
satyam's dream slot. Around 326 students appeared in the process,266 cleared d written and 
finally 75 students were selected. Fortunately, i was one of them.  
 
The whole process consisted of two rounds. First of all a written test and then a HR cum TECH. 
interview.   
 
1.WRITTEN TEST 
 Following the pattern of the last few months, the paper consisted of 15 questions. the queshions 
included were from the following topics: 
1.area 
2.odd one out 
3.puzzle 
4.calender 
5.conclusion 
6.pyramid series 
7.simple and compound interest 
8. time and work 
 9.probability 
10.sequential diagram 
11.programming.  
 
Rest i dnt remember. As u can see the paper covered many topics frm  R.S. Agarwal verbal as 
well as quant.   
 
2.INTERVIEW 
Soon after the declaration of the results of the written test,different groups of the students were 
formed and they were asked to fill up a form which included an essay. The different topics given 
in essay were: 
1.IT industry in India 
2.orkut:curse or boon 
3. Indian economy 
4. Concepts of IT and me, etc. 
Soon after the filling of the forms, interviews began  
 
My interview was very short,hardly 5 minutes. The HR asked me jst three questions. They were: 
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1. Tell me sumthing about urself. 
2. Why do u want to leave ur company and join satyam?( the toughest question 4 me) 
3. Concept of cdma and diff. between cdma and gsm.  
 
The interview went quite well and in the evening of 27th,results were declared. Now i was a 
satyamite.  
 
A small piece of advice for all the persons appearing n the campus drives in the ITcompanies. JST 
SHARPEN UP UR COMMUNICATION SKILLS. Even after doing each and every thing right, 
the only difference  dat cud lie between a placed and unplaced student is communication skill.  
 
So BEST OF LUCK TO ALL. and a gr8 thanx to the freshersworld.com.                                                          
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 27th JANUARY AT NOIDA 
 
Hi,i am Deepank yadav from galgotia college of engineering and technology greater 
noida.Satyam came in our college for recruitment.Satyam was my second company.It came on 27 
jan. 
1)Writen test 
2)Technical interview 
3)HR 
 
written was easy simple questions of quant,verbal reasoning just do RS AGGARWAL properly ,i 
will tel u the topics: 
1)profit loss 
2)boat questtions 
3)probability 
4)simple and compound interest 
5)time and work 
6)data interperation 
7)question of pyiramid 
8)series question 
9)conclusion from passage 
10)blood relation 
11)puzzles  
 
u will get 30 minutes for 15 questions remember there is negative marking as well as lower and 
upper cutoff i will suggest u that u just do 11 question properly than u can clear written easily,i 
did 12 questions in written 300 sit out of them 167 cleared the written.  
 
After wriitten they asked to write a essay on 1 topic ,they give us that topic but dont worry it is 
not the elemenation round.They just see whether u can write peroperly or not.  
 
After that our interview started first technical interview ,it was the elemination round answer 
properly even if u dont the answer ,dont worry but dont loose the confidence. HE asked me about 
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USB and digital systems ,he was frank wid me,i cleared that round ,but many of them were 
rejected in that round. Than HR round he just ask me to explain myself and my ambition i 
answered properly.  
 
finally 53 were selected . and i was one of them.  
 
BEST OF LUCK............. See u at Satyam............. 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 28th JANUARY AT HARYANA  
 
Hello guys  Satyam came to our college on 28th Jan, and out of 160 students that sat for the exam 
only 28 got finally selected  
 
   
 
The PATTERN  
 
It was as usual a half an hour exam, with all numerical aptitude questions.  
 
And the difficulty level was normal  
 
I don’t remember any of the questions, but I will advice you to brush up Ur math’s skills Study 
from RS aggarwal  
 
   
 
INTERVIEW  
 
There were two Rounds first the technical round then the HR round Very different from the 
SATYAM PATTERN as they always have a GD first  TECH  
 
MY FAVOURITE SUBJECT  
 
I replied web designing  
 
Frnz if u don’t have good command over c and c++ doesn’t mean u will not be selected, tell them 
what you know, I was asked questions about HTML LIKE the diff between html and dhtml  
 
How do you do multimedia  
 
VERY IMPORTANT WE WERE ASKED TO WRITE AN ESSAY IMMEDIATELEY AFTER 
THE RESULTS OF THE APTITUDE  
 
MY TOPIC WAS, EFFECT OFMONTY SINGH AHLUWALIA, NARYANA MURTI, 
P.CHIDAMBARAM AND ADITYA BIRLA GROOUP ON THE IT INDUSTRY  
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REMEMBER UR ESSAY IS VERY IMPORTANT,  
 
Next q was  
 
On operating systems which is the latest operating system  
 
Me: answered  
 
What is the difference between algorithm and program?  
 
And finally some quesns on my essay  
 
   
 
HR INTERVIEW  
 
I WAS THE FIRST GIRL TO BE SELECTED FROM MY COLLEGE AND  I WAS LUCKY 
THE HR HIMSELF TOLD ME THAT  
 
I ENTERED HE SAID plz sit and was wririting a mail  
 
He asked what is your aim in life  
 
I  replied    
 
He said effect of dollar rate coming down on the IT industry  
 
Replied (but was not confident)  
 
What does your father do?  
 
Who was MOTHER TERESA? WHICH CHARITY WAS SHE ASSOCIATED WITH?  
 
   
 
I BECAME VERY EASY WITH THE hr HE ADVICED ME POLITELY THAT ONE SHOULD 
NEVER BECOME EASY WITH THE HR if they DO SO THEY DO IT TO TRICK YOU,  
 
I appologised but he was already impressed by me  
 
I WAS ALREADY SELECTED .  
 
I SAID THANK YOU SIR HE DID THE SAME  
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FINALLY OUT OF 160 ONLY 28 WERE SELECTED  There is only luck and gods blessings 
that matter plz do pray god he is the almighty  
 
Lord shiva will help you all m very happy .best of luck 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 28th NOVEMBER 2007 AT ALLAHABAD  
 
Hi to all,with GOD's grace & blessings of my parents & friends,I've made it again.Its a pool 
campus at AAIDU Alld.of "SATYAM COMP. Pvt.Ltd."under the "DREAM SLOT"recruitment 
process.In this,only those are eligible who 've been already placed somewhr. 
 
 It was a 2 phase process(generally Satyam comprises 3phases(2nd-GD)) 
1)Written 
2)Interview. 
 
In Written: 
It consist of 15 Ques. & 30 min. Ques.are basicly of Aptitude & Reasoning. 
 
In Apti.- 
Age problem,proportion prob.like 4men do a piece of work in 8 days 2 left after 3days then in 
how many days de'll compl. Train prob. Clock prob like angle bet.hr.& min hand at 1:40 pm, 
Area prob. 
 
In Reasoning(Tough): 
2 Data sufficiency prob.a paragh.was given followed by 4 conclusions choose the approp.one. 
Data interpretation prob. PIE chart given-analyse & give ans. Series problem:series was a combin. 
of two different series at alternate position.A Pyramid prob.(toughest one)find the top most term. 
$-->1,@-->0,*-->2,/-->multiply Show 128 in terms of $*/@.Fig. prob. analyse the pattern to find 
the next fig. Cut-off was 4 out of 15 only 50% manage to qulify,HR was expecting that 80-90% 
should qualify.  
Tips:Attemp 7 or 8 or 9 but must be true.Dont make guesses(-ve marking) Believe in urself & ur 
ans. 
 
Interview:  
There was 3 panels 1)HR  2)Tech-HR  3)Tech.     I was in a grop. for 2nd panel.The HR 
personel(frm IIM,B)told us that the 2nd panel interviewer is a Vice President of our company.So 
afraid.His flight was delayed so arrived at 5:30pm(in hurry then).He was very cool & 
understanding that we r freshers.... 
 
His 1st ques to all-- Introduce urself--Name,f'name ,m'name,pursuing,what whr with agg. 12th % 
yr 10 th yr board then hobbies(not sleeping but sensible) then f'occupation, mother's,if housewife-
- tell housemaker.If interviewer is HR then tell about  bro &sis also 
. 
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2nd ques. abt PROJECT try to tell each & everything why taken,implications etc.if u stuck 
sumwhr take ur time,if nervous ask even for water.Dont try to make him fool.  Show ur 
dedication & determination to grab the job.& most imp "EYE CONTACT" that shows ur 
confidence & truthfulness.Sit straight & little bent towards him ie.u r attentive to listen him & 
with open palms ie. u r not hiding anything.. 
 
Finally only 30/180 r selected in which 10% r frm ur coll.So "KEEP WALKING"& 
All The Very Best,May LORD KRISHNA will help you. 
Luv to see u at SATYAM.......(Believe that u r the next Satyamite) 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 28th OCTOBER 2007  
 
Hello every one . i m Debashis mohanta (final yr MCA student of RCM 
COLLEGE ,BBSR ,orissa2008 batch). i m very thankful to freshersworld.com that we r getting 
very useful information about various companies test patterns. i attended the satyam dream 
campus held on 28th october 2007 in  CITE bhubaneswar. dream campus means  candidates 
having another offer letter previously were only eligible for this campus drive.SATYAM has 
increased pkg from 2.5to 3.0lakhsCTC( bond of 2 years and bank bond of 2lakhs) 
 
total attended-94 
written qualified-12 
finally selected-5   
FRIENDS THIS WAS MY 21ST COMPANY. 
i had cleared almost written exams of other companies including 
infy,satyam,birlasoft,mphasis,mastek,........but was unfortunate all those times 
but this time the day was mine and i m finally selected to the satyam family.......  
 
there were only 2 rounds. 
1st round was written test. 
2nd round was essay writting+ technical interview+hr interview  
 
WRITTEN:- for written pls refer the previous pattern and chapters mentioned in 
freshersworld.com(15 questions 30 minutes ,for right answer+1,for wrong -1/4,no higher cutoff 
was there.)  
 
INTERVIEW:-for this u hav to prepare  essays like(essay is to be with in 300 words and 5 
minutes) 
 (1)  who is going to be ur best friend and why & who is going to be ur worst enemy and why? 
 (2) what do u learn form the weather which is helpful for ur professional career.? 
(3)  what do u learn from a ant as an it professional.?  
 
then they asked hr questions + some technical questions from any language they may opt as per 
their choice......questions were from my project 
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about sql server and oracle they were asking tricky questions from database  so u prepare 
accordingly.......both the hr were very friendly.........so u needn't to be worried. finally the result 
was declared and i was among  the fives who were selected.  
 
WISHING U BEST OF LUCK AND HOPE TO SEE U SOON AT SATYAM....... 
 
 
SATYAM  PAPER ON 29th FEBRUARY 2008 
 
HI, I'M SOUMI DE FROM MALLABHUM INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.I HAVE GOT 
SELECTED AFTER TWO MORE CAMPUSSING FROM TCS AND INFOSYS.. 
 
IT'S EASY TO CRACK N SATYAM IF U PREPARE URSELF IN RYGHT WAY. IT WAS A 
POOLED ON 29TH FEB ON UIT,BURDWAN,AMONG 3 COLLEGES.  
 
THERE WERE 4 ROUND:-  
 
1.APPTITUDE TEST 
2.ESSAY WRITTING(NOT ELIMINATION ROUND) 
3.HR 
4TECHNICAL ROUND  
 
1.APPTITUDE TEST:-  
 
SORRY I CANN'T REMEMBER ALL THE QUESTIONS.BUT SOME ARE LIKE THIS:-  
 
A.QUESTION ON PYRAMID SERIES(LITTLEBIT TOUGH)  
 
B.QUESTIONS ON AGES  
 
C.BAR GRAPH  
 
D.IF @=0,*=1  
 
    @*=1  
 
     *@=2  
 
DEN FIND D VALUE 0F @@@*.(SIMPLY USE BINARY CONCEPT)  
 
E.THE RATIO OF A,B,C WILL B 1:3:5.  
 
DEN WHAT IS D WRIGHT ANS?  
 
12:15:45  
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2:67:45  
 
9:27:45  
 
NONE OF THIS  
 
THIRD ONE IS D RIGHT ANS.  
 
F.PROFIT&LOSS;-A PERSON BUYS 2 CLOTHS BY EACH OF THEM AT Rs 1460/-.HE 
SELL 1ST ONE AT 20%PROFIT AND LAST ONE AT 35% LOSS.FIND HIS NET PROFIT 
OR LOSS IN%.  
 
G.SUM ON CIRCULAR TABLE.  
 
H.REST IS CRITICAL REASONING(JUST PRACTICE R.S AGARWAL,MORE THAN 
ENOUGH)  
 
REMEMBER DON'T TRY TO GUESS ANY QUESTION,BECAUSE THERE IS (-
)MARKING(.25)FOR EACH WRONG ANS.SO,IF U KNOW D CORRECT ANS DEN DO 
IT,OTHERWISE DON'T.DON'T DO ALL D ANS.,THERE IS UPPER CUT_OFF ALSO.1 
ANSWERED 8 QUESTIONS  OUT OF 15.THE TIME WAS 30MINS.400 STUDENTS 
APPEARED FOR D TEST.AND ONLY 72 HAVE GOT SELECTED.  
 
2.ESSAY WRITING:-  
 
SATYAM ALWAYS NOTICES WHEATHER U R STRONG IN ENGLISH OR NOT.THEY 
HAD A ESSAY WRITTING ROUND.WE WERE GIVEN 6 TOPICS.A.PREMARITAL SEX  
 
B.ADVANTAGES OF SMOKING 
 
C.IPL MAKES MOCRY IN CRICKET(THIS WAS MY TOPIC)  
 
D.LOVE MARRIAGE VS ARRANGE MARRIAGE  
 
REST I CANN'T REMEMBER.7MINS. WERE GIVEN TO WRITE THE ESSAY.  
 
3.HR:-  
 
SIR WAS LOOKING THE ESSAY AT THAT TIME AND ASKING QUESTIONS ON 
DAT.DON'T MAKE ANY GRAMMTICAL MISTAKE AND SPELLING MISTAKE.IF U'R 
SELECTED IN HR THEN THEY'LL GIVE U PERMISSION TO GO IN TECHNICAL ROUND.  
 
4.TECHNICAL ROUND:-  
 
AS I'M A 3RD YR I.T STUDENT,HE WAS ASKING ME ON MY SUBJECT.IT WAS ALSO 
AHR ROUND +TECHNICAL ROUND FOR ME.HE WAS ASKING ME ABT MY 
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PARENTS,MY BF,MY HOBBIES,MY (+)PT AND(-) PT.BE PREPARE IN C,DATA 
STRUCTURE,JAVA,OS(OPERATING SYSTEM)AND PRESENT TECHNOLOGY(THEY 
WILL SEE UR UPTO DATE KNOWLEDGE)OUT OF 72 ONLY 29 WERE SELECTED FOR 
BOTH.LASTLY 23 WERE SELECTED BY THEM.DON'T GET AFFRAID.BE CALM AND 
COOL.ALWAYS GO WITH A PLEASENT SMILE.WISH HIM JUST AFTER ENTERING 
THE ROOM.DON'T TRY TO PRETEND,REMEMBER THEY CAN READ U.IF U DON'T 
KNOW ANY ANS JUST TELL HIM.TRY TO ASK QUESTIONS OF THATCOMPANY(BUT 
DON'T ASK THE SALARY PACKAGE).BEFORE GOING TO  CAMPUSSING JUST 
PREPARE  THE BASIC QUESTIONS  
 
WHY SATYAM?  
 
DESCRIBE URSELF EXCEPT CV  
 
WHO IS THE CHAIRMAN,BOARD OF DIRECTORS?  
 
WORLD RANKING.PRESENT SHARE.(U CAN COLLECT IT FROM NET)  
 
LAST BUT NOT THE LEAST DON'T GET DISAPPOINTED IF U'R NOT SELECTED,TAKE 
PREPARATION 4 THE NEXT.   
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 29th FEBRUARY 2008 
 
Hi friends, I am D.Venkata Suresh from Narayana Engg College Nellore AP.I was Selected to 
Satyam in my first ever Interview.I would like to share my interview experience. 
 
There are only two phases in Satyam Selection Procedure 
1.Written test 
2.Tech+HR interview 
 
There will be an essay writing also after written test whih is not an elimination round. For us 
Written test was conducted at Audhisankara College Gudur on 28th Jan 2008. Totally 909 
students attended out of which 526 students were selected for personal interview .We are asked to 
fill up the Resume and we are also asked to write an essay on the given topic and my topic is "If 
iam the C.M of a State".But our interview was not conducted immediately.Interview was on 28 & 
29th Feb at Priyadarshini college of engineering Nellore. 
          
Written test pattern is paper contains 15 questions to be answered in 30 mins.Out of 15, Seven 
from Aptitude, Seven from Reasoning and one from technical.Regarding technical they will give 
an algorithm with loop and asks you to find out the output which is not printed in that loop or that 
question may be from english(Synonyms,Antonyms...).I cant remember the written test questions 
but i can give you the topics 
1.Percentages 
2.Time and Work 
3.Boats & Streams 
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4.Odd man out & series 
5.Problems on Trains 
6.Two from Data Interpretation(Pie chart,Bar graphs) 
7.Three questions on puzzles 
8.one question on Technical 
 I forget other questions. 
 
My interview was conducted on 28th feb 2008 at 3:30pm .It was both technical and HR round. I 
entered the room and wished him with a smile.He asked me to sitdown 
 
HR: Tell me about Yourself 
ME: Said confidently and in the middle i said Satyam is my dream company. 
(He interrupted) 
HR: Why Satyam? 
ME: I said many reasons for around 2 mins 
HR: Asked about my family 
ME: Said 
HR: you are a CSE student, do you know any programming languages? 
ME: I said ,i know C,C++,JAVA 
HR: He asked some questions from Java like primitive datatypes in java,OOPS concepts,Method 
Overriding,Syntax of Switch-Case,How you pass objects to functions in Java.All questions are 
from basics of java and other languages(mostly java) 
 
Then he asked me to leave.I said him,"Sir, i have one question to ask you" .He said to ask the 
question.My queation is "Satyam is going to sponsoring the next FIFA world 
championship.Cricket is the most craziest game in INDIA then why Satyam is going for football". 
He then said that Satyam is a MNC and explain the difference between the cricket playing nations  
and football playing nations for around two mins.Then i again wished him and left the room. 
 
Interviews was continued the next day(29th Feb) also and the results were announced at 3:30 pm 
on 29th feb 2008. 
Totally 122 students were selected and iam one of them.Out of 122 students 61 are from our 
College i.e.,Narayana Engineering College Nellore. I hope this may help you in facing your 
interview 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 29th FEBRUARY AT WEST BENGAL  
 
Hi friends, This is Arnab Roy from BUIE, Bankura. I am a student of EIE ,3rd year. We were 
informed that there will be a campus selection at UIT, Burdwan on 29th feb,2008. Before going 
into the interview i had prepared for the aptitude test from R.S.Aggarwal and also had scanned 
thru some puzzles from Shakuntala devi and George. J. Summers. and i would also like to thank 
freshersworld for uploading candidates experiences which had helped me a lot.  
 
On 29th, the selection process started with the apti test. there were 15 q's and we were given 30 
mins. there were questions from ages, probability, ghraphical interpretation, profit n loss, 
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pyramids and puzzles. Since there were upper n lower cut off marks so i was very careful about 
ticking the right option. and i would advise all of u to be 100% confident before marking ur 
answer. however the results were announced at around 2 o'clock and i had cleared the apti test.   
 
Before going for the interview rounds we had to fill up a resume form where we had to fill our 
respective details. then we were given different topics to write an essay and mine was "Is IPL 
league making a mockery of cricket". this wasnt an elimination round but it was to test our 
english power. then we had the interview rounds.   
 
First was the HR round. The interviewer was a very friendly person. He had asked me about what 
i had for my lunch. He even inquired whether i m feeling well or not. then he scanned thru my 
essay and asked few q's related to it. i answered them very confidently. he looked impressed and 
then he asked me to move to the techical panel.   
 
In the TECHNICAL round the following q's were asked....Introduce urself.  
 
What all subjects u r having in ur current 6th semester.  
 
few q's from networking were asked... like LAN, WAN, MAN and their areas of use.  
 
a puzzle was asked that "if the drying time for one of the cloth is 30secs then how much will be 
taken for 10 clothes to dry, all being hanged at a time".  
 
then i was asked whether i had studied any other language other than C.  
 
the interviewer then asked me about instrumentation and its implementation.  
 
I answered all the q's confidently with eye to eye contact  
 
After all these q's the interviewer seemed to be impressed with my ans and then he started asking 
me casual q's like which city i would like to be placed, whether my family would have any 
problem if i stay far from them and if other companies like TCS ,IBM offers me 25% more salary 
than Satyam what will i do.  
 
At last i was asked whether i have any q's, and i asked 2 q's-- what type of work i will have to do 
for Satyam after i join   and   whom will i have to report for my day to day responsibilities.  
 
I got my answers and i thanked the interviewer. he in return thanked me and shaked hands with 
me. and i left the room...   
 
Reullts were annouced the very next day at around 2 p.m. and eventually i discovered that now  I  
AM  A  SATYAMITE......   
 
Wish u all the very best and see u all at Satyam..   
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Satyam PAPER 1 -- GENERAL APTITUDE 
  
 Directions: Each question given below consists of a word, followed by four words or phrases. 
Choose the lettered word or phrase that is most nearly opposite in meaning to the word in the 
question. 
  
 ANTONYMS  
  
 1. Disregarded  
 (a) heed  
 (b) hopeful 
 (c) evade 
 (d) dense 
  
 Ans. (a) 
  
 2. Obviate 
 (a) becloud 
 (b) necessitate 
 (c) rationalize 
 (d) execute 
  
 Ans. (b) 
  
  
 3. Superficial 
 (a) profound 
 (b) exaggerated 
 (c) subjective 
 (d) spirited 
  
 Ans. (a) 
  
  
 4. Abide 
 (a) retract an offer 
 (b) refuse to endure 
 (c) shield from harm 
 (d) exonerate 
  
 Ans. (b)  
  
 6. A Brown female could have had 
 I. a grandfather born Red 
 II. a grandmother born Red 
 III. two grandfathers born Brown 
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 (a) I only 
 (b) II only 
 (c) I and II only 
 (d) II and III only 
 (e) I,II and III 
  
 Ans. (c) 
  
 7. A male born into the Brown group may have 
  
 (a) an uncle in either group 
 (b) a Brown daughter 
 (c) a Brown son 
 (d) a son-in-law born into the Red group 
 (e) a daughter-in-law in the Red group 
  
 Ans. (a) 
  
 8. Which of the following is not permitted under the rules stated? 
  
 (a) A Brown male marrying his father's sister 
 (b) A Red female marrying her mother's brother 
 (c) A man born Red, who is now a widower, marrying his brother's widow 
 (d) A widower marrying his wife's sister 
 (e) A widow marrying her divorced daughter's ex-husband 
  
 Ans. (b) 
  
 9. If widowers and divorced males retained the group they had upon marrying, which of the 
following would have been permissible? (Assume no previous marriages occurred) 
  
 (a) A woman marrying her dead sister's husband  
 (b) A woman marrying her divorced daughter's ex-husband. 
 (c) A widower marrying his brother's daughter 
 (d) A woman marrying her mother's brother, who is a widower 
 (e) A divorced male marrying his ex-wife's divorced sister 
  
 Ans. (d) 
  
 Questions 10-13 
  
 Tom wishes to enroll in Latin AA, Sanskrit A, Armenian Literature 221, and Celtic Literature 
701. 
 Latin AA meets five days a week, either from 9 to 11 A.M or from 2 to 4 P.M. 
 Sanskrit A meets either Tuesday and Thursday from 12 noon to 3 P.M., or Monday, Wednesday, 
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and Friday 
 from 10 A.M to 12 noon. 
 Armenian Literature 221 meets either Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 12:30 to 2 P.M., or 
Tuesday and Thursday 
 from 10:30 A.M to 12:30 P.M 
 Celtic Literature 701 meets by arrangement with the instructor, the only requirement being that it 
meet for one four-hour session or two two-hour sessions per week, between 9A.M and 4 P.M 
from Monday to Friday, beginning on the hour. 
  
  
 10. Which combination is impossible for Tom? 
  
 (a) Latin in the morning, Sanskrit on Tuesday and Thursday, and Armenian Literature on 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday 
 (b) Latin in the afternoon and Sanskrit and Armenian Literature on Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday. 
 (c) Latin in the afternoon, Sanskrit on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday,and Armenian Literature 
on Tuesday and Thursday 
 (d) Latin in the morning and Sanskrit and Armenian Literature on Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday 
 (e) Latin in the afternoon, Armenian Literature on Monday, Wednesda and Friday, and Celtic 
Literature on Tuesday 
  
 Ans. (d) 
  
 11. Which of the following gives the greatest number of alternatives for scheduling Celtic 
Literature, assuming that all other courses  
  
 (a) Latin in the afternoon and Armenian Literature Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
 (b) Sanskrit on Tuesday and Thursday and Armenian Literature on Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday 
 (c) Latin in the afternoon and Armenian Literature Tuesday and Thursday 
 (d) Latin in the morning and Sanskrit on Tuesday and Thursday 
 (e) Sanskrit on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. and Armenian Literature on Tuesday and 
Thursday 
  
 Ans. (a) 
  
 12. If the Celtic instructor insists on holding at least one session on Friday, in which of the 
following can Tom enroll? 
 (I) Armenian Literature on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 
 (II) Sanskrit on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 
  
 (a) I only 
 (b) II only 
 (c) both I and II 
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 (d) I or II but not both 
 (e) neither I nor II 
  
 Ans. (d) 
  
 13. Which of the following additional courses, meeting as indicated, can Tom take? 
  
 (a) Maths--Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 10A.M to 12 noon 
 (b) French--Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 11A.M to 12:30 P.M 
 (c) English--Tuesday and Thursday from 2 to 4 P.M 
 (d) Japenese--Tuesday and Thursday from 1 to 3 P.M 
 (e) Old Norse-Icelandic--Monday only from 12 to 3 P.M 
  
 Ans. (b) 
  
 Questions 14-18 
  
 (1) Ashland is north of East Liverpool and west of Coshocton  
 (2) Bowling Green is north of Ashland and west of Fredericktown 
 (3) Dover is south and east of Ashland 
 (4) East Liverpool is north of Fredricktown and east of Dover 
 (5) Fredricktown is north of Dover and west of Ashland 
 (6) Coshocton is south of Fredricktown and west of Dover 
  
  
 14. Which of the towns mentioned is furthest to the northwest ? 
  
 (a) Ashland 
 (b) Bowling Green 
 (c) Coshocton 
 (d) East Liverpool 
 (e) Fredericktown 
  
 Ans. (b) 
  
  
 15. Which of the following must be both north and east of Fredricktown? 
 (I) Ashland 
 (II) Coshocton 
 (III) East Liverpool 
  
 (a) I only 
 (b) II only 
 (c) III only 
 (d) I and II 
 (e) I and III 
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 Ans. (e) 
  
  
 16. Which of the following towns must be situated both south and west of at least one other town? 
  
 (a) Ashland only 
 (b) Ashland and Fredricktown 
 (c) Dover and Fredricktown 
 (d) Dover,Coshocton and Fredricktown 
 (e) Dover,Coshocton and East Liverpool 
  
 Ans. (d) 
  
  
 17. Which of the following statements, if true, would make the information in the numbered 
statements more specific? 
  
 (a) Coshocton is north of Dover 
 (b) East Liverpool is north of Dover 
 (c) Ashland is east of Bowling Green 
 (d) Coshocton is east of Fredericktown 
 (e) Bowling Green is north of Fredericktown 
  
 Ans. (a) 
  
  
 18. Which of the numbered statements gives information that can be deduced from one or more 
of the other statement? 
  
 (a) (1) 
 (b) (2) 
 (c) (3) 
 (d) (4) 
 (e) (6) 
  
 Ans. (c) 
  
  
 Questions 19-22 
  
 Spelunkers International offers exploring tours in eight caves: Abbott, Benny, Caeser, 
Dangerfield, Ewell, Fields, Guinness, and Hope 
 (1) Class 1 spelunkers may not attempt cave Ewell, Fields or Hope 
 (2) Class 2 spelunkers may not attempt Hope 
 (3) Class 3 spelunkers may attempt any cave 
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 (4) Cave Caesar may be attempted only by spelunkers who have previously explored cave Benny 
 (5) Cave Fields may be attempted only by spelunkers who have previously explored cave Ewell 
 (6) Only two of caves Benny, Caeser, Ewell, Fields, and Hope may be attempted by any explorer 
in a single tour 
  
  
 19. A class 2 spelunker who has previously explored cave Ewell may be restricted in choosing a 
tour by which rule(s)? 
 (I) Rule(4) 
 (II) Rule(5) 
 (III) Rule(6) 
  
 (a) I only 
 (b) II only 
 (c) I and III only 
 (d) II and III only 
 (e) I, II and III 
  
 Ans. (c) 
  
 20. In how many different ways may a class 1 spelunker who has never explored any of the 
eightcaves before set up a tour of three caves, if she wishes to explore caves Abbott and Caesar? 
  
 (a) 2 
 (b) 3 
 (c) 4 
 (d) 5 
 (e) 6 
  
 Ans. (b) 
  
 21. What is the maximum number of caves that a class 3 spelunker who has previously explored 
only cave Benny may include 
 in a single tour? 
  
 (a) 4 
 (b) 5 
 (c) 6 
 (d) 7 
 (e) 8 
  
 Ans. (b) 
  
 22. If x + y = 3 and y/x= 2 then y = ? 
  
 (a) 0 
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 (b) 1/2 
 (c) 1 
 (d) 3/2 
 (e) 2 
  
 Ans. (e) 
  
 23. How many squares with sides 1/2 inch long are needed to cover a rectangle that is 4 ft long 
and 6 ft wide 
  
 (a) 24 
 (b) 96 
 (c) 3456 
 (d) 13824 
 (e) 14266 
  
 24. If a=2/3b , b=2/3c, and c=2/3d what part of d is b/ 
  
 (a) 8/27 
 (b) 4/9 
 (c) 2/3 
 (d) 75% 
 (e) 4/3 
  
 Ans. (b) 
  
 25. Successive discounts of 20% and 15% are equal to a single discount of  
  
 (a) 30% 
 (b) 32%  
 (c) 34%  
 (d) 35%  
 (e) 36 
  
 Ans. (b) 
  
 26. The petrol tank of an automobile can hold g liters.If a liters was removed when the tank was 
full, what part of the full tank was removed? 
  
 (a)g-a 
 (b)g/a 
 (c) a/g 
 (d) (g-a)/a 
 (e) (g-a)/g 
  
 Ans. (c) 
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 27.If x/y=4 and y is not '0' what % of x is 2x-y 
  
 (a)150% 
 (b)175% 
 (c)200% 
 (d)250% 
  
 Ans. (b) 
  
 28.If 2x-y=4 then 6x-3y=? 
  
 (a)15 
 (b)12 
 (c)18 
 (d)10 
  
 Ans. (b) 
  
 29.If x=y=2z and xyz=256 then what is the value of x? 
  
 (a)12 
 (b)8 
 (c)16 
 (d)6 
  
 Ans. (b) 
  
 30. (1/10)18 - (1/10)20 = ? 
  
 (a) 99/1020 
 (b) 99/10 
 (c) 0.9 
 (d) none of these 
  
 Ans. (a) 
  
 31. Pipe A can fill in 20 minutes and Pipe B in 30 mins and Pipe C can empty the same in 40 
mins.If all of them work together, find the time taken to fill the tank 
  
 (a) 17 1/7 mins 
 (b) 20 mins 
 (c) 8 mins 
 (d) none of these 
  
 Ans. (a) 
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 32. Thirty men take 20 days to complete a job working 9 hours a day.How many hour a day 
should 40 men work to complete the job? 
  
 (a) 8 hrs 
 (b) 7 1/2 hrs 
 (c) 7 hrs 
 (d) 9 hrs 
  
 Ans. (b) 
  
 33. Find the smallest number in a GP whose sum is 38 and product 1728 
  
 (a) 12 
 (b) 20 
 (c) 8 
 (d) none of these 
  
 Ans. (c) 
  
 34. A boat travels 20 kms upstream in 6 hrs and 18 kms downstream in 4 hrs.Find the speed of 
the boat in still water and the speed of the water current? 
  
 (a) 1/2 kmph 
 (b) 7/12 kmph 
 (c) 5 kmph 
 (d) none of these 
  
 Ans. (b) 
  
 35. A goat is tied to one corner of a square plot of side 12m by a rope 7m long.Find the area it 
can graze? 
  
 (a) 38.5 sq.m 
 (b) 155 sq.m 
 (c) 144 sq.m 
 (d) 19.25 sq.m 
  
 Ans. (a) 
  
  
 SOME QUESTIONS WHEREIN TWO STATEMENTS ARE GIVEN ARE ALSO THERE 
WHERE YOU HAVE TO TELL WHICH STATEMENT IS CORRECT 
 SOME QUESTIONS ALSO APPEARED FROM THE BARRON'S GMAT GUIDE. 
 PAGE NO. 439 PASSAGE AND QUESTIONS 1 TO 9 
 PAGE NO. 440-441  
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 PAGE 442 PASSAGE 2 
 ALSO REFER TO BARRON'S GRE BOOK FOR ADDITIONAL ANALYTICAL 
QUESTIONS. 
  
  
 PAPER 2--GENERAL AWARENESS 
  
 1. Who is the father of computers  
 2. Expand HTML,DMA,FAT,LAN,WAN,FDDetc  
 3. Which was intel's first microprocessor 
 4. Convert 1024 (in decimal) to octa and hexadecimal form 
 5. First microprocessor was  
 (a) 8085 
 (b) 8088 
 (c) 8086 
 (d) 80487 
  
 6. Give the name of a processor produced by mortorola? 
 7. What is the full form of WindowsNT ?  
 8. What is the difference between 8087 and 8086 
  
  
 BESIDES THIS QUESTIONS WERE ALSO BASED ON IBM PC CLONES, BASIC 
QUESTIONS ON GUI 
 SIMPLE PROGRAMS LIKE FINDING FACTORIALS, LARGEST OF THREE NUMBERS 
ETC. HAVE ALSO BEEN ASKED IN THE PAST. 
 
 
 
Satyam Aptitude test  JIIT Noida. 

30 min. 15 ques. 
1/4 negative marking. 
 
 
1. From a total of 10 bulbs 6 bulbs are working.One has to choose 3  
bulbs  
out of them. what is the probability that all the 3 bulbs will be  
glowing.  
a) 1/6 b) 1/29 c) 1/29 d) 30/29 e) None of  
these. 
 
 
2. A sum at a given rate of intrest becomes 1200 in 4 yrs. 2000 in 5  
yrs. 
what was that sum. 
a) 2000 b) 1500 c)2500 d) 1800 e) None of the above. 
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Ans... e) None of the above. (sum ....800) 
 
3. Three teams J,K,L . some conditions like J is in the left of K , L  
is in the  
middle of K and L and so on. 
 
4. Students fail in at least 2n-p subjects. n is the number of  
subjects. 
p is an integer. If total number of failures is 63. what is the  
number  
of students. 
 
5. if STRONG is written as ------. Then ENERGY will be written as  
------. 
 
6. G,R,S are three towns. If G is North west of S. R is east of S. 
which city is north most. 
 
7. Side of cube add to 4 feet. what is the volume of cube. 
i) 64 inch^3 ii) 128 inch^3 iii) 512 inch^3 iv) None 
 
Ans i) 64 inch^3. 
 
8. Logical reasoning ...If battery is down Razor will not work. .... 
 
9. If tomato price is hiked by 65%. Apple price by 10%. Tomato is now  
dearer than  
apple. Some conclusions..... 
 
10. In a chessboard of 64 squares. Pearls are to be decorated such that  
each corner has 1 pearl. 
And each side has three pearls. How many pearls will be required. 
 
11. A number plate has 3 digits. If first digit is always 1. And rest  
two digits are in  
ascending order. Total number of differnt numbers that can be given  
the number plate. 
 
12. Data interpretation. 3 pie charts and a histogram were given. What  
is the average ? 
 
13. Number generator... If a given sequence was given to the number  
generator ,it processes the 
sequence as.... 
 
step 1: Multiply each number by 2. 
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step 2: sort the numbers in ascending order. 
step 3: increase 1st, 3rd and 6th number by 6. 
step 4: again sort. 
step 5: add 1 to 1st, 2 to 2nd , 3 to 3rd , 5 to 4th, 7 to 5th, 11  
to 6th . 
 
( Pattern was not given only output sequence was given, you have to  
identify this pattern.)  
 
If given sequence is input of the number generator. What will be  
it's state in step 4. 
 
14. Odd one out. Very simple, 4 were geometric figures and last one was  
a zig-zag. 
 
15. Average of 8 scores is 85. After removing the "maximum" score and  
next to maximum  
which is "maximum-2".The average comes out to be 83.What is the  
maximum.  
 
======================================== 
========================================= 
 
GD topics . 
10 min. 10 memebers each Group. 
 
1. Higher education in India or abroad. 
2. Mercy Killing. 
3. Positive impact of Wstern culture on India. 
4. Younger man should marry a elder woman or not. (absolutely not...). 
5. Love marriage or Arrange marriage. 
6. Banning new year party safe or not. 
7. Dress code in colleges. 
8. Copying the west. 
9. Working woman Vs House wife. 
10. Should mobile phones be banned or not ? 
11. Current education system. 
12. Should follow western culture or not. 
13. Effect of Extra marital affairs on marriage life. 
  
 
 
SATYAM-Placement Paper-15 July 2006-Delhi 
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Totally 15 aptitude questions. 30 minutes given. 
 
I dont Remember questions but i can tell u wht kinda questions came so that u can practise it from 
R.S Aggarwal. 
 
There was questions on clock, calender, series, cards, age, 5 LR questions, and other are easy 
ones 
 
The cut off was 4.5 marks there is a +1 for correct answer and -1/4for wrong answer. If u know 
answer then only u shd mark else not... 
 
After that they took a GD 
 
The GD group is chosen by random.. So u'll find ur self among strangers as they divided students 
of same branch in different grps. Actually there are groups of 8 people each. And most of them 
were not speaking much. they gave 1 min to think on the topic.  
 
My topic was Pepsi and coke should be banned in India or Not? Be Confident and try to make 
some valid pts in the GD so that u come in Notice of the moderator. Dont speak much as one of 
my freind was not selected as he was speakin too much 
 
Other topics : 
1. Agni 
2. Strike of Doctors 
 
They Selected only 21 students from GD  
 
Then ther was a Tech + HR Interview both Combined... 
It was quite easy for me...They asked abt family background, ur weaknesses.. They may ask u to 
prove ur weakness so be prepared for it. 
Then they asked C++ and DS as i was from IT Field 
interview was quite easy.. so dont take tension of that 
try to give answer for every question.. if u want to say NO then say it properly that u dont know 
the answer. Just be confident and make proper eye contact with the interviewer and also Smile in 
the interview so that they think u dont have any problem. 
  
 
SATYAM-Placement Paper-03 July 2006-Visakhapatnam 

  
  
 Totally 15 aptitude questions. 30 minutes given. 
  
 1. time and distance 
 A car traveling with speed of 80 kmph travels for 10 hours what will be the gain in speed if it had 
to travel thru the same distance in 8 hrs. 
 Ans:20 
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 2. Number series ??,55,66,48,61,74,60,75,90, 
 Ans:44 
 For every set of three numbers there is increase of 11,13,15 respectively 
  
 3. some algorithm is given u need to execute it, its some what like 
 R=2 
 R=R*R 
 J=R*R+R 
 K=----- 
 Something of that sort 
  
 4. calendar problem if today is 14 July 2004 is Sunday, what is 17 September 1871 
  
 5. Reasoning (relation between statements) 
  
 6. Reasoning (relation between statements) 
  
 7. compound interest. If the difference in compound interest and simple interest for 3 years at rate 
of 20 % per annum is 48 then what is the principle amount 
  
 8. pyramid problem.  
  
 9. 11 players of cricket team. captains age was 28,wicketkeepers age was 25. if their ages are 
removed then the average age of the remaining players in 1 less then the average age of team what 
is the average age of the team 
  
 10. there are 12 trains from patna and Delhi how many ways can a man travel by not traveling in 
same train more than once 
 ans:132  
  
 11. Figure problem. Three figures given. Find the fourth one 
  
 12. one data interpretation question was given hard one 
  
 13. one logical reasoning question 
  
 14. one logical deduction question 
  
 that's all I remember total of 307 members attended and 220 got thru written exam the cut off was 
4 marks there is a +1 for correct answer and -1/4for wrong answer. 
  
 Avoid guessing try to answer around 8-9 questions perfectly and I am sure u will get thru. Don't 
put wrong answers 
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 GD 
  
 The GD group is chosen by random.. So u'll find ur self among strangers. I'll advise u to 
familiarise urselves in the 10-15 minutes u get before u enter the room. Actually there are groups 
of 10 people each. And most of them were not speaking much. Ours was more calm and peaceful 
group. All of us were for the topic and 4 of us got thru. Don't worry cause 3/4 of those who 
didn't..were too shy to speak..So almost all who spoke freely & made valid points got thru.  
 Our topic was does private colleges give better education than govt colleges ? 
 some other topics were, mobile ph. ban on colleges, dresscode at job, reverse brain drain etc. but 
ur not given choices..the moderator gives u one. 
  
 they selected 94 out of 220 for technicals. I cleared this one also. 
  
  
 Technical 
  
 It was quite hard. They had only few ppl to choose and had whole day left so each persons 
interview lasted for 40 mins. If ur from mechanical background be prepared to answer question s 
on C language. And some hr questions like whts use of mechanical engineers for us..etc 
  
 Out of 94 only 55 got thru 
 
 
SATYAM-Placement Paper-July 2006 

  
  
  
 (1)Written Test:- As all of u know SATYAM's pattern consists of 15 ques where u will be 
scoring 1 mark for correct answer and 25% deduction for every wrong answer. 
 Note:-I wud like to say u that attempt only the ques u know pretty well. PLZ make sure that 
guessing or answering all the ques u may be disqualified. B4 going to take the test make sure u r 
thorow with all the previous papers bcoz then u can get 4 to 5 repeted. Also attending 6 to 7 ques 
is more than enough. 
  
 (2)Group Discussion:- This is what all call as the toughest part of SATYAM's recruitment 
process. But never feel so bcoz if u can contribute some 2 to 3 points its enough. 
 Note:- For to be sucessful in GD u shud follow certain rules such as 
 1.Body posture. 
 2.Eye contact 
 3.Never and ever look at the observer this will make a negative impact abt u in the observers 
mind. 
 4.Stick to the way u started the topic and go only in 1 way. Never talk on both sides of the topic. 
 5.Never question any in person r never say like u r wrong and never talk to in person talk to the 
whole group. 
 6.Initialisation is a plus point but it doent mean that if u initialise u will be selected. Make the 
topic 4rm u if u r well versed r talk at no 3 r 4 positions. There is no difference in any of the 
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positions actually.  
 7.Dont over act by saying too many time like lets give us a chance to our frnds. 
 8.Its always better to be frank like if u r not well versed with the topic u can start as --- well frnds 
i am not that knowledgeble at this present topic but from our discussion i understand that --------. 
Its just ur wish r u can make on ur own. 
 I started ay no 5 position and the topic given to our group was Impact of films on youth. One 
person took the initialisation but he was not able to make the sentence complete and from there 
started the topic diversion and every thing went wrong and at last i thot that if our discussion goes 
in such a way then there is a chance that the whole group can be disqualified so that i dragged the 
discussion on the topic. 
  
 (3)INTERVIEW:- In SATYAM both the tech & HR interview are combined so that if u r good at 
HR ques then u can get into. The HR asked me the 1st ques that How is our recruitment process n 
i thot the he asked how r u n i said 5n thank u sir. Then he was surprised by the answer i left. He 
stressed its 2 hard day na? Then i understood and 4rm then onwards it was just a formal interview 
both the HR's were very cool it was just like talking with my frnds n i didnt felt as i was in the 
Final round. There only they asked r u ready to make a bond n i said if u ask for 3 years also i am 
ready. They will ask finally r u having any ques Never say that u r not having any. Bcoz this will 
make u a very bad impression on u. 
  
 
 
SATYAM-Placement Paper-23 June 2006-Mumbai 

  
  
 I am very glad to say I have been placed in Satyam. I am uploading the paper of Satyam, on-
campus recruitment held on 23rd June 2006, for both 2006 and 2007 batch. 
  
 1. Which day was 29th May 1883? 
 A.)Monday (always one qs on calendar is present) 
  
 2. A man takes 2600 Rs (not exact fig) on simple interest, and immediately lends it out at 
compound interest at 10% p.a for 2 yrs. What was his profit? 
 (Always 1 qs on compound interest)  
 3. 6 offices have 2 be allotted to six people: Salma, Clara, John, Jack, Tim, and Paul.the offices 
are side by side.Salma is given office with largest window. Clara can't stand people who smoke 
and speak. (Conditions not exact but similar) 
 1. Jack, Jack, Tim smoke. 
 2. John and Tim like to talk often. 
 3. Clara is given room no.5 
 Which room is Tim allotted? 
  
 Options: 3, 2, 1, can't say. (Ans room no: 3, not sure...) 
  
 4. 
 I.)OA= 5 cm, TA=6 cm 
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 II) TAB=30 degrees. 
 Which of the conditions is enough 2 find AB? 
  
 Options: I only, I only, both I and II, Neither. 
  
 5. Complete foll: 
 ? 
 40 44 
 14 17 18 
 2 5 5 6 
  
 Ans: 95 (2+5=7+7 =14, 5+5=10+7=17.. 
 14+17=31+9=40, 17+18=35+9=44 
 40+44=84+11=95) 
  
 6. Given foll sequence, what is o/p of 73 44 65 25 62 
 Step I: 96, 85, 42, 55, 20 
 Step II: 192, 170, 84, 110, 40(96 x 2, 85 x 2, 42 x 2.. 
 Step III: 40, 84, 110, 170, 192 (arrange above step in asc order) 
 Step IV: 42, 84, 112, 170, 194 (to alternate nos add 2: 40+2,110+2.. 
 Step V: 207, 181, 119, 89, 45(42+3=45, Che tanaS 
84+5=89,112+7=119,170+11=181,194+13=207, then arrange in desc order) 
  
 Thus follow above pattern for i/p: 73, 44, 65, 25, 62 
  
 7. A covers 1 1/4 times dist as B. If A gives b a lead of 200ms, how far is winning post so both 
reach at same time?(Refer R s Aggrwal, Races and games of skill) 
 Ans: 40 m. 
  
 8. Alloy of iron & zinc 5:6, alloy of zinc and copper 7:8, if both mixed, zinc in new alloy? 
  
 9. What is next fig? 
 Ans: 
  
 10.1 qstn on probab 
  
 11. One passage given.ur asked 2 choose option which summarizes it best. 
  
 12. Another pssg and some question based on it is asked 
  
 For preparing refer Rs Aggrwal quantitative and also if possible try 2 refer Rs Aggrwal Verbal 
and Non-verbal 
  
  
 24 JUNE, GD AND INTERVIEW HELD 
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 Each grp had 10 ppl.my topic was "should cricket be made the national game?" 
  
 NOTE: plz go in formal attire - girls salmar kameez +dupatta or trousers/shirt, (jeans, casual tops 
strict taboo..) 
  
 Try 2 initiate, raise valid points, it will be mayhem but try to be heard and be confident. 
  
 Interview: 
  
 First it began with tell me abt urself, where do u stay, what r Ur hobbies.. ur project Etc? 
  
 Which is Ur fav subject? I said C++ 
  
 1. What is object and class? 
 2. What is diff btwn overloading and overriding?  
 3. Syntax of inheritance from a class, give real life example of inheritance? 
 4. What is data abstraction? 
  
 Some other qstns 
 5. What is outer join, left outer join, how 2 find avg salary of employees given 2 tables? 
 6. Types of sorting techniques, how to delete a child node in binary tree (only algo) 
 7. Fibonacci series prog 
  
 For Extrx/Extc ppl separate panel is present which asks qstns pertaining to tat subject, but they 
may also ask basic c/c++' 
  
 Wish Everyone all the best! 
 
 
 
SATYAM-Placement Paper-June 2006-Ahmedabad 

  
  
  
 I was selected in Satyam recently in the last off campus held in Ahmedabad. 
 And want to share my experiance wid u. 
  
 See frankly speeking it's not so tough to select in Satyam, 
  
 1st Round: Apptitude Test, only 15 question in 30 min. 
 just go through old papers of Satyam,then u can dafenately crack it. 
  
 2nd Round: GD 
 they are eliminating most of the guys from GD 
 So try to initiate in GD. 
 And ya most important thing , remember that u r doing discussion not debate. 
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 i have just initiated abt my topic then i didn't speak even a bit. i wasn't participate in debate. then 
they told me to conclude finally. 
 My topic was: Is there logical to give voting rights to illiterate people? 
 And i was at nagative side.  
 Other Topics: 
 Sachin tendulkar's career is on the verge of ending? 
 And other topic regarding Ganguly. 
  
 3rd Round: PI+HR 
 If u cleared GD, then 80% u will be selected. 
 they asked me only one tech. Question And else part is HR 
 tech. que. : What is light weight and heavy weight compo. in Java? 
  
 
 
 
SATYAM-Placement Paper-May 2005-Coimbatore 

  
  
 Totally 15 aptitude questions. 30 minutes given. 
  
 1. time and distance ( 2 bullets fired in 38 minutes gap. It was traveling in 330 m/s. vyoms.com 
 A man traveling in a car heard the sound in 36 minutes delay. What is the speed of the car? 
  
 2. letter encoding (ex: XYZ -> ABC then PQR -> ? , like this(but easy)) 
  
 3. Given some number as input and they given 5 set of output strings. For a new set of input 
strings we have to find the output. 
  
 4. clock problem 
  
 5. Reasoning (relation between statements) 
  
 6. Reasoning (relation between statements) 
  
 7. compound interest. 
  
 8. pyramid problem. 
  
 9. finding the average salary 
  
 10. Encoding binary system. 
  
 11. Figure problem. Three figures given. Find the fourth one. 
  
 Remaining I am not remembering. 
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 GD topics were 
  
 Are women better managers than men? 
 Reservation in education?  
 Physical education must included in the curriculum ? 
 Connecting the rivers in India? 
 
 
SATYAM-Placement Paper-25 April 2006-Kolkata 

  
  
 I attended Satyam campus at techno india college, kolkata on apr 25,26 2006. 
  
 The process has four stages : 
 1] Aptitude test - 15 questions,30 mins 
 2] GD - 12/14 member groups 
 3] Technical Interview & 
 4] HR 
  
 Aptitude [ 5 options for each question] 
  
 1] In a certain savings scheme,in the fst 2 yrs the rate of interest is 4%, in the next 4yrs it's 6% & 
every yr thereafter is 8%.Wht was the total money saved if at the end of 9 yrs total interest is 
11200. 
 2] A problem on number pyramid which was not easy. 
 3] Complete the series 100,41.25,100, ?,100,73.75. [Ans 57.50] 
 4] A Train crosses A man standing on a platform which is 240 mtrs long in 13 secs & the 
platform itself in 25 secs.wht was the speed of the train? [Ans 72 kph] 
 5] A problem on bar charts..u'll find on RS Agarwal book. 
 6] logical reasoning question also frm RS Agarwal..Women of wyomong were given voting 
rights by legislature..why do u think that they were given the rights. 
 7] A mental ability question..in certain language if % represents 0 & # represents 1 & also the 
value increses 1 for every right shift [i dont remember the exact language] then how do u 
represent [5(5(pow)5-4)/5]pow3 ? 
 two other questions of logical deduction type [tougher]...takes a lot of time..I wouldn't advice to 
attempt those. 
  
 that's all I remember about apti.remember there is 1/4 negative foreach wrong so play safe. I 
think the cut off was 5..out of 1450+ aspirants they selected 532 for GD. I also made thru. 
  
 GD 
  
 The GD group is chosen by random..so u'll find ur self among strangers. I'll advise u to 
familiarise urselves in the 10-15 minuites u get before u enter the room. We made a gentlemans 
agreement tht everyone will get opprtunity..cause we knew that entire groups were getting 
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rejected because of heated arguments. The result was good..6 among 14 of us got thru from tht 
group including myself. Don't worry cause 3/4 of those who didn't..were too shy to speak..so 
almost all who spoke freely & made valid points got thru. 
 our topic was Should there be reservation in the private sector ? 
 some other topics were nepal crisis,bush visit,narmada andolan,sholud GD topics be chosen by 
candidates?,mobile ph. ban on colleges,dresscode at job,reverse brain drain etc. 
 but ur not given choices..the moderator gives u one. 
 they selected 219 out of 532 for technicals. I cleared this one also. 
  
 Technical 
  
 For all u MCA students beware..they can & will ask u frm any where in the course. they give u a 
form to fill up,but dont ask specify fav subjects. The man I had, started by asking me to tell about 
myself, my hobbies. 
 Then he went to software engg. - waterfall model, prototyping, the difference between 
them,CMM,six sigma. 
 DBMS - what is RDBMS,diff between dbms & rdbms,exmple of rdbms, normalisation.  
 data structures - sorting techniques,linked lists. 
 networking - he asked me about it & I said I knew the basics but it would be a little difficult to go 
beyond..so he did't ask any. 
 unix - I said the same thing. 
 In between he asked me why do u want to join satyam. He also asked as to what type of project I 
would like to do & why. 
 C & C++: wht is the difference between the two. What happens after C++ code is compiled, its 
extention, format. Question on files,streams. 
  
 just be confident & don't try to hide when u don't know. 
  
 HR 
  
 It wasn't tough..general chat u & urself, hobbies they even asked about Rang de basanti..they are 
very friendly. 
 They finally selected 133 candidates.I didn't figure in the final list...but may be the next time will 
be mine. 
 prepare well & u surely can crack it. 
  
  
 (Submitted by:Basu) 
 
 
SATYAM-Placement Paper-10 Mar 2006-Hyderabad 

  
  
 I attended for satyam off campus on 10 Th march 2006. 
 Venue: Wesely PG College. Hyderabad. 
 Total attended: nearly 8000 
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 Finally Selected: 290 
 Exam is 15 Questions and 30 minutes duration. 
 My paper was good. Most of the questions from R.S Agarwal 
 In my paper 5 to 6 questions on reasoning and remaining Quantitative Aptitude. 
  
 1. From time and work like 3 men work equals to 8 women work. And a work is completed in 14 
days by 5 men and 8 women .Then how many women are required to complete the same work in 
10 days.(numbers are not same ) 
  
 2. A question like 2 puffs is equal to 4 breads and 3 breads are equal to 6 cakes. Then 8 puffs 
equal to how many cakes. 
  
 3. A question from simple interest. A person took 1, 00,000 amt and interest rate is 10% for 5 
years. And he paid the amount in installments in first year 10,000 and in second year 20,000 in 3 
rd year 30,000 ,in 4 th year 40,000.Then what is amount he have to pay in 5 th year(ans :50,000) 
  
 4.Another question from time and work X can do 1/3 rd of work in 10 days and Y can do half of 
work in 12 days and Z can do the work in 15 days. If X,Y,Z work together for 3 days after that 
X,Y leaves then how many days it takes for Z to complete the work. 
  
 5. One question from Partner ship I don't remember the question. 
  
 Remaining questions I don't remember. And I did exactly 9 questions I think those 9 are correct. 
There is 0.25 -Ve marking for wrong answer try to avoid guessing. Finally from written 1800 was 
short listed for GD. 
 In GD group consists of 10 members. My topic is "CELL PHONES USAGE IN 
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS". In our group 5 guys and 5 girls. 2 people conducted our GD. 
At beginning they said the rules don't see ours, try to interact with ur team. 
  
 First they asked how many of u participated in GD.And then they give chance to select the topic 
and each member proposed one topic. Finally they give the above topic. First one guy initiated 
and then I took the chance and rise almost all important points. In our team only one guy talked -
ve to the topic. In our team 4 members cleared the GD. 
 And other teams GD topics are: 
 1. Public Sectors Vs Private Sectors 
 2. About Bush visiting India etc 
  
 Coming to interview: 
 In my panel 2 members are 1 Technical person and 1 HR. 
 First they introduced and then HR asked tell me about urself other than in the resume.  
 Then Tech person asked about Project and he asked about platform of my project etc.Then he 
asked interesting area then I said DBMS then he poured a lot of questions in between HR asked 
What do u know about satyam, and Why Satyam.are u willing to work in Bhuvaneshwar.If ur 
parents doesn't agree to move from Hyderabad then what will u do. So be confident .They just 
looking confidence and basic knowledge in subjects. So finally I get through Satyam and my 
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reporting date is 24 Th march. 
  
 
 
SATYAM-Placement Paper-4 March 2006-Delhi 
 
 
There are 15 questions and 30 minutes 
the figures are not exact i am giving u the bst as far as its possible 
like there are three sets i have got second one  
 
Q1:the average weight of four sectionsA B C D are 43,46,76,87,the average  
weight of A+B+C+D is57,average weight of A+B is 43,Average weight ofC+D  
is 67,find out the ratio of students of section A and D? 
 
Q2:There is a question on age?  
 
Q3: The the ratio of the salary of ramesh and gautam one year ago is 7:9, 
the ratio of their income one year ago to this yearare 4:5and 3:4.The  
sum of income of both at present is 14000.find out the income of gautam? 
 
Q4:if today 21st may 2004 is a suday then what day is on 21 may 1994? 
 
Q5:IF one person travelat a speed of 3m/sec then how much he travels in  
one hour 40 minutes? 
 
Q 6:There is one ques like we have to add if e=0, some values are given 
from which we have to find out the value for O 
 
GOGLE 
+YAHOO 
------------ 
76547 ? 
 
Q7:There is a question based on figure ?this is common to all sets 
 
Q8:There is a question on some input given to a machine which performs  
acc to a pattern described?  
 
Q9:the probability of students appeared for CAT is 4/5 and for MAT is 2/5. 
then find out the prob. that student appeared for at least one test 
 
this what i remember i hope this will help you people 
 
I have cleared the written but failed in GD .The topic of my gd was Brain Drain  
There was two HR person Very friendly in nature one Female n one Male.  
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i was fourth to start n time is around 6 minutes.Well There is always nxt time.Hope 4 de bst. 
 
ALL THE BEST 
  
 
SATYAM-Placement Paper-4 March 2006-Pune 
  
  
 I attained the test of satyam on 4-5th march in pune 
 There were near about 3500 students for the aptitude 
 From that they select 950 for gd 
 295 were selected from gd for pi 
 And finally from pi they select 141 candidates. 
  
 Q's of apti was like(I don't remember word to word but I will tell overview) 
 1. one date&day was given and asked for what might be the day on specific date 
 2. a simple program to trace the output 
 3. sachin+sehwag=..9 now if n=3 g=? Simple 
 4. a,b,c are workers and a&b can do a job in 4days a+b=4 
 b+c=7 
 a+c=5 
 now q was who can do that job alone in minimum days? 
 5. one was from English quite big passage and ask something from that 
 6. same English something but it was logical 
 7. rest of all were easy so that I crack it 
  
 Then in next round for gd there were group of 10 and give a topic and ask whether everybody is 
comfortable with it or not if yes continue else another topic 
  
 My topic was "sting operation" 
 From my team they select 5 peoples for the interview 
  
 Before interview they ask us to fill a form,. Containing personal info, education back, project u 
have done,carrer objective,why satyam,addition information abt u etc. 
  
 Next in technical interview they ask mostly from projects and some what from c 
 Like file pointer, seek function, 
 Ipc,thread,process,stack,queue, etc. 
  
 Next it was hr round (most of the student's technical and hr interview was taken collectively by 
the same persone and time was also very less) 
 In hr they ask abt current company,why satyam,family background.. 
 And finally they declare result where they select 141 candidates 
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SATYAM PAPER & INTERVIEW - 23 JUN 2006 - MUMBAI 
  
 Hi friends 
  
 I am very glad to say I have been placed in Satyam. I am uploading the paper of Satyam, on-
campus recruitment held on 23rd June 2006, for both 2006 and 2007 batch. 
  
 1. Which day was 29th May 1983? 
 A.)Monday (always one qs on calendar is present) 
  
 2. A man takes 2600 Rs (not exact fig) on simple interest, and immediately lends it out at 
compound interest at 10% p.a for 2 yrs. What was his profit? 
 (Always 1 qs on compound interest)  
 3. 6 offices have 2 be allotted to six people: Salma, Clara, John, Jack, Tim, and Paul.the offices 
are side by side.Salma is given office with largest window. Clara can't stand people who smoke 
and speak. (Conditions not exact but similar) 
 1. Jack, Jack, Tim smoke. 
 2. John and Tim like to talk often. 
 3. Clara is given room no.5 
 Which room is Tim allotted? 
  
 Options: 3, 2, 1, can't say. (Ans room no: 3, not sure...) 
  
 4. 
 I.)OA= 5 cm, TA=6 cm 
 II) TAB=30 degrees. 
 Which of the conditions is enough 2 find AB? 
  
 Options: I only, I only, both I and II, Neither. 
  
 5. Complete foll: 
 ? 
 40 44 
 14 17 18 
 2 5 5 6 
  
 Ans: 95 (2+5=7+7 =14, 5+5=10+7=17.. 
 14+17=31+9=40, 17+18=35+9=44 
 40+44=84+11=95) 
  
 6. Given foll sequence, what is o/p of 73 44 65 25 62 
 Step I: 96, 85, 42, 55, 20 
 Step II: 192, 170, 84, 110, 40(96 x 2, 85 x 2, 42 x 2.. 
 Step III: 40, 84, 110, 170, 192 (arrange above step in asc order) 
 Step IV: 42, 84, 112, 170, 194 (to alternate nos add 2: 40+2,110+2.. 
 Step V: 207, 181, 119, 89, 45(42+3=45, Che tanaS 
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84+5=89,112+7=119,170+11=181,194+13=207, then arrange in desc order) 
  
 Thus follow above pattern for i/p: 73, 44, 65, 25, 62 
  
 7. A covers 1 1/4 times dist as B. If A gives b a lead of 200ms, how far is winning post so both 
reach at same time?(Refer R s Aggrwal, Races and games of skill) 
 Ans: 40 m. 
  
 8. Alloy of iron & zinc 5:6, alloy of zinc and copper 7:8, if both mixed, zinc in new alloy? 
  
 9. What is next fig? 
 Ans: 
  
 10.1 qstn on probab 
  
 11. One passage given.ur asked 2 choose option which summarizes it best. 
  
 12. Another pssg and some question based on it is asked 
  
 For preparing refer Rs Aggrwal quantitative and also if possible try 2 refer Rs Aggrwal Verbal 
and Non-verbal 
  
  
 24 JUNE, GD AND INTERVIEW HELD 
  
 Each grp had 10 ppl.my topic was "should cricket be made the national game?" 
  
 NOTE: plz go in formal attire - girls salmar kameez +dupatta or trousers/shirt, (jeans, casual tops 
strict taboo..) 
  
 Try 2 initiate, raise valid points, it will be mayhem but try to be heard and be confident. 
  
 Interview: 
  
 First it began with tell me abt urself, where do u stay, what r Ur hobbies.. ur project Etc? 
  
 Which is Ur fav subject? I said C++ 
  
 1. What is object and class? 
 2. What is diff btwn overloading and overriding?  
 3. Syntax of inheritance from a class, give real life example of inheritance? 
 4. What is data abstraction? 
  
 Some other qstns 
 5. What is outer join, left outer join, how 2 find avg salary of employees given 2 tables? 
 6. Types of sorting techniques, how to delete a child node in binary tree (only algo) 
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 7. Fibonacci series prog 
  
 For Extrx/Extc ppl separate panel is present which asks qstns pertaining to tat subject, but they 
may also ask basic c/c++' 
  
 Wish Everyone all the best! 
  
 (Paper Submitted By : Deepti Das) 
 
 
 
SATYAM-Placement Paper-Mar 2006-Nandyal 
 
 
I attended the satyam off campus at RGM Nandyal it was very easy. In first round the questions 
were very easy1)There was a graph given and asked to get the production of how many time the 
production of 1996 from 2000 something like that?Ans)1.52)There was a given numbers and 
asked to fit a number3)IT was given abt analytical question4)a problem on vaerage5)a problem on 
Compound interest6)a problem on SI7)a problem on trains9)a question on a given sequence10)a 
data interpretaion11)a problem on picking up next picture12)a problem on anlaytical 
question13)also analticalIgot through the written and in gd they asked me abt separate telangana i 
failed there 
 
 
 
SATYAM-Placement Paper-Mar 2006 
  
 Here is the pattern. 
 1st aptitude : very simple.RS AGGARWAL will do. 
 topics r time&dist,time&work,averages,mixtures,probability, 
 encoding&decoding,ages problems. 
  
  
 2nd GD topics:  
 Satyam GD Probables: 
 ---------------------- 
 1. US war on iraq-justified or not. 
 2. Role of UN in peacekeeping. 
 3. Position of Women in India compared to other nations. 
 4. Environment Management. 
 5. Is China better than India in software. 
 6. Should SONIA gandhi be made the PM 
 7. BPOs in INDIA 
 8. Govt contribution to IT 
 9. will punch lines rule the Advt 
 10. premaritial sex 
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 11. is china a threat to indian industry 
 12. india or west , which is the land of opportunities 
 13. water resources should be nationalised 
 14."BALANCE BETWEEN PROFESSIONALISM AND FAMILY" 
 15. Effect of cinema on Youth 
 16. Education in India compared to Foreign nations 
 17. Is it necessary to ban COCOCOLA in India. 
 18. What is the effect of movies on youth.(is it good or bad) 
 19. Are studies more benifitial in India or in Abroad. 
 20."UN's peace activities" and "America's war on Iraq". 
 21."Environment-Whose Responisibility". 
 22.Is China a threat to the indian software industry. 
 23.Role of UN in Peace keeping 
 24.War on Iraq 
 25.About Hockey being the primary game in India. 
 26.Can america occupy iraq 
 27.Cricket shud be banned or not. 
 28.IS CHINA A THREAT TO INDIA 
 29.Present state of Indian Cricket team. 
 30.Love marriage/Arranged marriage. 
 31.Advantages of Co-education. 
 Hot Topics: 
 ----------- 
 1.How to deal with international terrorism. 
 2.Should we pursue our policy of dialogue with Pakistan? 
 3.Is peace and non-violence outdated concepts? 
  
  
  
 3rd interview: 
 technical is very simple.C C++,ORACLE,JAVA only basics & ur project. 
 hr wud b very easy,Q's like tell about urself, why do u want 2 join satyam, 
 r u ready 2 relocate. 
 
 
 
 
SATYAM-Placement Paper-26 Feb 2006-Bangalore 
  
  
 Pattern for written Test is 15 questions in 30 Min. 
  
 Each question carries 1 MARK and for every wrong answer 0.25 MARK 
 There is a Negative Marking So be Careful. Don't attempt all the Questions there is upper cut off 
too, If U r Sure about the Answers only attempt it, 
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 Attempt 12 Questions out of 15, And Make Sure all are Correct, If u know only 9 attempt only 9 
questions, Don't Try Luck by Flook Method, U have to Maintain 
 Accuracy, Go in a Group and Write Exam So that All will be Selected. 
  
 All questions are Simple. And for some of the questions None of these is also a Answer, I 
attempted 12 and I am sure 11 are Correct. 
 Some of the questions 
  
 1) A Hexagon(H1) with all sides of length 'a', If Midpoints of the sides of Hexagon are Joined we 
can get another Hexagon(H2), What is the ratio of Areas of H2 and H2? 
 2) One question on Ratio Propotion Simple one 
 3) One question is on arrange seating on a table 
 4) GRE type one question 
 5) One Program will be given 
 T=1; 
 T1=T+2; 
 T2=T1*2; 
 T3=T-2; 
  
 Up to T7 will be given 
 Atlast he ask one question on that what will be the valueT7 when T=6; 
 It is also Easy one 
 6) Calender Problem if 2nd January 2005 is Monday what is the day of 2nd January 1895 
 7) One question on Time and Work 
 8) ? 
 76 120 
 29 50 73 
 10 22 31 45 
  
 Answer is 193 
 Solution is 10+22=32-3=29 
 22+31=53-3=50 
 That is the Logic Adding two number s in the lower row and subtract 3 from it.. 
 I only Remember this much .. 
 Questions are not tough. By seeing only we can answer up to 6 or 7 then remaining some what 
tricky But we can do it 
  
 Hope My mail Gave Some Info on Satyam Written Test 
  
 In G.D Topics For me are 
 >Should Mobiles Banned in Colleges or Not 
 >which state is best for IT Industry 
 In G.D don't Argue with any One, Just Put forward Ur words Boldly. 
 That's Enough and Do some Managerial things Like 
 Giving Chance to ur Friends and Let Others to Talk.. 
 I Havent selected for Interview, Interview also Not that much Tough. Just basic 
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 Concepts Even if u having Luck They Don't Ask Any Technical Questions 
 Only 3 to 4 Hr Questions.. 
  
 Ok My Friends Do Best Up to Ur Level. 
 I feel SATYAM is the Easiest Recruitment Process I had ever Attended 
  
 (Submitted by:Rahul) 
  
 
 
SATYAM-Placement Paper-25 Feb 2006-Chennai 
  
  
  
 Satyam reference for Off campus, 2005 batch on 25 Feb 2006 Chennai  
  
  
  
  
 Questions: 
  
 1. If speed of car travel at 45 kmph, it reaches destination by 10 minutes late. If it increases speed 
by 15 kmph more it reaches destination by 5 minutes late. What is the distance from home to 
destination? 
  
  
 2. If speed of typist A complete its work at 2 hours is equal to the work complete by another 
typist B at 3 hours. If both together work how much time they will take. 
  
  
 3. If x directly proportional to y2 and inversely proportional to Z3 then if x=20 when y=10 and 
z=5 what is the value of y when x=10 and z=10. 
  
  
 4. The average of 40 numbers is 369 then if two numbers 36 and 42 are not included then what is 
the average of remaining numbers. 
  
  
 5. The word ASSASSIN is letter then what is the probability that the SS are not found in the 
word. 
  
  
 6. If the public service commission is select an member from person x, y,z, u,v,w.some condition 
like that 
 Each group has at least three members. 
 At least two group has one same person. 
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 If X is present then Y is also present. 
 Which is group selected by public service commission first? 
  
  
 7.In the below separate series addition,subtraction,multiplication,division and exponential of any 
one to be made then what is the value of the series if three satisfies condition above give same 
value(not accurate numbers but model exact) 
  
 1,5,23 
 14,27,48 
 56,..,..  
  
 8. Series problem (not accurate numbers but model exact) 
 20, 23, 60, 32, 45,108.. 
  
  
 9. Algorithm (not accurate numbers but model exact) 
 t=2 
 t1=t+2 
 t2=t1*2 
 t3=t2+3 
 t4=t3*2 
 t5=t4+3 
 t6=t5*2 
 t7=t6/2 
  
 If t7<6 then 
 Got to step t3 repeat condition 
  
 10. (not accurate but model exact) 
  
 1) The price of thing increases its price by some percentage for per coupon wagon. 
  
 2) Before the price increase the person able to buy per kg. 
 1 is sufficient ,2 is not sufficient (like this ) 
 2 is sufficient ,1 is not sufficient 
  
  
  
  
 11. Diagram problem 
 what is the next diagram? 
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 12,13,14 are paragraph question like here problem number 6 model. 
  
 com 
 15.I can't remember 
 
 
 
SATYAM-Placement Paper-16 Jan 2006-Hyderabad 
  
  
  
 Here is SATYAM paper held on 16th jan 2006 at hyderabad. 
 I think the cutoff is 8. 
  
 1. seating arrangement. The question goes on like this. 
 There were 6 persons a,b,d,e,k,p standing in a row. b is between d and p. e sits between a and k. k 
doesnot sit after d and a doesnot sit after p and d. 
 The question was: who were on the extreeme ends of the row. 
  
 2. It was on number series. 
 24, 48, 30, 60, 36, ? , 42, 84. 
  
 3. Even this was on number series: 
 35, 25, 49, 35, 63, 45, ? , 55 
  
 4. This was on ratio and proportion. 
 A tin contains alchol and water in the ratio 7:9. first 20% of the alchol was removed and the tin is 
filled with water. again another 10% of alchol was removed and the tin is filled with water. now 
how much more alchol must me removed so that the resultant mixture is the ration of 5:3 
(numbers are not same but model is this) 
  
 5. This is on numbers: 
 when n is divided by 2 it gives quotient of u and remainder 1. when the same number n is divided 
by 5 it gives quotient v and remainder 3. so which of the following is correct: 
 a) 3n+4=3(equations with u,v and n) 
 b) 
 c) 
 d) 
 something like this 3 more options are given. we have to find the correct realtion between. 
  
 6. This was on Blood realtion: i dont remeber the qn. 
  
 7. this was on calender: 
 if jan 5th 2006 is wednesday. what day does july 4th 1807. 
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 8. One problem on Compound interest. 
  
 9. This is on ratios: 
 a bag contains one rupee, 50 paise and 25 paise conis in the ration 2.5 : 3: 4., amounting to Rs. 
210. find the number of coins of one rupee. 
  
 10. this was on probability: 
 multiples of 6 or 8 between 1 to 99. what is the probability that a number selected was a multiple. 
  
 11. one problem on areas:this is quite different. 
 A goat is tied to a rectagle with 12 * 8 mts long. and a goat is tied with a rope of length 10mts to 
one corner of the rectange. the goat cannot enter into rectangle. find out the area the goat can 
graze. 
  
 12. Averages: 
 The average 10 members is 15665. If 2 members have 20000. then what is the average of 
remaning? 
  
 13: ratios: 
 if the ratio of 3 numbers are 3: 4: 5(not exactly same). then which of the following have the same 
ratio as this: 
 a) 144:687:456 
 b)......... 
 c)........ 
 d)............. 
 e)............... 
  
 Sorry i dont remember other 2 qns. 
 
 
 
SATYAM-Placement Paper-Jan 2006 
 
 
Recently i have attended the satyam interview. the test which i wrote is common aptitute test so it 
doesnot belong to satyam. but the GD and interviews were conducted by satyam. 
 
Around 250 people attended and they shorlisted 103 students.(it was both for freshers and 
experienced.) 
 
first they will shortlist the students,for the GD. 
 
in each GD 10 students were participating and the topics given were as follows: 
 
1. mobile phones should be allowed in educational institutions or not. 
2. do u support sania mirza on her dressing. 
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3. comment on todays political parties. 
4. reservation system in india. 
5.hurricane in US. 
 
After the GD they have selected randomly from each group those who performed well. the there 
was a technical interview. 
Based on the group ie., whether u r ece or eee or cse they ask the related questions. the question 
which asked me are as follows: 
 
1. what is ur favorite subject? 
2.tell me something about transformers? 
3.Being a EEE why do u want to join satyam? 
4. do u know c more or jave more? (as i wrote java in my profile they asked me . i said C and they 
asked all questions from java). 
5.what is polymorphism? 
6.what are oops concepts? 
7. what are access specifiers? 
8. what are ejb contents/ 
9.structure of JDBC? 
10.if C is the mother language then y java has been developed and used? 
11. explain AND and OR gates with truth tables? 
 
then the HR interview 
 
1. tell me about urself? 
2. are u the eldest? 
3. what is ur life ambition? 
4.if we post u in bihar for 5 years, then do u resign? 
5. where do u see urself after 5 years from now? 
6.when will u get married? 
7.what would be ur prefernece to ur job or to ur family? 
8. ru ready to sign a bond for satya,? 
9. any questins to ask? 
 
thats it 
they declared the results on the same day. i got selected 
  
 

Satyam 2007 Placement papers 
 
 

SATYAM PAPER ON 5th MAY AT BHUBANESWAR  

HI FRIENDS, 
First of all , I wanna tell u dat Time give u everything in its own way . I hd given 4 written tests n 
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cleared once. I did lose heart but finally.I really worked hard upon my weaknesses n thats why i 
m here. So, if u r also facing the same situation then work out on removing ur weaknesses n 
success will b urs. 
It was a pulled campus where 126 ppl 4m 3 clgs were there 4m which 46 were selected 4 G.D. n 
21 for P.I. the whole process was conducted by Mr. V.R. Krishna who is the H.R of east-zone. He 
is loyal,honest,simple n very friendly. He made us feel comfortable in d P.I. Finally 12 were 
selected n Im the LUCKIEST one… 
 
SATYAM selection process hd 3 rounds. 
1. Written test based on reasonig n quant aptitude. 
2.Group Discussion. 
3. HR Interview. 
      
WRITTEN TEST 
It had 15 problems of 1 mark each . A 0.25 negative marking was there for every wrong answer. 
Total time given was 30 minutes. So, time management is imp. 
Lower cut-off=8; 
Upper cut-off=11; 
so, better it wud b if u attempt 9 or 10 correct n sure shot answers bcos u hv 2 do the risk 
management. 
 
Type of questions:-  
1.Number pyramid (very easy) 
2. number series::- 25,30,35,42,45,?,55,66 Ans::- 54 
3. algorithm input n out given. U ve 2 find out wat’ll b at 3rd step…its timetakin…so plz leave it. 
4. & 5. its on verbal reasoning 
6. pie chart simple 
7. Seven friends Amar, Madhuri, Jyoti, Sachin, Ram, Tom & Uday made two teams CAT & 
MICE among them selves. Condition: 
i. Iff amar joins Cat, then ram must be in Mice team. 
ii.If Tom joins Cat, then Sachin must be in Mice team. 
iii.Madhuri & Jyoti can never be in the same team. 
iv.Sachin & Tom can never be in the same team. 
Q.If Ram is in Cat who will be in Mice? 
 
8. qs 4m compound intrest from R.S. Agrawal 
9. If a train of length 150m crosses a man in 12secs then wat time it will take to cross a bridge of 
250m length…. Ans 32sec 
10. A person always buys rice for Rs 200/- .if price get increased by 10%, then he will take 2 kg 
less.   Then calculate the incresed price of rice …Ans is rs.10 
11.If the odds against a 45yr man living upto 60yr is 5:3 and a 36yr woman livin 61yr is 3:2 then 
wat is the probability that both will live 4 next 25 yrs.the figures R not correct.But the process 
is:::----(3/(5+3))*(2/(2+3)) 
12. Series of figures r there U’ve 2 chhose d next figure…very very easy 
 
13. if 14th January 2004 is on Thursday then wat was the day of 14th jan. 1912 
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Ans::- 2004-1912= 92+(92/4)=92+23=115=115%7=3 i.e 3 days before i.e Monday  
15] It was an interesting Qn  If $=’0’ and @=’1’And if we can write 0=$                                     
1=@ 
2=@$ 
3=@@  
4=@$$  
Then find out average of @@@@ and @@@$$@  
Ans:@$$@$$  
Hints: It is like binary digit conversion and u do it. It’s very easy. 

GD Most Elimination Round 
Some topics are::::--- 
Ban of petrol n diesel for d sake of pollution 
Should education b free upto PG level 
Men r Women who R better 
N D rest is PI   

plz b confident...ve a sweet smile on ur face...n b interactive...ppl 4m cs\it plz b thorough in 
running time of sortings...java ...os...dbms..data structure  

thanx 4 sharin my views.... C U at SATYAM...All d best   

By, 
Bhupati Kishore Sundaray 
 
 
 

 SATYAM PAPER ON  28th APRIL AT MATHURA 

Hi frnds my name is GHANESH PRASAD GAUTAM (F.E.T Agra College Agra). I was very 
happy when i saw my name in final list of satyam selection. 
This was my third interview. first was in L&T an Second was INFOSYS. i was not selected in 
those company. but i did't lost my confidence. But Finally i got placement In SATYAM. 

I want to share my experience to u.... 
There will be three rounds in the requrietment 
1) Apt(15 ques in 30 min) *negative marking .25 marks for 1 ques wrong.. 
2) GD (Currently Topic) 
3) Interview(TI +HR) 

{ there were 1400 students at the starting time 455 student are selected after apt 200 students 
selected after GD } *finally 81 students selected   
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if u attempt 7-8 ques which is correct then u will be in first list...(plzz don't try to guess answer) i 
attempted 7 ques only. my all ques was correct, i know...* u should do all previous papers of 
SATYAM from this site...** u will get 6-7 ques in ur test..Some QUes FROM my test is here.. 

1- first question was on calendar. (simple go RS Agarwal) 
2- wht is the difference between SI and CI of 1000Rs where Rate =10%,time =1 yr for SI  and 
Rate is 10.5 in CI, time=1yr. 
3-there was a ques of average.    
4-series ques. 
5-a ques was A salary+ B salary=10000, if A spend 70% of his income, and B spends 80% of his 
income ,the diff btw there spnd money is 500, then wht is the salary of A. 
6-if x=0,y=1, xy=1,yx=2,yy=3 then what will be the value of xyxyxyy (simple use binary 
concept). 
7-A Piramid ques.  
8-Time and Work Problem. 
  
After First Round we go for GD they give us GD Topic.. I want to say u that u should learn these 
sentence which will help u in GD to Get exta Points. 
0); Try to start GD fisrt with ur intro. 
1); My dear friends plz maintain the rules of GD bcoz this is not Debate ,IT is GD ...Plzz BE Cool 
& CALM. 
2); My Dear friend LEt me complete, u will get chance... 
3); my dear friend would u like to say some thing. 
4); Give conclusion.  
5); Ur voice should be loud. 

My Third Round was Interview my interview start at 4 am  its was fine simple ques from HR and 
a technical ques 
1); Abt myself 
2); Wht i will do when i m a project leader , and my worker r not doing there job. 
3); Fav Subject. 
4);Write a Program in C to swap two number( USE two variable concept) 
5); A  Puzzle 
6);they ask  U hav any ques? 

All the best guys. trust me handwork pays n prepare well for the interviews. As this was my  3th 
interview in which i got in. Never ever give up. all the best ppl. 

Regards, 
GHANESH GAUTAM 
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SATYAM PAPER ON 28th APRIL AT DEHRADUN 

Hi Friends! 
I am Saurabh Sundriyal, B.Tech IIIyr (E.C.E), Graphic Era Institute of Technology, Dehradun. I 
appeared for the Satyam Tech. Recruitment exam on 28-APR-07. 
 
There were 3 rounds- Apti, GD, Intrvw. 
Total students appeared were 573. Around 200 cleared apti round. 
 
APTITUDE TEST PAPER :- 
There were 15 Ques. in 30 minutes. There was also a neative marking of 25%. 
So Friends, BEWARE, EFFICIENCY matters in Satyam. I attempted only 8 Questions and I am 
sure all were correct. People make mistakes by solving 11+ questions with 3-4 of  them incorrect. 
Your efficiency should be good. Even if you attempt 50%  of questions, Be sure about them.  
 
Some of the questions are given below:- 
1) The radius of a circle was increased in length by some value. If the increase in circumference is 
44 cm, the change in radius is 
 a)5 b)7 c)3 d)8 e) None of these               ANS= b) 7 

2) If it takes 'h' hours to mow a lawn. Then what part of lawn is mowed in 1 hour? 
  a)1-h  b)1+h  c)1/h  d) h/(1+h)  e)None of these           ANS= c) 1/h 

3) If 10 oct 2004 was saturday. Then which day will be on 10 oct 1986........ 

4) For a given set of numbers as 32, 45, 57, 142, 180, A machine gives following outputs after 
each step as shown below: 
    Step 1  33,47,60,146,185 
    step 2  33,185,60,146,47 
    step 3  34,185,63,146,52 
    step 4  52,34,63,146,185 
    step 5  185,146,63,34,52 
If you are given a set of numbers as 7,5,3,9,13, What is the output of machine after step 5 ? 
a)  b)  c)  d)  e)none of these                ANS= e) None of these 

5) & 6)  Two of these questions were simple english questions based on a small 
passage  individually. 

7)Mark the wrong output of following program :- 
   10  R=2 
   20  R=R*2 
   30  E=R*R 
   40  K=E+2 
   50  PRINT K 
   60  IF R<16 
   70  GOTO 20 
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   80  END 
  a)18 b)64  c)258  d)  e)None of these     ANS= b) 64 

8) A shopkeeper allows a discount of 25% on market price of an item and sells it for Rs 600 and 
still gains 20%. Find Original price of the item.   (Something like this....) 

9) The difference between SI & CI on  a certain sum of money for 2 yrs at 2 % per annum is Re. 1. 
The sum is- 
   a)625 b)670 c)640  d)650                       ANS= a) 625. 

10) 6 persons out of which 2 are brothers are to be seated in a circular table. How many possible 
arrangewments would be made such that both of these brothers dont sit together? 
   a) 21C2  b)21C2-19C2........(forgot options,  Sorry.......) 

11) A pyramid-series based question. (Sorry friends! I dont remember it!) 

12) Question based on visual ability test. Four figures were there, judge the 5th figure from given 
options. 

13) Given a Quadratic Eqn. aX2 + bX + C =0.  (a=0) 
   I)b2=4*ac 
   II)b=c=0 
   The total no. of roots of given eqn can be found by- 
   a)Using the given condition only 
   b)Using both statements I & II 
   c)Using either statement but not the other 
   d)...... 
   ANS= a) Using the given cond. only. 

14) A,C,F,J,O,? 
  a)V b)U  c)S  d)T e)None of these.                   ANS= b) U. 

15)....................... 

GROUP DISCUSSION :- 
Friends! SATYAM's focus is in GD Rounds. You must be fluent in English with adages and 
examples on tips to suppport your views. Some of the topics of GD are:- 
 1 Should Dress Code be there in Engg. colleges or not? 
 2 Black 
 3 Should Cell phones be banned inside college campus or not? 
 4 Is 'Kaun Banega Crorepati' a money game or a knowledge based show? 
 5 IT Rvolution in INDIA. 
 6..................... 

There were groups of 10 each with GD time duration of 10 minutes. Some topics were asked by 
students to be suggested. 
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INTERVIEW :- 
Before interviews, they asked to fill a form in which certain questions were asked to be answered, 
given as below :- 
  Q) Why SATYAM should hire you?  (4 lines) 
  Q) Where do you see yourself after 5 years? (4 lines) 
  Q) What makes you aspire for satyam? (4 lines) 

Some other details were also to be mentioned there. They dont ask for CV. Only this form is 
important. But keep one with yourself. 
In interviews they checked General awareness (Like IT..). CS and IT students were asked 
technical questions. For non-IT engineers, they asked that how they can help their company and 
few technical questions? Also they asked HR questions. 

They told that they choose about 10% of total appeared students in pool campus. Finally 57 
candidates were selected out of which 34 were from our college. 
CHEERS to GEITians.... 

ALL THE BEST for SATYAM aspirants...... 
 "Never Ever Give Up in Life !"   

 
 

SATYAM PAPER ON 27th APRIL AT KANNUR 

Iam Mohammed Aslam,6th semester ece student.I got selected in SATYAM COMPUTERS on 
27th april 2007. Let me share my experience of SATYAM recruitment with u people. 

Students appeared:- 400approx. 
Aptitude cleared:-108approx. 
G.D cleared:-70approx. 
Finally selected:-30approx. 

Eligibility:- 
1.10th 58% 
2. 12th 58% 
3. b.tech 58%(2 back logs allowed) 

There were three rounds:- 
1. general aptitude( 15 question/30 minutes) 
2. group discussion 
3. interview( tech cum HR ) 

APTITUDE test had negative marking of .25 for wrong answers. correct answers 1 mark 
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Q1. Question based on venn diagram.....(they gave a ven diagram) 
Q2. find the missing no.  40,50,60,48,56,64,?,53,60,44,50,56 (ans:-46) 
Q3. find the missing no. 
             ? 
         66    66 
     28    28    28 
 10    10    10    10 
2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2       (ans:-146) 
Q4. A thief steals a car and drives at speed 5km/hr. after 1 hr owner in other car chases thief at 
speed of 8 km/hr. at wat time owner will overtake thief.(not xat question) 
Q5. algorithm given..find the wrong output from the options. 
Q6. simple interest&compound interest problem 
Q7. IF 25TH SEP 1986 IS MON, THEN WICH DAY IS 18TH OCT 1993? 
Q8. profit & loss problem 
Q9. question on figures like ..find the next figure?? 
Q10. question n series of numbers.... 
Q11 & Q12... General english type 
(Remaining  iam not able to recollect) 

Group discussion was on next day. before GD  company persons gave a ppt about the company. 
Next a group of 10 students were made and sent for GD. 
GD topics were:- 
1.kerala gods own country 
2.is kerala industrially backward 
3.mullaperyar dam 
4.hostellites or day scholars 
etc.......all GD topics were related to kerala. 

Candidates who cleared the G.D was given a form to fill.this is very important as question from 
this can come for the interview 

interview:- 
me:- may i cumin sir 
sir:- yes please be seated 
sir:- why did u opt ece in b.tech. 
me:- bla....bla...bla.... 
sir:- draw circuit diagram of this that etc..... 
me:- drawn confidently(was not sure if it was correct) 
sir:- would you like to ask any question to me. 
me:- aked two questions 
few of my frends were asked to write 8086 programs.. 

finally we were asked to get collected at seminar hall and name of selected candidates were 
announced. i was very much thrilled to hear my name in that list.. dear frends never loose 
hope....work hard.....luck factor also plays a major role... 
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all the best 
hope this info wud be useful to all students aspiring to be a 'satyamite' all the best once again for a 
bright  future......... 

 
 

SATYAM PAPER ON 21st APRIL AT ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY 

Hi, 
Satyam company had come to my college,Annamalai University for campus recruitment.The 
quetion paper pattern was as usual like 15 questions to be solved in 30 minutes of time.It had 
combination of simple aptitude,data sufficency, small comprehension and 3 logical based 
question, an encoding and decoding question and an odd man out. 

I was both simple and bit complexed.  

The results were annouced the next day.90 of us were shortlisted from 350 students.The next 
round was the elimination round.the topics were really simple.You jus had to talk and shount out 
some good points.  

The final round was technical cum HR.The only techical question that was wasked to me was 
Write a C program to display numbers in descending order.Other wise it was like a mere 
conversation with a senior person.  

Intially we were very nervous but it was fun as we entered the last round.So, guys was be sure 
with your aptitude for the rest of the rounds be confident with a dash of presence of mind.I m sure 
with these elements cracking the Satyam process would be like a cake walk  

By, 
Shalmali Barki G 
 
 

SATYAM PAPER ON 21st APRIL AT LUCKNOW 

hai friends... I am Avinash Srivastava B.TECH(IT)  from Institute Of Tech & 
Management,Gida ,Gorakhpur.I have been placed at Satyam Computers. 

The story of the Campus began on 31-march-07 the date of written test. The written test paper 
consited of 15 aptitude questions(including problems of RS Agarwal)(2-ques programs output,2 
series problem,1 timerelated problem ,5 aptitude 1 sitting problems, two paragraphs(english) etc)  

question paper:-(catagory: written test)  
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Q1)If the difference in area of the circle is 15sq cm ,the original radius was 5 ,so find out the new 
radius.......... 
1)3             2)4                3)6           4)7              ans=7  

Q)2 A piramid problem was given like  
                                                                       6788 
                                                               678             543                            
                                                              ?        455      233 
                                                          36          64          121                              

solve for ?(see RS AGARWAL for piramid type problems)  

Q3) A C program AS whose output was to be calculated 
R=2; 
E=7; 
R=R+1; 
IF(R>6) 
D=2+R  

something like that i dont remember............ 
Q4)&Q5)A pasage was given u have to choose the right alternative.. 
Q6)A series problem was given    3,7,12,18___,33.         ans=25 
Q)7 A leap year problem was given as u have to find out the calender day of the particular date. 
Q8)A simple problem including the CP,SP,MP,ROFIT was given. 
Q9)A diagram with choose the correct figues. 

rest questions i dont remember!!!  

TOTAL APPREARED STUDENTS:3650 
QUALIFIED WRITTEN: 622 
CUTOFF MARKS:08/15  

GD: 
Topic which I got:CORRUPTION IN INDIA ,methods to avoid it ,preventions,remedies etc....... 
time alloted 10 min ,group size=10 selection 0--3 per group. TOTAL SELECTION :211/622  

INTERVIEW: 
My interview was mainly a technical interview. They didn't asked me the favorite subjects but 
started asking about the DBMS, OOPS, JAVA,C. questions which were asked to me were: 
Q1) TELL me something about yourself? 
Q2)Who are Srivastava people ...history about srivastava........ 
Q3)What is DBMS? 
Q4)what is NORMALIZATION? 
Q5)WHAT are normal forms? 
Q6)what is difference between BCNF& 3NF? 
Q7)HE gave me the table and asked to write the query of reference key,count,sum..... 
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Q8)ALTER query? 
Q9)What is main signature? 
Q10)WHAT is OOPS? 
Q11)WAHT is the difference between procedue and function? 
Q12)What is INHERITENCE? 
Q13)Given a class CAR give its aggregation and generalization? 
Q14)What are beans? explain its properties? 
Q15)WHAT are drivers?difference between type 2 and type 3 drivers.? 
Q16)Why should i pick u? 
Q17)What is the diffence between call by value and call by reference?  

some more questions were there ,SO MY ADVICE IS PREPARE WELL  YOUR TECHNICALS, 
MAINTAIN A GOOD PITCH IN THE VOICE,TRY AND SPEAK FLUENTELY,AND THE 
MOST IMP MAINTAIN CONFIDENCE.  

So,finally the results were announced and I was selected and I will be joining satyam in April-
May 2008.  

FINAL SELECTIONS  036.  

BEST OF LUCK .....SEE U AT SATYAM.................  

AVINASH SRIVASTAVA 
 
 
 

SATYAM PAPER ON 20th APRIL AT ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY 

Hi fns, 
I am Krithika from Annamalai University,I have got selected in Satyam Computers on campus 
program. 

here comes my experience , 
Aptitude: 
It was an usual aptitude done by satyam always,15 questions in 30 minutes and it is quite easy. 
one was coding, and some was numerical problems and some were data sufficiency, U can clear 
aptitude very easily if u r strong in basic formulae  

2:Group discussion 
Topics in GD are very easy....u should not keep mum and have to speak some valid points and my 
topic was whether today parents are enforcing only on children's academics or they r allowing to 
become all rounder.... i talked abt they r allowing..... u can clear gd if u have basi communication 
and some valid points over the topic.  
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3:HR + Tech: 
My hr round was very cool, usual questions like tell abt urself n i was asked abt my project in my 
college exhibition and they asked for my certificates for that.........  

Frns be n stay cool u can get it.....dont get nervous...... All t best  

By, 
Krithika.V 

 
 

SATYAM PAPER PATTERN ON 16th APRIL  

Hi ppl,  I'm Manjunath Krishna from sjc institute of technology. We had pool campus for satyam 
on 16th april 2007. These are some of the moments which were a part of myself becoming a 
satyamite.I'm really proud bein a satyamite n all ur experiences added for it!!!!!!!!!!. 

Day1:- Around 2000+ people took the test n it was really difficult for them to conduct it rather. So 
we were scheduled to write the test in the second batch. the paper consists of 15 questions n v 
have got 30 mins to answer them.  

1) some basic program 
2)find the missing no  2,5,28,257,3126... 
soln:- 1^1+1,2^2 +1,....6^6+1  

3) logical reasonin like miss dennis says engg students r lazier compared to others.(easy one) 
4)if a beats b by x1 and a beats c by x3 then? 
a)x1=x3 
b) x1>x3 
c)x3>x1 
d)none of these 
ans c  

5) problem on blood relationship 
6)dhruv can go to his school by bus,subway or by walk. he can either go to regular classes or 
early classes. before he goes to the college, he likes to have hot chocolate or orange juice. in how 
many ways can tis be done? 
ans 12 (2*3*2)  

7) guess the output problem 
8) no pyramid 
9) logical reasonin(some terrorists...) 
10)some clock problem like a clock loses 25% and gains 30% on days if the time is 1:00 now 
wats the time after some days. the prob is in rs agarwal. 
11) some square problem. the ans is 2n^2 
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12) partnership problem 
13) i bought two cameras for 8200. one of em is sold at 10% loss n the other at 15% gain.if done 
so the price of cameras are the same. find the cost of the cameras.              ans c 
14) 
15)  

guys plz note that u tick the right answer. dont do guessin games cos of negative marking of 0.25 
for every wrong answer!!!!!.  u do have an upper cut off. usually the cut off is 7. Answer 8-9 
questions confidently, you'll be in.  

we finished the test by 1230 n had to wait for the results. The results were out by 4. hopefully my 
name was in the list. Around 250 students were shortlisted for GD.  

Day2:- The shortlisted students were divided into 25 batches(each consisting of ten for Gd). 
the topics in the gd were 
1) Are women better managers than men. 
2) love marriage vs arranged marriage 
3) does sania mirza deserve that hype 
4) mercy killing 
5) terrorism in india 
6) should politicians be educated. 
7) are men better cooks than women 
8) should sehwag play in the team. 
9) should dravid be the captain of our team 
10) brand name or hard cash( it companies) 
11) ragging 
12) should cell phones be banned in the coll ? 
13)can computers replace teachers.  etc etc....  

GD:- 
the topic given to us was love marriage vs arranged. four of them were eagerly waitin to inin the 
gd. but it turn`d to a fish mArket. i remained silent n note down some valuable points n expressed 
some strong points. (guys plz dont fight or try to dominate you`ll lose points . Rather giving a 
chance to ur team mates will add points.). finally i took an opportunity n concluded the gd. 
experss ur ideas in a better way n be confident in a gd.dont interfere when some body is speakin. 
u`ll be marked down for it too. 
well the results for gd were out n i was the only guy in my batch who was selected. the rest were 
turned down. plz watch out in a gd. 130 were short listed the personal interview.  

TECH+ HR INTERVIEW 
I was called to attend the interview at 6 in the evenin after a long wait. i'll share some experiences 
with u. i knocked the door and went in after 5 secs.  

inter:-hi!! how was the day 
me:- it was really gr8 maam.(full smiles). 
int:-take ur seat 
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me:- thank u maam. 
int:- tell me somethin abotu urself 
me:- blah blah... 
int:- that was a nice description abt ur self. tell me somethin wat u've not mentioned in ur resume 
me:- i have a work exp with firstsource.(it was a bpo where i worked as a part timer). 
int :- oh!! tats gr8. tell me abt ur company 
me:- blah blah 
int:- tell me abt ur experience in the corporate world 
me:- it was really great workin wid first source t. takin calls is pretty challengin. understandin the 
call scenarios gave a great exp n boost my 
confidence levels. 
int:- y do u aspire to join satyam 
me:-" leaders are not found in flock, they r always alone" is an old sayin. but at satyam everyone 
is a leader. i wa s really empowered by the spirit of thinkin like a CEO etc.etc.. 
int:- wat do u know abt the company? 
me:- full description n was pretty impressive.  

I WAS ASKED ABT TECHNICAL STUFF which was really minimal.  
some questions ask`d were write a flow chart for binary search, wat r recursive functions, virtual 
functions, polymorphism, software engg models(as i`m a cs guy). i was able to answer all the 
question s easily.  

Finally, do u have any questions??? 
me:-dov need to sign a contract/bond as other companies ask for? 
int:-s,i`ll ask the aparna(hr) to get back to u on tis issue. 
me:- where`ll v be posted to? 
int:- anywhere in the world except antartica!!!!!!!!( full smiles) 
me:- thank u maam 
int:- it was pleasure meetin a person like u 
me:- thanks mam, have a pleasent evenin  

it was 645 when i checked out my watch The results were out by 8 n my name was in the list. I 
was relly been proud to be recruited by one of the best employers in India. MY parents n frens 
were happy when i said "I`m a Satyamite!!! ".  

All the best guys. trust me hardwork pays n prepare well for the interviews. As this was my 11 th 
interview in which i got in. Never ever give up. all the best ppl.  

Regards, 
Manjunath Krishna 
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SATYAM PAPER ON 16th MARCH AT CHANDIGARH 

HI FRIENDS, 
First of all , I will advise all of u if u hv a positive mindset no one can stop u . I hd given near abt 
10 written tests n not cleared even once. I did lose heart but finally it was a do or die situation 4 
me.I really worked hard upon my weaknesses n thats why i m here. So, if u r also facing the same 
situation then work out on removing ur weaknesses n success will b urs. 
       
SATYAM selection process hd 3 rounds. 
1. Written test based on reasonig n quant aptitude. 
2.Group Discussion. 
3. HR Interview. 
      
WRITTEN TEST 
It had 15 problems of 1 mark each . A 0.25 negative marking was there for every wrong 
answer.Total time given was 30 minutes.So, time management is imp. 
Lower cut-off=8; 
Upper cut-off=11; 
so, better it wud b if u attempt 9 or 10 correct n sure shot answers bcos u hv 2 do the risk 
management. 
  
Type of questions 
1. area of a circle inscribed in a square. 
2. probabilty 
3.coding -decoding 
4. calender problem 
5.compound interest n simple interest 
6.pyramid( find the no. at the top of the pyramid) 
7.a simple programming question. easy bt time consuming 
8.a figure problem( 5th one had 2 be predicted after a series of 4 figures, was very easy) 
9. 3 english paragraphs, n simple questions based on each like drawing conclusions. 
       
Rest i dont remember, only consideration is time. 
 
GROUP DISCUSSION 
MAIN ELIMINATION ROUND 
We were divided into groups of ten.Our HR asked us to suggest some topics. He was just having 
a check on our participationin such a simple activity. We suggested many topics ranging 4m 
marriage to IT industry. The Hr was very cool . Finally he gave his predecided topic " Internet- its 
uses n misuses".He asked all of us not to argue but to discuss. 
Our gd went very friendly. 2 valuable n fresh points n u r cleared. Apart 4m that alwayz ess the 
group . Dont even dare 2 look towards the HR in any situation.  If u r caught in an aggresive 
group then motivate them 2 hv an amicable discussion. 

In the end, HR asked us 2 conclude . Nearly all of us concluded.  
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INTERVIEW-HR 
ME: Gud evening, sir. 
INTERVIEWER:  Gud evening,have a seat. (I sat).Introduce urself. (looking at my personal 
information form) 
ME: Sir, i m Gagan jayjee pursuing my B,tech 4m .......... in ece. as a person, i m simple n 
straightforward. At professional level, m a very hard working person. 
 
INTERVIEWER: OK, Gagan. what r ur strengths ? 
ME: Sir, m a hard working person. 
 
INTERVIEWER: How can u say that u r a hard worker.(he was lookin at my % ages at that time) 
ME: Sir, i got 88% marks in class X n was a school toppper .In my class XII also, i was the school 
topper securing 90% marks. And throughout my academic career in college, i hv been a bright 
student   .  

INTERVIEWER :thats gud, apart 4m studies hv participated in xtra curricular activities? 
ME: yes sir, i hv paricipated in declamation contests n  athletic events.  

INTERVIEWER: what r ur weaknesses? 
ME: sir, whenever i get involved in sm work then i dont care abt my health n work my every 
nerve to get the things done in the right order.  

INTERVIEWER: Why do u want 2 join satyam? 
ME:sir, i hv hd an extensive research abt satyam on net n i hv come 2 know that the philosophy of 
satyam is that they hv a strong BELIEF IN THEIR EMPLOYEES" .So, tom if i hv an innovative 
idea , then satyam will definitely encourage 2 convert that idea into a viable market product. It 
encourages its employees towards enterpreneurship.So, i think its the right platform 4 a fresher 
like me.  

INTERVIEWER: I m impressed, ok, gagan, wat do u want 4m life?wats ur aim in life? 
ME: Sir , Today m at this end of the table , after my graduation i want to see myself at your end of 
the table.  

INTERVIEWER: thats very gud, DO u want to ask sm question? 
ME:sir, can u plz give me a frank assess ment abt my weaknesses so that i can improve upon that 
n bcome a good IT professoinal.  

INTERVIEWER: well gagan, i think u dont hv any(wid a convincing smile). all d best. 
ME: thank u sir, pleasure meeting u  

After a week, i got 2 know through my coll TPO that m selected n it was the happiest day of my 
life. Around 4000 students appeared , 1386 got thru written. 415 cleared gd. interviews r still 
going on. but 125 hv already been selected.  

ALL D BEST N SEE U IN SATYAM!!!!!!!!!  
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By, 
Gagan Jayjee 

 
 

SATYAM PAPER ON 14th APRIL 

Hi friends, I attended satyam ,as a volunteer on 14th april at  B.B.S. College of Engineering and 
Technology,Phaphamau Post-Gaddopur, Allahabad . 

Satyam made its aptitude and logical test in  WRITTEN FORMAT  and the following Changes 
were made. Total no. of questions were 15 total for 30 marks and test duration was of 30 min. 
Each question HAD EQUAL WEIGHTAGE OF MARKS i.e.,1 

Aptitude questions were from R.S.Ararwal’s aptitude book and questions were from  areas,series 
compleation ,time and work,problems on ages,compound interest,data interpretation,logical 
reasoning,time and distance,averages etc....... 

G.D topics given as far as I remember were - 
1) Marriages are made in heaven. 
2) Child marriage good or bad. 
3) Cellphone revolution- advantages , disadvantages. 
4) Are working women bad mothers. 
5) Brain drain 

GROUP DISCUSSION 
few very important points to remember 
1 GD IS ALL ABOUT TEAM WORK, SO EVERY ONE SHOULD GET A CHANCE TO 
SPEAK.  (THE MOST IMP. POINT) 
2 ALWAYS TRY TO INITIATE A GD BUT ONLY IF U HAVE THE CONTENT. 
3 AVOID ONE TO ONE DISCUSSION i.e MANTAIN A GOOD EYE CONTACT. 
4 DONT LOOK AT THE OBSERVER (satyam person) DURING THE GD. 
5 IF FISH MARKET IS CREATED AND NO ONE IS LISTENING TO U SPEAK LOUDER 
AND TELL THEM AS MENTIONED BELOW 

Then the arrival of interview session and was really hectic.the interview session involved 
technical interview as well as H.R interview with an average duration of 7 mins. 

Finally the list of selected students were called out . The package received was of 2.47 lacks per 
annum. & was 2 lacks per annum during training with a bond agreement for two years. 

GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND CONFIDENCE IS WHAT THEY R LOOKING 
FOR 
so be prepared u cannot be confident if u r not well prepared        All the best and be 
confident  with best wishes 
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SATYAM PAPER ON 8th APRIL AT BHUBANESWAR 

Hi friends, 
I am Manoj from Gandhi Institute for Technological Advancement, Bhubaneswar,Orissa.I 
attended a POOL campus at College of Engineering,Bhubaneswar on 8th April 2007. 

There were 1000+ students from various colleges of orissa.  

There were 3 rounds: 
A) Written 
B) GD 
C) Interview (technical + HR)  

*The written consisted of 15 general aptitude questions,Data interpretation,a program,etc 
A few questions: 
1)  Find the odd man out:     EF , AD , BE , EH 
2)  There are 200 mice.They were divided into two groups of equal size.The wer given an equal 
amount of radiation.First group was allowed to eat unlimited food whereas the second group was 
allowed to eat only in a limited amount.After the test it was found that of the first group 50 had a 
disease whereas in the second group only 3 were infected.what is the inference?  

3)  Find the angle between the hour and minute hands at 17:55? 
4)  A question on graph, another related to compound interest, one on volume of sphere, one on 
trains i.e. time and distance, a question to find the next figure in a series, etc.  

Around 450+ were selected after written for GD.  

Next was the main elimination round i.e. GD. A few topics were YOUTH CAN HELP 
ERADICATE CORRUPTION, LOVE MARRIAGE VS ARRANGED MARRIAGE, WOMEN 
EMPOWERMENT, WOMENS R BETTER MANAGERS,etc.BE CAREFUL HERE, AS THEY 
MAY SCRATCH GROUPS WHICH DONT MAINTAIN GD ETHICS!!!  

186 were selected from this round for PI on 9th April 2007.  

A few questions I faced in my interview: 
1) Tell me something abt urself 
2) Abt my parents and family background 
3) Abt my achievements 
4) What all subjects u had? 
5) Tell me abt TCP/IP, CSMA/CA , OSI Model 
6) Tell me abt Bubble sort, Quick sort 
7) Abt query optimization. 
8) Why SATYAM? 
9) R u really going to join SATYAM?       

FINALLY I GOT SELECTED. The total selection was 65. 
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KEEP ON TRYING FRIENDS.ONE DAY SUCCESS WILL BE ON UR SIDE.I WISH 
EVERYONE OUT THERE MAY RISE LIKE A SUN THAT NEVER SETS.    GOOD LUCK 
FRIENDZ.........!!!!!!! 

 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 7th APRIL AT BHUBANESWAR  
   
I’m a 6th SEM student of Electronics & Telecomm. .There was a campus drive by Satyam on 7th 
& 8th April 2007 at Bhubaneswar , Orissa.  
The process involved 3 stages: Written, GD, PI (both tech & HR)  
 
WRITTEN:  
Paper consisted General aptitude & reasoning. There was 15 Qn each carrying 1 mark and for 
every wrong ans negative marking of ¼   
You have to do these in 30 mins. I’ve forgotten all the Qn, but what I can recall I’m writing it 
below which is 80% correct:  
1]                                                    X                                                 
                                                    s      t  
                                                 p     q    r  
                                             l     m    n    o  
                                        g     h     i      j     k  
                                     a     b    c     d     e    f  
A pyramid was given like upper and the value of a, b, c …r, s, t were given and Qn was Value of 
X=?  
Ans: X=442  
Soln: g=(a+b)+2, h=(b+c)+2,………….similarly for I,j,k  
         l= (g+h) +7, m= (h+i) +7 ….similarly for n, o  
         p= (l+m) +12, q= (m+n) +12 … similarly for r  
         s= (p+q) +17, t= (q+r) +17  
Finally X=(s+t) +22  
   
2] A series was given: 3, ,15,  ,21,  ,27 There was relation between 1st, 3rd, 5th and we’ve to find 
the 7th one I’ve forgotten the 2nd, 4th….nos. which is not required.  
   
3] This Qn was something different and interesting also which I couldn’t solve, but some of my 
friends could solve it.  
INPUT:  
Step-1  
Step-2:  
Step-3:  
Step-4:  
A series was given at INPUT and in step 1 to 4 related to this series some series were given In Qn 
a series was given and asked to find out what will be the step-4?  
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4] It was a verbal reasoning and it depends on your decision  A paragraph was given related to 
shop where the owners want to increase their facility for customers like they want to increase the 
no. of counters so that customers will not stand in a long queue. There was some ans were given 
related to that paragraph and you have to chose the appropriate  
Ans.  
   
5] It was like Qn 4. Here something related to passengers of bus like vehicles and of aero planes 
and their increasing no. & accidents were given.  
6] A pie chart was given and Qn was asked  
7]  
8] Qn was verbal reasoning  
Seven friends Amar, Madhuri, Jyoti, Sachin, Ram, Tom & Uday made two teams CAT & MICE 
among them selves. Condition:  
i. If Ram joins Cat, then Madhuri must be in Mice team.  
ii.If Tom joins Cat, then Sachin must be in Mice team.  
iii.Madhuri & Jyoti can never be in the same team.  
iv.Sachin & Tom can never be in the same team.  
Q.If Ram is in Cat who will be in Cat?  
   
9] A person always buys rice for Rs 200/- .if price get increased by 10%, then he will take 2 kg 
less.   Then calculate the original price of rice  
10] What will be the next figure?  
Option was given  
Ans:  
12]150 m long train passes a telegraph pole for 12 secs. Then how much time it will take to cross 
250 m long bridge?  
A.29, B.30, C.32, D.   , E. none of these  
   
13] It was based on calendar: Given: 19th December 2004 is Sunday Question: 19th December 
1912 was: ______________  
Ans: Wednesday  
   
15] It was an interesting Qn  If $=’0’ and @=’1’And if we can write 0=$                                      
1=@  
2=@$  
3=@@  
4=@$$  
Then find out average of @@@@ and @@@$$@  
Ans:@$$@$$  
Hints: It is like binary digit conversion and u do it. It’s very easy.  
   
I did 11 Qns out of which I was not sure that two of them correct or not.  
   
GD:  
I was selected for GD round. They invited us to a room where they show us the videos of 
different offices of Satyam allover the countries and employees working there who “THINK & 
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FEEL LIKE CEO”. Then they divide the students in a no. of groups consisting of 10 students in 
each group from different colleges randomly. GD topics were so easy which we had not expected 
like “Remix and Original”, “love marriage or arrange marriage”, “Marriages are made in heaven” 
etc.  
In our group we were asked for which kind of topic we’ll prefer whether education, fun type or 
any thing else. We told fun type. As the topic was so easy that ‘Remix Vs Original’ everybody 
tried to speak and made it fish market. At last when results were announced my name was not 
there.  
   
Okay Best of luck and I hope u will not face situation like me…… 
  
By, 
Sundeep Kumar Mallick 
 
 
 
 

SATYAM PAPER ON 2nd APRIL AT KOCHI 

DEAR FRIEND 
I AM SUBMITTING THE PATTERN OF THE TEST PAPER HELD IN KOCHI......ON 2ND 
APRIL....TOTALLY THERE WERE THREE PHASE FOR SELECTION 

1.WRITTEN TEST 
2.GROUP DISCUSSION 
3.INTERVIEW  

THE 1ST SECTION IS VERY EASY CONSISTING OF APTITUDE (80%),LOGICAL 
REASONING(1 OR 2),C (1)......THE QUESTIONS WERE QUITE EASY......CUTOFF WAS 6 
OR 7...NEVER ATTEMPT MORE THAN 10...THAT CAN LEAD TO NEGATIVE 
MARKING///////...THE QSTIONS WERE AS FOLLOWS  

1.A SERIES    --,55,66,67,79,89,87,96,105  

2.A VERY EASY PYRAMID QUESTION  

3.PROBLEM ON CALENDER...I.E.....4TH OCTOBER 2007 IS SATURDAY.WHAT WAS 
THE DAY ON 4TH JULY 1987...  

4.PERMUTATION AND COMBINATION.......I.E....THERE IS 12 ROUTES IN GOING FROM 
PATNA TO CALCUTTA.A MAN GOES TO CALCUTTA AND RETURNS BY DIFFERENT 
ROUTES.HOW MANY ROUTES R POSSIBLE??  

5.A MAN TRAVELS 10 HOURS AT A SPEED OF 80KMPH...IF HE WANT TO REACH THE 
DESTINATION IN 8 HRS.....BY HOW MUCH SHOULD HE INCRESE HIS SPPED??  
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THE QUSTIONS R TOO EASY,,,,,,,,,JUST DO MAX 8 QSTIONS ABD U CAN BE SURE OF 
CLEARING 1ST ROUND  

GD ROUND IS LITTLE TOUGH......NEVER SEE OTHERS WHAT THEY R 
SPEAKING......JUST START........AND SPEAK TILL U R SATISFIED.....THEY WILL 
CHECK YOUR CONFIDENCE AND A LITYLE COMMUNICATION SKILLL....GIRL 
STUDENT WILL GET PREFERENCE........  

MY TOPIC WAS  "DOES SANIA DESERVE THE HYPE"  

BY, 
Sukeshprasad 

 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 31rst MARCH  
   
First of all I thank Freshersworld.com because it helped me a lot to prepare for the campus 
recruitments. 
Hai Friends!!! 
I got selected in satyam. I’m Rahul Balagopal, I’m giving you a pattern of the recruitment process 
conducted by satyam at Jyothi Engg College ,Trichur.I’m from the same college and my branch is 
Information technology. 
Totally around 1300 peoples participated. And only 470 cleared the test and out of which only 
150 cleared the GD and those 150 had gone to interview. Finally 76 guys were selected... 
   
The pattern of their recruitment is: 
1. Written Test 
2. Group Discussion 
3. Tech & HR. 
   
Written test: 15-questions.(30 min)  
1-mark for right answer,1/4 minus for every wrong answer.  
   
Remember negative marking will be there, don't try to guess the answers. First choose the 
questions which are easy and not lengthy. many question were very easy but only thing is they 
will try to confuse you .  
Most of the questions were from "Quantitative Aptitude” by R.S AGGARWAL"  
Topics from which i got questions  

1. Data Interpetation  
2. Compound interest  
3. Simple Interest  
4.  Pyramids  
5.  Trains & speed  
6.  work and Time  
7.  Averages  
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8.  Clocks……Angle between hour hand and minutes hand …….  
      9.  Volumes  
    10.  Percentages  
    11.  Problem on Ages  
    12.  Reasoning question  
    13. Calendar  
    14. Probability  
    15. Alligation or Mixture  
     
That’s what I remember  
My personal suggestion is attempt 9-10 questions only and make sure that all are correct and  you 
can clear written if >6 are correct  
I cleared Written  
   
Group Dicussion:  
The next day was the GD round. There were 470 candidates and 10 candidates in one group.  
My GD topic “Effect of movies in Indian society”  
The main elimination round of the SATYAM .My group contains 10 members. For my batch HR 
asked us to choose one of the two fields he suggested,1.Entertainment 2.education. we choose 
Entertainment from which HR choose the topic and it was “Effect of movies in Indian society”. 
We were given two minute time to note down the points. But one member started at that time 
only.Discussion was very nice. The discussion went on for 10 - 15 minutes.  
   
TIPS for GD:  
1. If possible try to start first, if not no problem but try to speak not keep mum.  
2. Be fixed to your attitude, it is if the opposite person argues strongly don't leave your topic go 
towards others.  
3. It's a discussion don't make it as DEBATE ,be cool. Don't jump on others. They test your 
patience too when you are at heavy argument. Patience doesn't mean silence but talk smoothly, try 
to convince your offenders. (Best way is say “yes” and say your way is best one)  
4. Always have a smiling face that will carry you towards the success(IN HR ALSO).  
5. Finally don't forget to conclude the discussion highlighting your strong points.  
6. Do a small work to know the names of GD members(when division of GD groups ….make 
friends of ur group members) and call them by NAMES in discussion rather than calling friend 
and so ….(IT HELPS U ….A LOT)  
7. Don’t see the observer seating besides you.  
8. Write the points which are discussed in the G.D tell all of them when Observer asks to give 
conclusion  
9. At the starting you should wish all the members and introduce urself and explain ur points  
10. Your eye contact never be diverted from your team members and especially speaking person.  
11.My personal suggestion is speak louder  
12.Don't point out anyone with fingure.  
11. Use these phrases as many as u can………depend on the discussion  
 “Friends ….Let’s us give equal opportunity to all” “I will say one point”  
Take an advantage of shy person to share his views…… saying  “Friend! You can also share ur 
views” its adds points to both of them (if he/she speaks)                   
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If any person is telling his views without listening to others or without giving chance to others 
then u can stop him simply saying **  “please give chance to other people also” As our discussion 
went well, as result 6 members selected in my group but in some groups who created bad 
atmosphere… nobody were selected.  
out of 470, 150 were shorlisted for HR 
 
“SPEAK CONFIDENTLY AND FLUENTLY THAT IS WHAT MATTERS MORE”  
I'm stressing more on GD because I heard that it was one of the termination round in the 
recruitment..If u follow above TIPS u r sure to clear ur GD(HOPE THE BEST).  
   
INTERVIEW:  
According to placement papers of satyam, I saw that GD was the main termination round and if u 
cleared GD u r 85% placed..But I don’t think so..b’coz on our recruitment many selected thro GD 
were terminated in the Interview..so give equal importance to the interview also..if u r good in 
communication skills and in ur core subject don’t worry…..   
   
My interview was very cool with only HR questions. Main thing they are looking for Confidence, 
Communication Skills. I will say my Interview exp:  
Interview was on late night around 10.00 pm..i was the last one in the interview..  
I am entering into the room while asking permission.  
I  : told good evening Mam, she too replied with same and offered seat, then I sat in the chair 
while saying thanks.  
Int: Then she asked old question tell about yourself?  
I  : explained all my educational family backgrounds.  
int: asked what is a trigger??  
I  : explained (Trigger is a set of rules used in database for executing some events like 
insert,update etc)  
int: After that she asked Types of OS available in the market . 
I : explained clearly and confidently and explained abt the latest versions of Windows and Linux.  
Int: Asked….. Is this ur first Interview??  
I : told her that I had attended 2 interviews.first one was HCL and I was not selected.  
 2nd  one was a BPO and I got placed in that company.   
Int: Then she asked me that if u got placed in a company then why u want to join in satyam.  
I: I told her that, that company is a BPO and I want to join in a core company so that I can 
implement my whole ideas ,what all I studied for the last four yrs.  
Int: asked abt my project.  
I: Explained clearly.   
Int; Then she asked me whether I had any Qns to ask??  
I: asked her that what all things I have to prepare when I come to join in satyam.  
Int: she told me that u need to study only the basic things wat u have studied.  
     
Finally she told, ok Rahul have a nice day. The result was published on the same day. 
they selected around 76 members.I saw my name in the list.  
Now I am Satyam mate.  
Ok Friends All The Best……… 
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SATYAM PAPER ON 30th MARCH  
   
Hi friends(This is Ganesh from ECM Department placed in SATYAM),  
I always used to read all your experienes, I got placed in Satyam and most important thing, your 
mails helped me a lot.  
Briefly: I am doing my 4th year, 1st sem, specialization ECM, in NARAYANA ENGG college, 
NELLORE , A.P.  
March 29th, 30th, totally 2300 students from 16 Engg colleges, 700 selected for GD’s ,only 203 
for INTERVIEW’s and finally 121 got into SATYAM.  
Probability of selecting a student is only 5.2%. (Beware of this).  
 
Same new pattern no change. 60% in all standards, Written, GD, Tech+HR interview.  
Written: there will be 4 easy questions which can be answered in 5min, then try to do another 4 
in 25 min, that’s all. This is for those who are fully confident of getting all those 8 right, because 
cutoff will be 7 at max 8. Others try to answer maximum and for some question we can eliminate 
3 options easily. Be careful negative marking is there. One thing written test is easy.  
 
GD: for me it is the easiest, because we have attended a lot of GD’s before and we are fully aware 
of GD’s. It is cake walk if you have some practice before and able to speak for some time 
grabbing the chance. Leadership qualities are seen more. Try to give a chance for people who are 
sitting idle, that’s all it’s a part of leadership quality. One great thing is the Satyam moderator 
who is rating our GD, finally gave us a compliment that our GD was a very good GD, we 
achieved this because we planned that all of us must speak and not to make the GD a fish market. 
And we covered a lot of points. Our GD topic was "EFFECT OF FILMS ON YOUTH AND 
SOCIETY" all of us were for the topic and before the end we also covered some negative aspects 
regarding that and some preliminary measures for those.  
one more point, rather than speaking for long time at a time , speak many times i mean interact 
with the group.  
 
Tech+HR interview: hear I am going to give the whole interview experience with some 
suggestions embedded in that, on the day of interview.  
I WILL TELL YOU THE WHOLE INTERVIEW EXPERIENCE  
We were there in the our college by 8:30 AM, and we were made to fill a form by Satyam people 
[that was the main thing you will not be asked for the resume, every thing will be there in the 
form, no problem if you go with empty hands to the interviewer, they were asking northing] there 
were nearly 5 panels I think, we were the first batch to be called for the interview for one panel 
and my friend was called he went in [mean while I was preparing mentally to go with a smile like 
that….]and in short time he came out, and called my name. I entered the Computer lab and I 
walked a lot distance in the lab to his table (only one person is there) with erect posture and head 
always at 90 degrees [be careful he is observing every thing]. Then I stood like that, he did not 
give me hand and asked me to sit [you never propose a hand to him for shake hand].  
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INT: how are you?  
ME: (full smiles) Fine sir  
SUGG: Speak loud looking into his eyes, never get tense then confidence will be revealed from 
your words.  
INT: ok Ganesh tell about yourself  
ME: [I an lucky I prepared only that] I started "I am a reliable team member and a efficient 
leader(of my class), I used to participate in all the events conducted by the college form my 
engineering first year, I got selected for endeavor club, a literary club organized by students, there 
we conducted many GDs, debates …..In second year, cultural committee member..… In third 
year I was team leader for informal events and awarded as best organizer… I love working in 
teams [in this way I boasted all my achievements regarding reliable team member and efficient 
leader]"  
INT: ok [he is very good, listening all the way without interrupting and encouraging me to tell 
more]  
ME: I continued "I am a native of VIZAG, my father is a employee he is hardworking, friendly…. 
[and I praised my father and mother and said I am thankful to them]  
INT: So what about you?  
ME: I am Smart working rather than hardworking sir.  
SUGG: It is very good if you praise and be thankful to your parents (mainly) and to college etc. It 
creates a positive impact on you.  
ME: I continued "….. my brother is doing Engg in GITAM college."  
INT: do you want to go to USA ?  
ME: No sir.  
ME: I will go if satyam sends me [first time I got a little bit tense as I told two contradicting 
statements]  
INT: ok [he took it light I think, I was lucky]  
ME: I continued "my hobbies are playing chess and volley ball….my achievements….my 
awards…..my interests…. My goals" (that’s all I completed my self) I think it took 3 min.  
SUGG: First enquire or search and explore about Satyam, I recognized they are want of dynamic 
people and want of leaders, that’s why I started my myself in that way. So you to explore Satyam 
and find the qualities which they want and which you have and I suggest start my self showing 
those qualities. [I think you all know a word document know as 64 toughest interview questions, 
follow the first question answer (tell about yourself) it helps a lot.]  
INT: very good, ok what do you know about Satyam?  
ME: Sir it is ranking 2nd in outsourcing, and has a place in top 10 companies in India and I it has 
CMM level 5.  
INT: What is CMM level?  
ME: CMM means capability maturity model, Our company Is having level 5 which is the highest.  
INT: what does it suggest?  
ME: it tells how the projects are going on and it suggest how innovative the company is  
INT: innovative?  
ME: yes sir.  
ME: and I heard that working environment is very good  
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INT: ok [he is patently hearing all the time]  
SUGG: Always try to boost your self, if you are doing this it clearly resembles that you are 
enthusiastic to join in the company, and even interviewers are looking for those people.  
INT: what are the subjects you are interested?  
ME: I started with my first year subjects in engineering.  
INT: what other subjects you are interested?  
ME: C, C++  
INT: Explain about C?  
ME: [I did not get any idea as I did not prepare any thing for technical] I uttered it contains 
variables as the basic entities………, It has 32 keywords [I was uncomfortable]  
INT: tell those keywords  
ME: int, float, for , while………..I told nearly 20 he is noting down on the paper which I told, if I 
repeat he is telling me to check whether I told it before or not. [he is very good ]  
INT: any questions?  
ME: sir you want me to learn any languages like java and is .net necessary, So that I will be 
productive in our company  
INT: No need, we will train our in every platform …………  
ME: Sir In which platform we generally do our projects?  
SUGG: it is good if we always use the words we, our rather than I and my.  
INT: no separate platform it changes………….explained a lot  
I was asked to write programs on LINKED LISTS and POINTERS then some questions on 
Computer networks and SQL,OS.(I took Gate Coaching in ACE-HYDERABAD that helped me 
to cope up technically).  
INT: Fine,U are good at techincal?  
ME : Thank U sir.  
I had seen confidence in his eyes that I will selected.  
INT: Any Questions?  
ME: Can I do my final year project with reference to your company?  
(Be careful this questions).  
INT: you will know that after the Interview.  
ME: ok sir, thank you sir [he has written some thing and offered his hand for shake and said all 
the best for ur future.]  
[I think the whole interview took 18 min]  
 
I was very happy but after meeting my friends they were telling all their experience. My friend 
who went before to the same panel explained me that, he(int) gave shake hand at the starting and 
at the end he wished all the best and he only gave the hand, and one more person who went to the 
same panel told that he(int) wished him all the best and told meet in the evening. I was shell 
shocked  
Our interview was over in the first hour only on that day(30/3/07) and I was waiting for the result, 
with my mind filled with confusion and I nearly analyzed my whole interview nearly 5 times. 
And at 3:00 clock in the afternoon, they were calling all the names who got selected in the order. 
My friend who went before me was selected. AND THE NEXT NUMBER WAS MINE …. (and 
My friends Shouted like any thing)You can understand. We had a photo with our friends who got 
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selected taken by the college authorities, and out side we had a great number of hugs with our 
friends.  
 
THAT’S THE WHOLE INTERVIEW EXPERIENCE ON THAT DAY.  
I feel, 80%(technical) + English + Confidence. Got me the success  
Satyam is a very good company; working in these types of companies gives us a great work 
experience. And good thing is there is a hike of 2.7 lacks per annum.  
One important thing is I am always ready to help you as I got help from you.  
 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 26th MARCH AT KANPUR 
   
Hello!! my name is Sudhanshu Porwal. Currently I am in my 6th semester. I went through the 
Satyam recruitment process recently on 26th March at Maharana Pratap Engineering College, 
Kanpur. By God’s grace, I was able to make through the final list and now I am a proud 
Satyamite.  
   
This website helped me a lot to get through the process and I think, I would be glad if I can 
contribute a bit from my side too.  
Some 1000 candidates appeared..out of which 251 were selected for the second round.  
Some of the questions that I recall, though not perfectly, are…  
   
1. What is the cost of covering the walls of a room with paper, given following information :  
(a) length, width and height of the room is  50,35 and 45 mts. respectively.  
(b) there is only one door of size 3x2 mts.  
   
Which of the following options is correct to find answer to this question:  
A. Sentence 1 is sufficient but Sentence 2 alone is not sufficient.  
B. Sentence 2 is sufficient but Sentence 1 alone is not sufficient.  
C. Sentence 1 and 2 are sufficient.  
D. BOTH sentences are not sufficient.  
E. None of these.  
Ans. D  
  
2. Some arithmetic series, i don remember.  
3. Some question based on Assertion n Reasoning, too lengthy so I don’t remember this either.  
4. a pyramid question..  
something like..  
   
                        ?  

   956    956  
        123     111    123  
    20      16        16        20   
3        2          1          2         3  
The number at ? mark has to be found out.  
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5. If the compound interest on a sum for 2 years at 12.5% per annum is Rs.510, the simple interest 
on the same sum at the same rate for the same period of time is :  
a. Rs.400       b.Rs.450        c.Rs.460         d.Rs.480  
Ans: d  
   
6. If a boat goes upstream with a speed of U km/h and downstream with a speed V km/h, what 
will be speed of boat in still water?  
 Ans. (U+V)/2  
   
7. If a clock loses 27% time in first seven days and gains 31% in next seven days, what will be the 
correct time exactly after two weeks if clock was initially set to 12 noon .  
   
8. If 5 litres of mixture of x water and y spirit are mixed with 10 litres of m water and n spirit, find 
the ratio of water and spirit in new mixture. (x,y,m,n are numerical ratios that I cant recall.)  
 
9. If the area of a square is 147 sq m. find the radius of the in-circle of that square.  
Ans. Solution is pretty simple. Area is equal to x*x where x is the side of the square. Once you 
find x, radius of in-circle is equal to x/2.    
   
10. A question figure series….was tricky…..but solvable with keen observation.  
11. A can do a work with probability 1/2, b with 3/9 and c with 6/11.. find probablity that working 
together they will not do it.  
 
Most of the other questions were comprehensive, long text type, so I can’t recall them.  
I was able to mark some 8 answers and I reckon, the cutoff was about 5.  
   
Most of the questions were solvable if one has done Quantitative Aptitude by R.S.Agarwal.  
Make sure, you attempt only those questions which are you damn sure of. Don make too many 
blind guesses. Usually, the cutoff ranges between 6 to 8 , and attempting 7-9 questions with full 
confidence will get you in. To  
  
Group Dynamics round  
All the 251 candidates were called for GD and PI round to Lucknow . The GD is called not as 
Group Discussion but Group Dynamics round in Satyam. I hope that tells us, as to what we are 
supposed to do in that round. The point is not only to speak good on a topic or good 
communication skills. They count as well as how you behave in the group, giving others a chance, 
encouraging others, making a space for yourself, emerging as a leader yet being a part of the 
group.  
   
GD’s were conducted in groups of 10, and lasted for 10 minutes on an average.  
   
In some groups, the moderator briefed the topic and asked each candidate to speak on the topic for 
a few seconds and then commenced the GD, while in some he invited a candidate to commence 
the discussion, while in others he rocketed off the discussion straightaway.  
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My topic was “Terrorism in India ”. We had a pretty good discussion as we had decided to give 
each other a fair chance and not intercept in between unless the person has not spoken for at least 
30-40 seconds. Make sure, that you have a small chit chat with your group before you go into the 
GD room. This is what I call Pre-GD talk. This will help you get familiar to the members and 
understand each one before you land directly into the GD.  
   
The discussion was quite good, as we talked not only about the problem of terrorism but also the 
possible solutions to it. If you are able to speak at least 3 times and give a solid idea in reasonable 
and good English, you are nearly in. There were a few members who were not involved and 
waiting for someone to invite them. I took the lead and got them involved in the discussion which 
again added to my points.  
   
Out of my group, four candidates got selected including me. Out of 251 candidates, 86 moved on 
to the Interview round.  
Some other topics were  
Are women better manager 
Five traits a person should have in modern world  
Globalization 
Mercy Killing 
Mode of Wars  
 
In some groups, the moderator also invited candidates to suggest a topic, so be ready with a good 
and relevant topic with a supporting line to convey its importance.  
   
Personal Interview Round  
The Interview was conducted in two batches on two days.  I had mine the very same day in the 
evening. The interview was Technical+HR but was being taken by a single person. Interviews 
were conducted in two rooms in parallel due to large group of candidates.  
   
I was interviewed by a South-Indian Technical fellow, and I must say, he was really good and 
very supportive.  
Let me write the talk in short.  
   
I knocked and waited for 2 seconds, and then entered the room.  
Me: May I come in Sir?  
Interview: Yes. Come in.  
Me: Good-evening Sir!  
Interviewer: Good-evening.  
I handed over my resume and waited beside the chair meant for me.  
Interviewer: Have your seat.  
Me: Thank-you Sir.  
Interviewer: Okay. So you are Sudhanshu.  
Me: Yes sir. Sudhanshu Porwal.  
Interviewer: Is that Porwal? (he checked with the pronunciation and I repeated my surname to 
make it clear.  
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Interviewer: So, you were in my GD today? He was the same person who had inspected over my 
GD in the day time)  
Me: Yes Sir.  
Interviewer: So, How are you feeling?  
Me: I am feeling good Sir. Thank you.  
Interviewer: What do you think? Will you be able to make through?  
Me: I hope to perform my best sir. Rest all depends.  
Interviewer: Okay. Can you talk about yourself?  
Me: Sir my name is…currently pursuing….belong to Kanpur ….family 
background….hobbies…..love to work…goal oriented blabla.  
   
Interviewer: Okay. good. What do you know about Satyam?  
(Make sure…you go through the website of Satyam and also….all the related material that you 
can find. They like it If you have taken the pains to find out about the place you are going to join.  
   
Me: Satyam is a leading company that deals in Computer and IT Services. It covers a wide 
domain of expertise including Aerospace, Finance and Banking, Medical, ERP etc. Started by 
Mr.B.Ramalinga Raju in 1987. It also attained SEI CMM level-5….(I was interrupted here)  
   
Interviewer: Do you know what is SEI-CMM?  
Me: Yes Sir. SEI-CMM stands for Software Engineers Institute Capability Maturity Model. It is 
used for measuring the quality of process that run in an organization. Started by US Military 
initially…defined in 5 levels. Initial..Repeatable..Defined..Managed..Optimized. Satyam is level 5 
that means it is at optimized level. (I guess He was impressed with the detailed answer I gave.)  
   
Interviewer: Do you know anything about Six-Sigma?  
Me: Yes Sir. I am sorry I wont be able to tell a lot….but let me share the little info I have. Six 
sigma is a model used to measure the quality of manufacturing process in industries. It was 
proposed by some Electronics Scientist in manufacturing of Chips or ICs ..and using this model 
he was able to bring down the defect levels to below 3.5 in a million.  
( I just recalled of something I had read once…and I was not sure whether all of it was 
correct…..but I guess he was again impressed by the detailed answer I gave)  
   
   
Interviewer: Okay Sudhanshu. Thank you so much.  
Me: Thank you Sir.  
Surprisingly, my interview lasted for hardly 5 minutes. And I wasn’t sure whether  I would be in 
or not.  
   
But I guess…..my last two answers got me in.  
There is no standard way….a person may perform in interview. What is most important is 
Confidence, Courage and Belief in yourself. You need to show what you are. Don’t be boasting 
but don be shy. Show what you are….and why you should be selected.  
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This was my first ever company and I am glad I made it through…and now I am a proud 
Satyamite. I convey my best wishes to all the aspirants wishing to join Satyam. I hope you find 
my experience useful.  
   
Hoping to see you all in Satyam soon. 
  
By,  
Sudhanshu Porwal 
 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 25th MARCH AT KOLKATA 
  
Hi Friends, 
I am Samba Chakrabarti from Techno India . I would like to share my experience with all of you 
which I had during Satyam Campussing on   25th March, 2007 . 
   
Around 1900 students sat for aptitude exam. There were 15 questions and the total time was 30 
minutes. There was .25 negative marking. The technique for marking the correct answers was a 
bit different too. We had to cross “X” the correct answer. If we want to change the option for our 
answers, then we had to draw 3 horizontal lines, one below the other, and then choose a new 
option. 
   
Questions were mainly based on quantitative mathematics, C program output, triangle series etc. 
Results were declared after 2 hrs and I was happy when my name was called out. 
   
We had around 618 students for the GD. All the students were divided into groups each having 10 
students. In GD, we were told by the moderator to select a good topic. The topic that was finally 
selected was “Merits and Demerits of Internet.” Each of us was given 20 seconds to speak both 
merits and demerits. While speaking, I also found that some students were writing some 
important points which I told. The GD was over in 5-6 minutes. Results were declared later. 
   
From a total of 618, only 172 students were able to go to the HR round. I had my HR round on 
27th morning. No technical questions were asked, only HR based questions were asked. Each one 
of us had around 10 minutes of HR round. After 5 hours, HR results were declared, and I was 
very happy when my name was called out. From that moment onwards, I am a member Satyam 
Family. 
   
Tips:- 
1.Friends, I would like to say that never attempt all the aptitude questions, as there is “Upper Cut-
off”. There is also .25 negative marking for every wrong answer. 
  

 
2.Only attempt those questions which you are 100% sure. If you have a good communication skill 
then you can definitely cross the GD round. Never get tensed while you are GD round. Just speak 
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some valid points with proper English, and then you can easily cross the GD round. Try to speak 
some new point and avoid repeating the same points that were already told. 
  

 
3. In HR round, you must have a good communication skill and never get tensed. HR may cross 
you a lot, but you must be very cool. They only check your nerve during that moment. My HR 
round Questions were like, 

“Why Satyam should hire you?” 
 “Why do you want to join Satyam?” 
“Where do you want to see 5 years from now?” etc. 
 Whatever answer I was giving, HR was crossing me. But I remained cool and gave the answers. 
   
4. Before you go for HR, you will be given resume form, which you have to fill it up that moment. 
You must be prepared with what you have written there because the HR may ask you questions 
from there." 
   
I would like to wish all of you “Best of Luck” for your future & hope to meet u at Satyam. 
 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 24th MARCH AT KOCHI 
  
Hi..  
We have cleared Satyam(thanks to god).Its not  tough.I just want to say one thing ”be 
confident”…only confidence matters..they don’t ,only, require people with very good 
English …they are looking for those who can learn ….it was on off campus test 1100 people sat 
there out of which 250 were selected for GD 140 for interview and 97 got finally.  
   
Test Pattern  
WRITTEN(15 ques -30 min)—(1/4 negative marking) Cut off 7-8 marks  min and 11-12 max  
Please don’t attempt questions ,in which you are not 100 % sure.  
   
1. complete the series  
7,14,21,9,18,?,11,22,33  
Ans:- 27 (very simple)  
   
2. Pyramid series  
            127  
         65   56  
      33   ?    24  
   15  16  10   12  
Ans:- 28  
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3.There is a field inside that there is a rectangular grass field with dimension  12X8 meter. One 
horse is tied at one corner of the grass field with a rope of 10 mtr. Horse is not allowed to enter 
the grass field .How much area it will graze?  
 a.76  
 b.75  
 c.100  
 d.87  
 e.none of these  
Ans (e)  
   
4.A man is having some money deposited in bank.In the 1st yr he gets 8% intrest,2nd yr -11 
%,3rd yr- 13%.If he gets Rs 12,400 at the end of three yr.How much he deposited.  
   
5.12 man can complete a work on 12 days.For a work 12 men work for for 6 days and then 4 
more men joins them.How much more time will be required?  
   
6.A man took Rs 1000 as loan on simple intrest of 5%.But he pays Rs 200 annually as intrestand 
amount.How much he will have to return after three years?  
   
7.Find the angle b/w the hands at 14:42 hours?  
a.171 b.172 c.176 d.181  
Ans :-171  
   
8. what are the no. of words that can be formed from 'COOLER' such that both the Os are not 
together.  
   
9.(this type copied. .ques was similar to this)  the question is like this: if 1 can be written as # and 
0 can be written as % and some data was given only to scared u --------- and after that they gave 
some examples to explain the theory as 
1 is written as # 
2 is written as #% 
3 is written as ## 
4 is written as #%% 
then wat is the LCM of 20,30,36  
   
10.A Ques on Probablity??(just basic concept)  
11. A Ques on Passage(6-8 lines passage)  
12. and 13. Reasoning (one was easy and other was bit tough)  
14.Very simple based on PIE diagram(Just know hw to calculate fron pie chart).  
     
After Clearing WRITTEN..Next was GD  
Here are some probable topics for GD…  
*"womens  r  mens -  who r better  managers"  
*marriages are made in heaven  
*old india vs  new  india  
*love marriages  
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*bpo,s  in  india  
*aranged mariages vs love mariages  
*is brain drain good 4 india  
*is education necessary 4 politicians  
*marriages r made in heaven  
*role of youth in politics etc..  
*Is G.D. neccessary for freshers recruitment  
*Impact of China on indian industries  
*terrorism  
* is group discussion necessary for freshers or not.  
* ragging  
* at a critical position will u atempt a suicide or be murdered  
* is defence a right carreer for women or not  
* role of youth in india to eradicate corruption  
* 75yrs vajrothsavalu-did they achieve the goals or not  
* KBC is money making or not  
* present cricket team  
* is politics there in sports  
* freshers prefer brand name or money  
* illiteracy, unemployment hand by hand  
* role of media on public  
   
NOTE:- Marks are given for each point you speak…Speak with confidence with valuable points. 
Mass rejection is done in this phase only.Do co-operate with others. Check body 
language ,expressing style n all. Dont look at HR during discussion.  
   
TECH + HR :-  
Basic questions from C/C++, Project ,DBMS, OOP .Be prepared with general HR questions. 
Again Check body language ,expressing style n all. look into  HR eyes as much as u can.  
   
“All the best to u all”  
By Sumit Goyal and Richanand Mishra 
  
 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 23rd MARCH AT KOLKATA  

Hi friends...I got job in satyam on 23rd March 

The entire test was divided into 3 parts- 
1)Aptitude Test 
2)GD 
3)Personal Interview  
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Aptitude test was of 15 marks and total time was 30 mins.Test was composed of mathematical & 
logical question like 
percentage 
number triangle(very easy) 
logical question 
probability 
Time & distance 
Analogy(figure)  

Problems are not so easy.but you can answer it. Don't try to attempt those questions which are not 
sure Because Satyam has only negative marking  

I got selected in aptitude test.  

Then next round is GD....,this is the main difficult item of the entire test. 
Our topic was Should Politician require minimum educational qualification???? 
Our team compises of 8 people.. 2 students are selected from it..  

Next round is Personal Interview 
This is not so easy.. You people should have strong nerve..they want to see your ability to face the 
questions i.e.your attitude 
 
If Gd round is cleared there is 80% chance of getting placed Finally I am selected..  

I am very thankful to satyam team.. 
Regards, 
Dolphia Nandi 

 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 17th MARCH AT CHANDIGARH 
  
Hi friends, 
   
This paper came at cec, mohali on 17th march 2007 
   
The paper of satyam was mind blowing......the questions were a little bit typical.... 30 min were 
fine for 15 questions. 
There was negative marking 1/4 for each wrong answer. Each question was of 1 mark so total 
paper was of 15 marks. The new thing in the paper was the way the answers were marked. It was 
different from the traditional method…… the paper was although objective but there were five 
choices in each question and the correct one was to be crossed on the answer sheet 
            a          b          c          d          e 
Suppose the answer is ‘a’ than you have to put ‘X’ on the Wright one and not tick mark or circle 
in case you put tick or encircle the option the question will be considered as WRONG. 
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Also in case you had put a cross on wrong option than just put three parallel lines on the cross that 
was put earlier and than choose the other option. 
   
Some of the questions that I remembered are… 
1. The circle is inscribed in a square of area 112 sq mts. What will be the area of circle 
Ans: - the answer will be 88 sq mt. 
2. Some of the statements were given in which one food item was related to other. 
These types of questions are given in R.S.Aggarwal. 
3. The probability of three students was given for doing a certain work. Find the prob. that the 
work will be finished by all three. 
4. There were two different paragraphs and a different question for them 
One was on study of gravity; other was on birds and aero plane 
5. One question was on series a triangle was given and one term was missing from it…. We were 
to find that missing term. 
6. One question was figure analysis…. In that we were just to move the sticks in decrementing 
order and bubbles in incrementing order. 
7. One question was that a code for a word POCKET was given as CDTDZR (not the actual 
question) and another word DOG was given to form its code than its code will be WJE  
the last letter T in pocket and the last letter R of the code cdtdzr are having  difference of two the 
next letter has a difference of 4….and so on. 
8. On question was that a program war given with certain conditions and its result was to be found 
            t=10 
            t1=t1+6 
            .and a condition was given. 

The question was the easiest but a little time consuming. 
   
Maximum questions were from R.S.Aggarwal Verbal and Non- Verbal & Quantitative aptitude. 
   
So all the best….and get the written cleared. 
   
BY, 
Kannav goyal 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 16th MARCH  
  
  
Hiiiiii Friends.... 
I m Sahil Garg from S.B.S.C.E.T Ferozepur, Punjab 
There were a few eligibility criterias: 60% throughout career(as per university rules). There must 
not be any backlogs. There must not be more than one year gap in the accademics atr any stage. 
   
There were three rounds. 
1)Aptitude Test:- 
In apti, there were 15 ques n time alloted was haf n hour. all the questions were from 
R.S.Aggarwal n were very easy but a little bit lengthy also. 
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If u attempt only 7-9 ques then u are cleared . i also attempted only 9 questions. Plz dont try to 
attempt all the questions 
There was negative marking also but there was provision to change ur answer.From 4300 people, 
only 1300 were selected for the G.D 
 
2)G.D:- 
Second round was Group Discussion and also the main elimination round.. In one group, there 
were 10 students n mostly they had selected 3-4 persons from one group. 
 
300 persons were selected from the GD.GD topics were Dating,Brain-Drain,Pollution etc.Try to 
give 1-2 good points in the GD with confidence.They will see only your mind not the 
communication skills. 
 
3)HR interview:- 
In HR,they had asked mostly the technical questions that i had mentioned in my  resume. All 
questions were very easy. Here also they will see ur confidence. From me, they had asked 
questions like link list, double link list, insert a node in it, heap sort, operating system, Database 
etc. 
From 300, they selected only 125 persons n i was one of them. 
 
So best of luck my friends. 
see u in satyam. 
Bye 
 
 
SATYAM PAPER ON 16th MARCH AT CHENNAI 
 
  
Hi friends,  
My name is shamshera....i ve got placed in satyam by attending the off campus that took place at 
veltech  engg college[avadi], chennai  
first of all i would like to thank this freshersworld for helping me to get through gd & hr....They 
are really doing wonderful job in asisting the freshers to crack the interviews..  
   
There were three rounds  
1. Aptitude (16th march 2007)  
2. Group discussion (17th march 2007)  
3. Tech & personal HR  
   
1.Aptitude test(online)  
To clear this round it is enough to go through the quantitative aps by R.S Agarval  
sorry friends i dont remember what all were asked but i can tell the topic covered by those 
questions. There were actually 15 questions for which u will be given 30 mins  
   
NOTE: THERE ARE -VE MARKINGS IN SATYAM  
ther were 3 divisions of questions.  
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1 mark questions for which 0.25 -ve marking  
2 mark questions for which 0.5 -ve marking  
3 mark questions for which 0.25 -ve marking  
   
So please friends dont take risk by guessing ur answers. Attend only those questions that u r very 
confident.  
topic covered by those questions  
1.Train  
2.Ages  
3.probability  
4.time & distance  
5.time & work  
6.Compound interest  
7.profit & loss  
8.calendar  
9.clock  
it is enough if u go through the quantitative aps by R.S Agarval  
About 3000 attended this round and 350 got selected for the 2nd rond  
   
2. Group discussion  
In satyam this round is very very important n to crack this, just visit freshersworld and go through 
the gd etiquett . freshersworld has the collection of satyam gd topics and also guiding how to clear 
that round  
my topic was Mobile phone in engineering college... there were 9 students in my gd group  
other topics were  
1.love marriage & arranged marriage  
2.Is USA a friend to india  
3.Is china a threat to india  
4.Braindrain is good or bad  
5.Education system in india  
just follow the etiquett of this round and it is very simple to clear this round.  
Out of 350 students 152 were selected for the Hr round.  
   
3.HR  
ur test for communication is over in GD itself now this round is to check ur attitude...  
u need to just stay cool to get through this round...For clearing this round also, u can seek the help 
from freshersworld,  
where u will be given tips about how to face the interview.  
The interview took place for about 15 min for me  
the questions were  
1.tell about ur project  
i said it confidently  
2.asked some questions in it  
i explained  
3.toughest event in ur life  
i answered  
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4.Gave me a stress situation and asked me how i will react to it  
   
finally the results were anounced on 17th evening at 8.30 p.m and i was very very happy to hear 
that i ve got selected  
Friend it is very simple to get throgh the interview if u r cool headed... just be confident and 
believe in your abilities and u will surely  
be successful....  
i am very happy to post my experience for freshersworld who are really  helping the freshers by 
all means to be successful...  

Great going freshersworld...Thanks once again  

 
 

SATYAM PAPER ON 15th MARCH  

hi all 
i'm placed in SATYAM! it was my 1st interview n i got through! freshersworld has helped a lot 
so thought of giving back something 

Written test: 
+1 for every right answer n -.25 for every wrong answer.15 questions-30mins.640 candidates 
appeared for written test 
1.a certain sum of money becomes 50%of it's initial value after a certain no of years.after how 
many years wil it become 337.5% of it's initial value? (i didnt attempt this so i don't know the ans) 

2.a is twice as efficient as b.b can complete a certain work in 30 days.in how many days will they 
complete the work working together? 
(ans: 10 days) 

3.a question from verbal n non verbal reasoning asking you to determine which shape appears 
next 

4.a question about probability i dont remember it exactly but it was something like acc to a survey 
conducted in 1999 a certain no of babies were what is the probability that out of 5 babies 2 were 
born on the same date (again didnt attempt) 

5.a question about a committee of judges in court, some people attend on 1day,others should not 
attend then a lengthy one cant recall entirely 

6.a number tree with the top most number missing 

7.a number series with two alternate series,easy one 

8.a ratio n proportion problem 
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9.reasoning question,can do it easily 

10.another reasoning question,can solve with ease 
280 people got through 

next was Group Discussion. 
be confident n try to initiate or conclude it.but dont start quarrelling an entire group was 
disqualified because of that 94 canditates were short listed   

Technical cum HR round: 
just be cool n confident in this round.but plz be honest never try to bluff them.you'll be caught if 
you do that. 
finally 23 candidates were placed!  

hope all this will prove helpful  

 
 

SATYAM PAPER ON 9th MARCH AT TAMILNADU 

Hai Friends, Iam Padmakumar... 

The entire Satyam process consists of 3 Rounds and for us the interview went on for 3 days... 
1st Round - Aptitude 
2nd Round - G.D. 
3rd Round - H.R interview 

1st Day - Aptitude: 
For the Aptitude round R.S. Agarwal is sufficient... If u r thorough with the important headings 
like Time & Distance, Time & Work, Number series, % problems, Date & Calender etc... is 
sufficient... Also be prepared to solve the triangle problem for which u can see the papers 
submitted by other candidates... Also prepare comprehension type questions... If u r Thorough 
with Agarwal u can easily solve 5 to 6 problems and with ur common sense u can solve 3 to 4 
problems... So with these u can easily clear the 1st Round... 

2nd Day - G.D.: 
First of all dont afraid as the round is G.D... Because genreally G.D. is an important elimination 
round where a person can be easily eliminated and more persons are eliminated in this round... 
We were split in to a group of 10... only 2 to 3 were selected from a group based on the 
performance... Be thorough with current affairs and some general topics... Some topics which 
were given for us were... 1. Love marriage and Arranged marriage... Which is best? 
2. colas were banned... Is is correct or wrong? 
3. Ragging is banned... Is is correct or wrong? 
4. Is G.D required for an interview? etc.. etc.. 
Try to be intiative in the G.D which fetch u more mark... If u were unable to be intiative don loose 
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confidence because the time given is 10min and u can easily find a oppurtunity for u... Most of 
them in your group will have controversy over other's view... In that situation don quarrel with 
them... It will fetch u negative mark... Instead try to coordinate others and bring them in a group... 
Be louder and clear in ur views... Let everyone express their views... Don object with others 
opinion... Listen to what others speak... If possible make a hint of what others say... It will be very 
useful when u r asked to giv the conclusion... 

3rd Day - H.R.: 
This is an easy round where ur communication skill and self-confidence plays a important role... 
Look at the interviewer's eyes while speaking... Have a positive body language... Some important 
things they see in an H.R. were ur communication skill, Basic Knowledge, Body language and ur 
confidence... So Be prepared with some questions like, 

1. Introduce urself... 
2. Why u choose software industry... 
3. What r the skills u posses as u want to enter software... 
4. What will be ur contribution to satyam if i select u... 
5. Strenghts and weakness... 
6. About ur family backgroung... 
7. Why Satyam.... 
8. Where u see urself after 5 years... 
9. Be prepared for some questions from c, c++, Java if u r from circuit branch(ece, eee, cse, 
IT,etc)... 
10. Do u want to ask any quesions from Satyam... 
 
In our batch nearly 4500 attended and 748 were shortlisted for G.D. and from 750 nearly 220 
were shorlisted for H.R... And from 220 around 
140 got selected. I'm not sure with the figures... 
Don loose ur confidence at any stage... Keep on practicing for all the session... If u work hard 
satyam is urs... 

 ALL THE BEST! 

 
 

SATYAM PAPER ON 8th MARCH AT HYDERABAD 

hlo , im aparna(CSIT)im glad 2 say tht ive been selected into satyam3000 peopl attended the 
interview..270 after GD and 60 finally selected 

the main process consists of 
Aptitude 
GD 
Tech&hr  
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Aptitude: 15 ques 30 min 

1) 20 k=k+2;  

30 j=k*12;  

40 j=j+40  

50 l=k+40;  

60if k<10  

70 goto 20  

80 print k  

output=??  

2) compound interest problem  

3)a person goes on a bicycle n sees the train every 5 min ther is a train every 5 minleavin the 
station some more details were given i don remembr  much find the speed of person(relative 
speeds problem)  

4)find next in the series  

4 figures were given easy  

5)what is the angle between hrs  hand n minutes hand when the time is 21.55  

ans)92.5  

6)pyramid p roblem  

easy one  

7)a short para was given n a ques was asked on tht  

a il confusing(don b ina hury 2 answer think n opt the choice thtrez -ve marking)  

8)1 more questin on leukamia in ratseasy u can conclude easily frm the para  

9)a bar chart was given and find the years between which the increase was the highest  

  find the increse relative 2 the next bar graph =>max difference =max increase  
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10)there r 8 cities and 2 women select 2 cities from the 1 st 4 and men select 3 cities from the rest  

find the max possible ways of selection thts it i remembr  

GD: 
mine was IMPACT OF MEDIA ON YOUTH 
other topics are: 
aranged mariages vs love mariages 
is brain drain good 4 india 
is education necessary 4 politicians 
marriages r made in heaven 
role of youth in politics etc..  

watevr b the topic have an idea of how 2 talk  

TIPS: 
b bold and loud  (mandatory) make it a discussion not a debate of all t he groups,ours was the 
only grp in which 7 out of 10 were cleared the gd nevr fight  

i initiated the GD .but then made my point clear 2 every body,put a few valid points 4 
discussion.our gd was cool.we discussed abt both the advantages n disadavantages,role and 
responsibilities of media.neithr supportin or goin against the topic.v generalised our points  

TECH n HR: 
teme abt ur self 
family bck grd 
questions on my prjct 
RDBMS(concentrated more) 
DS 
cprogram 4 chekin if a string is a palindrome withou usin strcmp() 
OS 
Microprocessors 
where would u c 5 yrs frm now?? 
small talk on team work  

thts it........ all the best guyz application mind is important everythg u say suport wid examples in 
a convincing way.  

n the job is urs....... 

 

SATYAM PAPER ON 7th MARCH 

 Hi friends, 
I attended satyam on 7th march at  shri vishnu engg.college, bhimavaram  
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Satyam made its aptitude test as online and the fallowing Changes are made. total no. of questions 
are 15 Total for 30 marks and test duration is 30 min. each question have marks based on 
weightage like 3marks,2marks,1mark.  

for every wrong in 3mark question 3/4 marks will be deleted,for 2mark question 1/2mark and for 
1mark it is1/4mark. so be attentive aboutthe negative marks.  

aptitude questions are from R.S.Ararwals aptitude book and questions are from  areas,series 
compleation ,time and work,problems on ages,compound interest,data interpretation,logical 
reasoning,time and distance,averages etc.......  

I cleared aptitude and my G.D topic is ""marriages are made in heaven"".really our gd is very cool  

In my H.R interview it is purely technical and he asked me questions about my subjects in 
electrical engineering and questions on c. I did well the hr and finally selected in satyam.  

all the best and be confident  with best wishes  

By, 
Sarada 

 
 

SATYAM PAPER ON 7th FEBRUARY AT BHUBANESWAR 

HI FRNDS......DIS IS ROSHAN, AN SATYAMITE......A MEMBER OF THE 
SATYAM  FAMILY. 
I HAD ALWAYS HAD A DREAM OF BECOMING A PART OF IT N 2DAY MY DREAM 
HAS SOME TRUE DUE TO GOD'S BLESSINGS.. 
 
HERE I M GONNA SHARE MY EXPERIENCE WITH U........ 
IT WAS AN OFF CAMPUS HELD N CEB , BBSR....I WAS ABT NERVOUS BT MY 
CONFIDENCE LEVEL WAS HIGH 2 ADJUST DAT... 
I HAD MY WRITTEN EXM ON 7TH APRIL 07 N NEAR ABT 1500 STUDENTS HAD 
APPEARED DA TEST... 

OUT OF DAT ONLY 521 QUALIFIED 4 DA GD N 4 DA PI ONLY 186 QUALLIFIED..N 
FINALLY 60 ODD STUDENTS WERE SELECTED....I WAS ONE OF THEM... A PROUD 
MEMBER OF SATYAM FAMILY...  
I M GONNA TELL U DA TOTAL  SELECTION PROCEDURE.. ... 

IT COMPRISED OF 3 PARTS.... 
1 # LOGICAL CUM APTITUDE TEST. 
2 # GD. 
3 # PI (HR N TECHNICAL). 
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THE WRITTEN WAS ALRIGHT N COMPRISED OF NUMBER TRIANGLE(MUST), SI, CI, 
TRAINS, PROFIT LOSS N DISCOUNT, NO. SERIES., .. THERE ARE 15 QUESTION N U R 
GIVEN 30 MINS..... 
 
I WUD LIK 2 SUGGEST U DAT AS THERE R LOWER N UPPER CUT-OFF SO NEVER 
GUESS ANY ANS. N ANSWER THE QUESTION N WHICH U R DAM CONFIDENT.. 
EACH CORRECT ANS IS 1 MARK N WRONG ANS N -.25 MARK.... 
U ATTEND 7-11 QUESTIONS ONLY..IT LL B HELPFUL...... 
DA LOWER CUT OFF ID GENERALLY 6 N UPPER CUTOFF IS 11/10. 

I CLEARED DA WRITTEN N DA NEXT ROUND WAS GD......... I WAS DA GROUP 
LEADER N GD AS I INNIATED DA GD.... 
MY TOPIC WAS " PRIVATIASTION OF PUBLIC SECTOR ".. I SPOKE N DA FAVOUR OF 
DA TOPIC N WTH VRY RELEVANT POINTS....EVERYBODY SUPPORTED ME SO THE 
HR FINALLY ASKED ME 4 DA CONCLUSION...N I GAV N A GRT WAY 
SO NOF THE OTHER GD TOPICS WERE....... 
MARRIAGES R MADE N HEAVEN.... 
FOREIFN OR INDIAN COACH.... 
SHUD MOBILES B BANNED N DA COLLEGES.... 
BLUE IS BLUE..... 

THEN CAME THE PI ROUND. IT COMPRISED OF TECH. N HR.... 
THE HR WHO TOOK MY PI ASKED ME 15 TECH QUESTION N THERE WAS NO HR 
QUESTION..... 
ONE OF THE QUESTION WAS " HOW IS THE LINK BETWEEN COMPILATION N 
EXECUTION N OUTPUT N WAT IS DA MEMORY ALLOCATION 4 IT N HOW DA 
OPERATING SYSTEM RESPONDS TO IT"..............I REALLY HAD A TOUGH PI BT I 
ANSWERED ALMOST ALL QUESTION DAM CONFIDENTLY N WT SMILE.........DAT 
DID REALLY COUNT......... 
NEVER GT NERVOUS THERWISE U MAY B DISCARDED........... 
THEY NEVER EXPECT PERFECT ANSWERS 4M RATHER THEY C HOW CONFIDENT N 
EAZY U R N ANSWERING..... 

FINALLY THE RESULTS WERE  OUT N I WAS N DA HEAVRN 2 C M NAME N DA 
SHORT LISTED CANDIDATES LIST.....IT WAS REALLY A PROUD N DA BIGGEST 
MOMENT N MY LIFE.... 
 

MY BEST REGARS 4 U N O WISH U ALL THE BEST........ 

HOP 2 C U AT SATYAM....AS MY FELLOW SATYAMITE...HAV A GRT JOURNEY 2 
SATYAM 

ROSHAN MAHAPATRA 
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SATYAM PAPER ON 3rd MARCH AT BHOPAL  

hello friends 
i dont remember much about written but according to the usual pattern as what we know 1/2 
question would come on english but dere were 4 questions on english out of 15 questions .dere 
were small passages of 4/5 lines and d question what do u interpret .n d optiond were really close 
to each other so take care 

in satyam dere is upper n lower cutoff so attempt only 9/10 question which are correct  

next phase was GD d  most important eleimination round out of 4500 approx  appeared in written 
only 600 got through 
then dis 600 appeared in gd next day .plz friends be in formals only  

a group of 10 people were made to speak for 10 min  

my topic was" role of media in shaping public opinion" i initiated frndz plz try to initiate as dey 
hav different points of initiazation 
n dont look towards d moderator he warned us in d begining only inspite of dat one of r grp 
member looked n he was not selected 
after few minutes it became a fish market dey stopped us .try  not to make fish market . den our 
individual point of view were asked 
n dey told us to leave  

r Gd was only for not more than 5 min be confident n loud n speak to the point in Gd only 181 
were selected out of 600  

INTERVIEW 
my hr manager was really a cool man be thorugh wid ur name meaning i hv a different name so 
he asked a lot of things related to my name 
den asked my favourite subject as i m a electronics students i told him electronics den he asked 
wat in electronics i told him semiconductors trnsistors   
he asked basic function of transistor 
n den he asked me to explained transistor considering him as a 4 yr old child i explained in 
detailed 
den asked ne other fav subject i told him data structure  
den he asked fav subject in school i told maths 
he asked me to give a law studied in school time in maths which we used even today in 
curriculam n in practicall too 
i gave d answer he said"FANTASTIC" i was very happy 
den he asked dat  i hv ne question to ask i asked him he gave d answer in detail  

then he said all d best n i  left 
d result was out at 11 pm we were waiting n only 90 were selected out  of 181 n i was one of dem 
frndz hv patience n hv faith in GOD  
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SATYAM PAPER ON 09th FEBRUARY AT ANDHRA PRADESH 

HI Friends I am raghavendra from KAKINADA INSTITUTE OF ENGG. & TECHNOLOGY 
KAKINADA, AP. 

I am placed in SATYAM  !!!!!!!!  

This is my 12th company and I am finally placed after a long journey of taking many companies, 
SO patience is necessary and try to motivate ur self when u fail. Be confident and don’t loose 
hope think that its NOW OR NEVER while attending, believe strongly in yourself, do mirror 
exercise at least once in 2 days and try to make your self comfortable by coming to the spot 
before time.  

I attended satyam off campus in my college on 9th Feb. Total 1650 attended and 650 got through 
written and 135 for HR and 63 were finally placed. I used to read all the experiences of others and 
now it’s my turn to express.  

Day 1: 9th Feb 07. 
1650 attended for test in two groups and 650 got through Written test is very easy and cutoff is 
less 4. 

TEST:  

1)      if a boy goes at 15kmph and returns back at 20kmph what is his avg. speed easy one just 
2x15x20/(20+15). 

2)      A pyramid Q just adding two down numbers with the top one 

3)      A very easy Q on clocks what is angle between the hands when time is… ans 160min 

4)      Reasoning ques which is not seen but tough 

5)      A ques on probability when a die and coin tossed what is the probability of getting a 
head and 6 on top. 

6)      Series ques 2, 4, 6, 5,?, 9, 8, 10, 12 ans 7. 

7)      Another ques on reasoning like farmers growing crops and govt.’s subsidies for that just 
we have obtain the INFERENCE of the Para easy one. 

8)      Reasoning Q similar to PUZZLE TEST OF R.S.AGGARWALS NON VERBAL 
REASONONG just by drawing table u can find the answer. 

9)      Pie diagram showing a states growth in different categories and Q related to a particular 
category. 
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10)  Routine question if 0 replaced by 1 and vice versa then what is sum of two numbers 
0101010 =1010101 =85. 

11)  Question on reasoning related to figures to find the fourth successive figure using first 
three given ones easy. 

12)   Problem on multiplication a bit logical 

That’s all I remember of written please excuse for other Qs So after waiting for 3hrs results were 
out 650 cleared. They divided into 65 batches of 10 basing on the alphabetical order of their 
names. Luckily I had GD on next day so prepared well before day some of my friends had on first 
day.  

Day 2: 10th Feb 07. 
For remaining students they conducted GD’S and totally they took 90+45=135. 

GD: My topic is “CAPITAL PUNISHMENT” 

I MADE THE INITIATIVE AND supported the topic and a strong opposition from another girl 
but not aggressive went cool Before starting my moderator gave us two minutes to make points 
but that is not the case in case of other HR so please be prepared. Other topics include  
1.SOLUTION TO TERRORISM IN INDIA. 
2.ROLE OF YOUTH IN REDUCING CORRUPTION. 
3.ILLETERACY AND UNEMPLOYMENT GO HAND IN HAND. 
4.EDUCATION NECESSARY TO ENTER POLITICS. 
5.BRAIN DRAIN GOOD FOR INDIA 
6.PRINTING MEDIA VS ELECTRONIC MEDIA. 
7.IS US A FRIEND OR FOE TO INDIA. 
8.ARE WOMEN BETTER EMPLOYEES. 
9.SPORTS PERSONS ARE THEY ON AN ENDORSEMENT SPREE? 
10.KBC MONEY MAKING OR MONEY GAINING?  

That’s all about GD’S and the filtration is more on second day and from my group only two were 
selected. There are some batches where not even one has been selected so please be sure about the 
points and the batch should not be AGRRESSIVE AT ANY COST. SO 135 went for HR, after 
filling form of satyam, I had my slot at 3:30pm. Around 8 persons were waiting before my HR 
panel so it took around an hour to get my chance means TEST FOR PATIENCE. 
 
Finally my number called  

INTERVIEW:  

ME: MAY I COME IN SIR. 
HR: PLEASE COME IN TAKE UR SEAT 
ME: THANK YOU SIR. 
HR: WELL RAGHAVENDRA UR FRM EEE 
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ME: YES SIR 
HR: SO WHY DID U CHOOSE SOFT WARE? 
ME: I GAVE A SPLENDID ANSWER AND IS RECEIVED WELL BY HIM. 
HR: WHAT ABOUT UR PROJECT? 
ME: I GAVE COMPLETE INFORMATION ABOUT MY PROJECT  I AM THE TEAM 
LEADER OF MY BATCH SO I HAD A PROFOUND KNOWLEDGE OVER IT AND DID 
NOT STOP FOR ALMOST 5 min. 
(HR IS VERY MUCH IMPRESSED BY THE WAY I ANSWERED THE QUESTION) 

HR: WHAT ABOUT UR EXRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
ME:  I GAVE INFORMATION ABT MY POSTER, PARTICIPATION IN SHAASTRA-06 IIT 
MADRAS, NSS VOLUNTEER,ALSO MY EXPERIENCE IN ORGANISING CONCOURS 
(AN EVENT CONDUCTED BY MY COLLEGE) 
HR: WHY SHOULD I HIRE U? 
ME: I SAID ALL MY STRENGHTS INCLUDING TIME BOUNDEDNESS IN COMPLETING 
THE TASKS AND MY LEADERSHIP QUALITIES IN ORGANISING CONCOURS 
HR: DO U HAVE ANY QUESTIONS 
ME: CAN I HAVE MY FEEDBACK 
HR: UR ENGLISH SPEAKING FLUENTZY IS GOOD, SUGGESTED T LEARN CPP AND 
TO IMPROVE YOUR WRITING SKILS (SHOULD BE ABLE TO USE GRAMMATICALLY 
PERFECT SENTENCES AT HIGH LEVEL)  
HR: PLEASE WAIT FOR THE RESULT AND CONGRATULATED ME. 

After being waited for more than 3hrs I am there in 63 finalists I can say GOD is with me and so I 
had placed My friends of other panels faced Qs on CPP, JAVA, OS, DS …. Really I am very 
happy now because from now I am SATYAMATE. Friends please be confident and keep belief 
on GOD definitely u can be placed in Ur DREAM COMPANY. 

I finally thank one and all who have helped me through out my carrier and especially my 
PARENTS who are back of me when I Have failed while attending other comp.  

HOPING WE WILL MEET AT SATYAM  

By, 
satish valluri 

 
 

SATYAM PAPER ON 11th FEBRUARY AT JODHPUR  

I am selected in satyam. 

Total No. of student nearly 2000, shortlisted for GD 700. 
shortlisted for interview 298. 
final selected 187. 
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There is three days procedure for selection. 
First day:-Aptitude paper. 
Second day:-Group Discussion. 
Third day:-Interviews. 
  
Aptitude test:- 
There are simple questions, R.S.Agarwal is sufficient. 
10 question of simple maths, 4 english language question., 1 data interpritaion . 
The upper cut of is 11 and lower cut of is 6. There is 8 question are very simple easily attended, 
there negative marking also so be careful. 
In maths triangle, series, work, compound interest , percentage and profit loss question. In english 
logical questions. 
  
Group Discussion. 
My topic is Impact of china on indian industries. 
I couldn't start but i m second to start. Start with high intensity of voice so other can be silent,then 
clear and loudable sound. Try to lead the group. 
encourage the other. 
  
Interview: 
My interview based on my projects only I wrote four project in my resume so he said me to 
explain each one. I confidently explain each one. 2 more question on my interview then asked me 
why u join satyam. Be confident in interview and proper eye contact. 
  
Wishing u all to Best Of Luck. 
Try ur level Best. 
 
Ur friend 
Jitendra Singh Sankhla(JeeT) 
  
 
 

SATYAM PAPER ON 09th FEBRUARY  

hai, 

i have attended for satyam recruitrment process at lbrce. i have get selected.i did nt remember 
aptitude paper because written exam conducted one wek before. 
totally around 1500 appeared 1st batch=800 2nd batch=800 
1st batch get selected:67 2nd batch:45 after final round. girls will have more chances to get 
selected. 
  
GD topic: Cell phones should banned in colleges in or not. they r givivng some topics like: why 
red is red, why 7 after 6, also. 
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take initiation if not atleast try to talk among first three persons then there will be more chances to 
get selected 
some other gd topics are: 
women are good managers are not 
brain drain 
 
IN Interview 
1) tell about ur self 
2) weakness 
3)i think its not a weakness(pleas try to tell ur weakness as an weakness only.give an example of 
ur weakness u faced in life) 
4)about my project 
5)about my project with an example. 
6)why should satyam hire u 
7) why do u want to join satyam 
8)do u have any questions (i ask question about training period and what u will teach us in 
training period ) 
ask ques regarding training period. tha's all it went along 15 minutes. 
friends this is my 22nd interview. so try it.the more experience will lead to u grab job. 
friends!!! one point: speak loudly in interview than what u speak in ur daily life. 
  

By, 
Kalyan Chakravarthy  

 
 
 

SATYAM PAPER ON 20th JANUARY, 2007 AT PUNE 

Hi friends, 

My Set no was 668 
about test: friends there where 15 questions given Cutoff for my test was minimum 4 and 
maximum 8. 
 
1. what is the day of 31st july 1957 the date is not exact I  did not done this but i will give you 
idea to do this is in R.S Agrawal (489)*4+1 year in that see all the odd days in that 
2. logical reasoning very tough question. 
3. one qustion is on probabulity ie.., 3 layer, a teacher, 2 doctor , 4 Advocate making a commitee 
of 4 members what is the probabality to choose a person that he is teacher. 
a)1/2 
b) 3/4 
c) 1/3 
d) None Of These 
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4) A person purchase two items at same price.He sell one at 20% loss, Then how much price he 
have to sold the second item so for no profit no loss. 
a)22% 
b)24% 
c)28% 
d)None of these 

5) Find Number? 
45,50,60, ? ,66,78, 42,56,70 
Ans 54 

6)    ? 
    66, 66 
  28  28  28 
 10  10  10  10 
2   2   2     2      2 
Ans 144 
another some easy qustions ar there the CUTOFF IS 7 friends don't try to attempt more than 9 
atmost because it may cause negitive marking 
i attempted 7 correctly (exact) and get relaxed it is very easy to attempt 7 try 
 
about GD: 
friends PLZ note the names of your fellow persons before going to the G.D that will benifit you 
much 
1. call all of them with names that will be good point 
2. don't point out anyone with fingure 
3. don't get excited don't try for job there try to clear G.D 
4. Don't see the invigilator(H.R) seating on besides you 
5.  take the chance of starting the disscussions , conclusion of disscussion,write the points which 
are discussed in the G.D tell all of them when H.R tells ok give conclusion 
 
By, 
Shweta Bajaj 

 


